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PREFACE

This document has been prepared for use by the Members of the
Subcommittee on Human Resources, Committee on Ways and Means, at a
hearing on September 17, 1991, an the Department of Health and Human
Services' implementing regulations for two new child care programs
authorized by P.L. 101-508.

In early September, 1991, the Acting Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Human Resources requested that the Congressional Research Service
prepare a background report on selected issues relating to the Department's
implementing regulations. This document contains the CRS background
report; statutory language, proposed regulations and conference report
provisions for the two child care programs; and selected comments received
by the Department of Health and Human Services regarding its
implementing regulations.
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FOR =MEDIATE RELEASE
TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 1901

PRESS RELEASE 012
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NOME RESOURCES
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
U.S. ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1102 LONGWORTE HOUSE OFFICE BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
TELEPHONES (202) 220 1721

THE HONORABLY THOMAS J. DOER "" N.Y.), ACTING CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SUMAN RESOURCEO, TTEE OW WAYS AND MEANS,

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ANI,UhusiS AN OVERSIGHT (MARTINI ON
THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSED FEDERAL CHILD CARE REGULATIONS

The Honorable Thomas J. Downey (D., N.Y.), Acting Chairman,
Subcommittee on Human Resources, Committee on Ways and Means,
U.S. House of Representatives, toda announced that the
Subcommittee will hold an oversight hearing on the Department of
Health and Human Services' proposed regulations for implementing
the State grants for child care that were enacted pursuant to the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990. The hearing will be
held on Tuesday, September 17, 1991, beginning at 10:00 a.m., in
room H-137 of the Capitol.

In announcing the bearing, Acting Chairman Downey said: "A
major SUCCO3S of the 10Ist Congress was the enactment of a child
care bill that would provide income and work support to thousands
of low- and moderate-income families each year. At this hearing,
we will review the Administration's proposed rules for
impletenting the two State grants for child care that wore,
included in the legislation. Implemented properly, these grants
will unsura greater access to safe child care for many American
families struggling to remain in the labor force."

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 was signed
into law on November 5, 1990. The child care provisions of the
Act include a new entitlement grant to the States for child care
authorized under title IV-A of the Social Security Act, and a
discretionary grant program for child care services, called the
Child Care and Development Block Grant.

Under the title IV-A grant program, States are collectively
entitled to up to $300 million per year to provide child care to
families who need th* care in *rder to work and would otherwise
be at risk of bezoming eligible for Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (cash welfare benefits). Each State's
allotment is based on its child population in relation to the
overall U.S. child population. The program targets a low-income
population, but specific eligibility criteria are left for the
States to devise. States may provide care directly, or choose a
range of delivery options. All care must meet standards of State
and local law. Except for providers who provAe care solely to
family members, providers who participate in the program must be
licensed, regulated or registered by the State. Care must be
provided on a sliding-fee-scale basis, with contributions based
on the family's ability to pay. A State match equal to the
matching rate for the Medicaid program is required.

:he Child Care and Development Block Grant authorizes
$750 million for fiscal year 1991, and increases to $925 million
for fiscal year 1993. Seventy-five percent of a State's
allocation must be used to provide child care services and for
activities to improve the availability and quality of child care.
The remaining 25 percent must be used for quality improvements
and to increase the availability of early childhood development
and before- and after-school services. Under the program, States
may provide care to certain children who are under age 13, and
who come from a family whose income is less than 75 percent of
the median income of the State for a family of the same size.

0



VIII

States must establish a sliding-fee scem, with contributions
based on the family's income and miss. Beginning with fiscal
year 1993, States must give program beneficiaries the option of
enrolling their children with a provider that has a grant or
contract, or receiving a child care certificate. States must
certify that certain health and safety requirements are
established for child care providers, and must demonstrate that
compliance procedures are in effect. Eligible providers must JO
licensed, regulated or registered, and must comply with
applicable State and local licensing and regulatory requirements.

Half of any funds appropriated for the program will be
allocated on the basis of the number of children ages 4 or
younger in the State, and half on the number of children
receiving free And reduced-price school lunches. Sotn factors
are adjusted based on per-capita personal income in the State.

There is no State match required for this program.

At this hearing, testimony will be heard from Administration
officials and public witnesses. Testimony should focus on the
Administration's regulations as they relate to both programs and
the extent to which specific regulations conform to the law,
promote streamlined and efficient program operations, promote
State flexibility, and respect the needs of individual
recipients.
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Washington, D.C. 20540

Congressional Research Service

The Library of Congress

September 10, 1991

To : House Ways and Means Committee
Subcommittee on Human Resources

FROM : Anne Stewart
Analyst in Social Legislation
Education and Public Welfare Division

SUBJECT : Background Report for Child Care Heating

In response to your request, the attached report describes the new child
care programs authorized by P.L. 101-508 (the Title IV-A At-Risk Child Care
Program and the Child Care and Development Block Grant) and selected issues
related to the implementing regulations issued by the Department of Health and
Human Services in June.

We hope this is useful to you. Please let us know if further assistance is
needed.

Attachment
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5

IMPLEMENTING REGULATIONS FOR NEW FEDERAL CHILD
CARE PROGRAMS: SELECTED ISSUES

INTRODUCTION

During the final weeka of the 101st Congress, Congress and the White
House reached agreement on a comprehensive child care package that was
incorporated into the Omnibus Budget Remnciliation Act of 1990 and enacted
into law on November 5, 1990 (P.L. 101-508).1 The approval of major child care
legislation was the culmination of a lengthy, and often politically and
philosophically contentious debate.

The final compromise agreement included two new State child care
programs, the At-Risk Child Care Program and the Child Care and Development
Block Grant Program, as well as expansions to the Earned Income Tax Credit
(EITC) program.' The At-Risk Child Care Program was authorized as an
amendment to Title W-A of the Social Security Act, which also establishes the
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program. It is called the "At-
Risk" program Incause it is targeted to low income families who need child care
in order to work and who are "at-risk" of becoming e'igible for AFDC if child
care were not provided. The Child Care and Development Block Grant Program
was authorized as an amendment to the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981, and is targeted to child care services for low income families, all well as for
activities to improve the overall quality and supply of child care for families in
general.

The At-Risk program was authorized as a "capped entitlement" under which
States are entitled to matching funds for child care expenditures up to State

'Most of the action on child care legislation in the 101st Congress occurred
on H.R. 3 and S. 5. Conference negotiations on these bills were never completed
due to various unresolved issues, including conditions set by the Administration
to avoid Presidential veto. The child care package incorporated into the budget
law reflects several agreements that were reached during conference committee
negotiations.

2Tax credit expansions, though not targeted in any way for child care, were
advocated by the Bush Administration and others as an approach to increase
child care options of low income families. a was argued that the increased
income afforded by tax credits could be used to purchase non-parental care or
couid help one parent afford to forgo employment and remain home to care for
the children. EITC expansion enjoyed bipartisan support, since others regarded
it not as an approach to chiid care assistance, but as a means of improving the
eroding economic status of low income working families. For more information
on EITC and the recent empansions, see U.S. Library of Congress.
Congressional Research Service. Th. Earned Income Tax Credit: A Growing
Form of Aid to Children. CRS Report for Congress No. 91-402 EPW, by James
R. Storey. Washington, May 3, 1991.
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limits determined by a formula in the law.3 The Child Care and Development
Block Grant is not a State entitlement program. Appropriated funds are
distributed to States bass.] on a formula in law, and no match is required.

Though both of the new State programs are self-contained programs that
were developed largely independent of one another (they fall under different
authorizing committee jurisdictions) and have different features, they share
certain broad policy goals. First, they are both aimed at improving the
availability of child care services for low income families. Second, they both
provide flexibility to States in administering and delivering child care services.
Third, they both contain features emphasizing certain parental choice concerns.
And fourth, they both rely on States, rather than the Federal Government, to
regulate child care.

All of the funds under the At-Risk program and most of the funds under
the Block Grant program are targeted for child care services for low income
families. Under the Block Grant program, families with incomes at or below 75
percent of the State median are eligible for services, but States are directed to
give priority to families with very low incomes. States have flexibility in setting
eligibility rules for At-Risk child care, as long as they target low income families
who need care in order to work, and are at-risk of becoming AFDC eligible if
child care were not provided. Families receiving AFDC are not eligible for child
care under the At-Risk program.

For both programs, the law emphasizes parental choice by allowing States
to distribute funda directly to parents in the form of certificates or vouchers,
with which they can purchase care that meets the program's requirements.
Under the Block Grant program, States must give parents the option of
receiving certificates or enrolling their child with a Block Grant funded provider.
They have until October 1, 1992, to have certificate programs in place. Though
certificates are intended to facilitate choice, the selection of providers actually
available to families under these programs is limited by the allowable payment
rates. The law and regulations provide more flexibility to States under the Block
Grant program than under the At-Risk program for setting higher rates. Limits
to the rates under both programs, however, T.:ill obviously restrict parents from
choosing high cost child care.

The programs defer largely to the States with respect to regulating child
care. Under both programa, child care providers receiviag assistance are
required to meet applicable State and local child care licensing and regulatory

'The At-Risk Child Care Program is the newest of three Federal child care
programs authorized under Title IV-A of the Social Security Act. The other
programs are for AFDC families who need child care in order to work or
participate in education or training programs (AFDC Child Care) and for certain
families who leave AFDC due to increased earnings (Transitional Child Care).
Other major sources of Federal support for child care include--in addition to the
Child Care and Development Block Grant--the Social Services Block Grant (Title
XX of the Social Security Act) and the Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit.

12
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requirements, or be registered. The Block Grant includes additional
requirements for health and safety, which are not included in the At-Risk
program. Exceptions are made under both programs for family members taking
care of their own children.

Fewer funds are available for child care quality improvements than for child

care services. Under the Block Grant, a small portion of funds is set aside for
States to fund certain quality improvement activities, such as providing training
to providers and enforcing State licensing requirements. The statute gives
States some flexibility to use additional funds for quality, though regulations
may have the effect of limiting their discretion in this area.

Differences between the programs include requirements pertaining to State
administration, payment rates, eligibility, sectarian care, and funding. More
detailed program descriptions are included in appendix A.

Now that Congress has established new child care initiatives, attention is

focused on concerns about how these policies will be implemented. Among the
questions being discussed are: To what extent will the new programs achieve

the goals envisioned by Congress? What effect will they have on the
-instituencies they are intended to serve, namely, working parents and their
children? How, it' at all, will the programs be integrated and/or coordinated
with the array of other public support for child care, such as AFDC, the Social
Services Block Grant, and State-funded programs?

IMPLEMENTING REGULATIONS AND SELECTED ISSUES

Implementing regulations were published in the Federal Register for the
Child Care and Development Block Grant and the At Risk-Child Care Program
on June 6, 1991, and June 25, 1091, respectively. For the Block Grant, the
Department of Health and Human Services (DIMS) issued an "interim final
vile." This rule is effective upon publication. DHHS justifies the issuance of
interim final regulations, rather than proposed regulations, on the basis that
Congress allowed only 10 months between passage of the Act and the
availability of the appropriation (September 7, 1991) and start of the program.
DHHS contends that this time period was not sufficient to complete the process
needed to develop both proposed and final regulations; and that it was necessary
to have regulations in place before States complete their State child care plans,
required by the law.

For the At-Risk program, DHHS published a "proposed rule." Proposed
rules do not have the force of law, but are often viewed as guidance in the
absence of final regulations. Final regulations will be issued for both programs
following consideration of written comments. Comments were due on
August 5, 1991, for the Block Grant and on August 26, 1991, for the At-Risk
program. DHHS has not set dates for publication of final regulations,

The child care regulations issued by DHIIS have been the subject of media
reports and numerous written commenth submitted to DHHS. The focus of

13
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attention is on certain provisions that implement or propose to implement the
programs with respect to parental choice assurances, State administrative
flexibility, and child care standards requirements. Some Members of Congress
aud various orgcnizations representing children and family advocates, State
legislatures, State public welfare departments, and legal groups argue that the
regulations ivappropriately emphasize parental choice at the expense of Ober
priorities established in the law, such as those for improving the quality of child
care and granting States broad discretion in program operation and regulatory
activities. Concerns have also been expressed that the regulations violate the
intent of Congress and the statute itself. Other issues receiving less attention
include DHHS' interpretation of the nondiscrimination provisions under the
Block Grant program, and to what extent the regulations under both progams
encourage coordinated child care systems.

The controversy surrounding the regulations stems from many of the same
issues that fueled 3 years of debate on child care legislat in preceding the
enactment of P.L. 101-508. Concern about parental choice was among the most
contentious issues. The debate focused largely on how the form of child care
subsidies affects parental choice, specifically, whether choice is enhanced when
a parent receives subsidies directly through tax credits or certificates versus
when assistance is given to child care providers in the form of grants or
contracts.

Parental choice concerns were also raised during discussions about the
appropriateness of estz..tilishing Federal child care standards and what effect
different levels of Federal regulatory requirements have on the supply of child
care services. Critics of regulatory requirements argue that they drive up the
cost of providing services, and force providers out of business or "underground."
The result is fewer providers are available to families. Others maintain that
well-designed standards eliminate unsafe care without threatening a parent's
range of child care options. The issue of how to strike an appropriate balance
between concerns about ensuring child care quality through regulation with
concerns about ensuring sufficient child care has been widely debated. However,
there are no national, comprehensive data on how regulation affects child care
supply.

The following describes selected issues raised by the regulations with regard
to parental choice, child care standards, and State flexibility. This list is in no
way inclusive of all implementation issues that have been raised by various
interested parties.

At-Risk Child Care Program

Child Care Standards Regulation

Under the statute, child care funded by the At-Risk program must meet
applicable standards of State and local law. Providers (except those caring solely
for family members) not required to meet State and local standards must,
however, be registered.

1 4
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The proposed regulations interpret "applicable standard? to mean licensing
or regulatory requirements which apply to care of a particular type regardless
of the source of payment for the care. DHHS explains in the preamble that a
State cannot set separate standards that apply In ly to child care funded by the
At-Risk program. In addition, if a State has standards which apply only to
publicly funded care, a provider would not have to meet them as a condition of
receiving At-Risk child care funds! Only those standards that apply to all child
care in the State apply to At-Risk child care.

DHHS states in the preamble that allowing States to apply separate or
additional standards for At-Risk child care on the basis that such care is
provided with public fluids would unfairly limit the choice of providers for
families, and, therefore, inhibit their ability to achieve self-sufficiency.
Specifically, the regulation aims to protect families from choosing a provider,
such as a relative or neighbor, and then discovering that the provider doesn't
qualify for reimbursement unless it complies with certain requiremerts that
wouldn't be required if the care was purchased with non-public funds. DHHS
maintains that, by definition, families eligible for At-Risk child care subsidies
need greater flexibility in securing child care arrangements since the purpose of
the subsidy I. to help families avoid AFDC dependency through working.
Parents, they argue, should be free to choose from the same range of providers--
centers, relatives, neighborsas those not receiving subsidies. In an editorial
supporting the regulation published in the Washington Post, a DMIS official
contended that, allowing States to set higher standar& for publicly funded care
"is an invitation for states to regulate away many of the child care options
available to the poor.*6 DHHS notes that States concerned about the quality of
unregulated providers, could extend standards that apply to publicly funded care
to all child care.

With regard to registration procedures, the regulation provides that States
cannot go beyond collecting information needed to pay providers or to furnish
them with information. In addition, the process cannot have the effect of
excluding providers. In the preamble, DIMS states that registration should be
a simple process, such as requiring names and addresses of providers. States
cannot use a registration system for At-Risk providers that requires them to
meet certain standards.

'Some States require child care providers who are exempt from licensing
laws--such as certain family day care homes, sectarian providers, and relatives--
to meet standards or requirements if they receive public subsidies. The
Children's Defense Funds estimates that 22 States require unlicensed family
child care homes to be either self-certified or comply with certain standar& in
order to receive public subsidies. In addition, some States require licensed
programs to meet additional requirements different from general licensing
standards as a condition of receiving public fun& In general, the standards are
to provide some degree of accountability for the expenditure of public funds.

6Jo Anne Barnhart, Choices for the Poor. The Washington Post, Aug. 27,
1991. p. A23.
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The proposed regulation for child care standards under the At-Risk
program has sparked intense debate. The main argument cited in opposition to
the regulation is that it is counter to existing policies employed in some States
in which providers who otherwise are exempt from regulation are required to
meet certain health, safety or training requirements as a condition of receiving
public funds. Supporters of these policies argue that child care paid for with
public funds should be subject to some level of accountability, both to protect
the health and safety of children and to protect States from potential liability
if a child is injured in a publicly funded program. Concerns have been expressed
that the regulation will preclude States from providing even the most modest
and non-intrusive protections for child care supported by At-Risk funds. It is
further argued that, rather than expanding parental choice, the regulation will
limit the availability of safe care that can be purchased with At-Risk funds.

Concerns have also been raised that DHHS' registration regulation is too
restrictive. Many States use registration as a flexible, informal, and low cost
alternative to licensure to bring States into compliance with certain
requirements. It is argued that by prohibiting States from including standards
in their registration process, they will be forced to rely on the more formal
licensure process, or forgo health and safety protections for children in child
care funded by the At-Risk program. Concerns have also expressed that many
existing State registration programs include requirements that exceed those
allowed under the proposed regulation.

Child Care and Development Block Grant Program

Parental Choice Regulation

The statute requires States to assure that child care providers meet certain
requirements as a condition of their receiving Block Grant funds. These include
assurances that: 1) child care providers comply with State and local regulatory
requirements, including, at State option, more stringent requirements than
those applied to child care not funded by the Block Grant; 2) child care
providers who are not required by State law to be licensed or regulated be
registered;6 and 3) child care providers (with the exception of grandparents,
aunts, and uncles) comply with State-established health and safety standards
addressing prevention and control of infectious diseases (including
immunization), building and physical premises safety, and minimum health and
safety training appropriate to the providers' setting.

6Registration is a regulatory process that some States apply to child care
providers who are exempt from licensing laws. States exempt certain providers
from licensing laws based on the auspices under which they operatesuch as
sectarian or relative care--and the number of children they serve, such as family
child care providers with few children. Registration programs vary widely, and
can include such minimal requirements as name and address ofprovider and age
of provider, to more extensive requirements involving inspections, letters of
reference, and physical examinations of providers.

1 6
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The regulations issued by DHHS on June 6, 1991 prohibit a State from
receiving funds if the implementation of the above requirements results in
parental choice being significantly restricted. According to the regulations,
parental choice would be significantly restricted if "State or local rules,
procedures or other requirements promulgated" with regard to these
requirements have the effect of excluding categories of care (i.e., center-based,
group home, family care, or in-home care), types of providers (such as non-profit
centers, sectarian providers, or relatives) or significant numbers of providers in
any category or type of care.

DHHS explains in the preamble that the regulation is necessary to balance
"compe&q; principles" in the statute and tho legislative history--i.e., providing
maximum parental choice versus allowing State flexibility to set child care
requirements. The regulation aims to prevent States from establishing
"excessive and ill-designed requirements or procedures" that could inhibit
providers from participating in the program, and therefore, limit the selection
of providers from which parents could choose. DIIHS further provides that
State discretion in meeting program requirements "may not be exercised at the
expense of parental choice."

In the preamble, DHHS says that mandating automatic sprinkler systems
for family day care homes is an example of a requirement that would likely have
the effect of excluding family day care providers under the Block Grant, and
would, therefore, be unacceptable under the regulation. Other examples that
might fail the parental choice test have been provided during DHHS information
forums on the regulations. These include requirements for criminal record
checks. Examples of acceptable health and safety standards are given in the
preamble and the actual regulation. These include requiring providers to
comply with local building and fire codes (for meeting the building and physical
premises safety requirement) and routinely supplying health and safety
information through mailings and videotapes to family day care homes (for
meeting the requirement for health and safety training that is appropriate to
the day care setting).

Concerns have been expressed that the regulation will discourage States
from establishing requirements adequate to protect the health and safety of
children in child care funded by the Block Grant. Critics argue that the
regulation undermines the requirements set in law, which were designed to give
States flexibility in ensuring a minimum level of accountability for care funded
by the Block Grant. They further argue that allowing parents options of child
care providers through the use of vouchers shouldn't mean that unsafe care is
one of the options they can choose with Federal lubsidies.

The restrictions placed on States by the regulation in setting up a
registration system have also been criticized. It is argued that States which
already have a registration system in place for informal child care providers
(such as neighbors) will not be able to use the same system for Block Grant
funded providers Wits requirements exceed requirements for name and address.
It is argued that States may end up operating two registration programs if they

7
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want to require more extensive requirements aimed at protecting the health and
safety of children. In addition, some contend that it would be difficult for States
to predict in advance whether or not a particular health or safety requirement,
registration or other requirement would "significantly" restrict providers or
parental access.

Availability of Certificates

Under the statute, parents who receive Block Grant assistance must be
given the option of 1) enrolling their children with a provider that has a grant
from or contract with the State Block Grant program or, 2) receiving a child
care certificate with which they can purchase child care from eligible providers.
Certificates are not an option in providing early childhood development and
before- and after-school care under the 25 percent set aside. States have until
October 1, 1992, to have a certificate program in place.

The regulation provides that child care certificates must be available to any
parents offered services under the 75 percent share of a State's Block Grant
allocation. In the preamble, DHHS interprets the stotute to mean that
certificates must be an option for any parent at any time, as long as Block Grant
funds are available and that "parents who choose certificates must receive them
rather than being placed on a waiting list for certificates or discovering that
certificate funds are exhausted."

Concerns have been raised that DHHS' interpretation of the regulation will
effectively limit or eliminate fun& for grants and contracts since States are
required to maintain the availability of funds for certificates on an on-going
basis. It is argued that, parents, therefore, would be restricted in exercising
their option of enrolling children with providers who are recipients of Block
Grant grants or contracts. In addition, it is argued that contracts and grantsas
opposed to vouchers--are a reliable funding means for many providers,
particularly those in low income areas.

Use of Funds Regulation

The statute requires States to spend 75 percent of their allotments on child
care services and activities aimed at improving the quality and availability of
child care. The remaining 25 percent of funds is targeted for early childhood
development services, before- and after-school child care and quality
improvement activities. The law does not set aside any funds for administrative
expenses. The Conference Report states that a "preponderance" of the 76
percent of funds 'be spent specifically on child care services and a minimum
amount on other authorized activities."

The regulations specify that, for the first 2 years of a State's participation
in the program, at least 85 percent of the 75 percent share must be for child
care services, with no more than 16 percent designated for quality and
availability improvement activities, and administrative expenses. in subsequent
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years, 90 percent of the 75 percent share must be for services, with no more
than 10 percent of fluids allowed for the other authorized activities.

In the preamble, DHIIS explains that the regulation is based on the intent
of Congress, as stated in the Conference Report DHHS explains that a higher
proportion of funds is allowed for activities other than services during the first
2 years of the program in recognition of higher administrative costs associated
with program startup. The larger amount reserved for services, they assert, is
to eneure that parents have sufficient opportunity to exercise parental choice.

Critics of the regulation argue that it interferes with State flexibility in
using the 75 percent share. They further argue that requiring States to take
administratiie costs out of the quality and availability portion of the 75 percent
set-aside will leave States with little or no flexibility in using funds from the 75
percent set-aside for quality and availability improvement activities.
Administrative costs, particularly for certificate programs (which are required
of all States) could be as high as 10 or 15 percent, according to some estimates.
It is argued that States with lower quality child care systems would not be able
to use funds on improvements under this portion of their allotment.

Payment Rates Regulation

The stahite requires payment rates for Block Grant-funded child care to be
at a level that is sufficient to ensure equal access for eligible children to
comparable child care services in the State or sub-state area that are provided
to children not eligible for public subsidies. The payment rates must take into
account variations in the costs of providing child care associated with different
settings, different age groups and children with special needs.

The regulations allow States to set different payment rates based on
categories of care (i.e., center based, group home, family care, or in home care);
age; and special needs of children. Payment rates cannot be differentiated based
on a type of provider (sectarian provider, for-profit provider, or relative) within
a category of care. Payment rates, therefore, could not be different for licensed
and unlicensed providers within a category of care.

Concerns have been raised that States are denied flexibility in settig7
higher payment rates for care that may have increased costs due to licensing. I

For example, center belied programs that are subject to licensing requirements /

may have higher costa than a center-based program that is exempt from
licensing, such as a sectarian sponsored center, but payment rates for both j
centers would have to be the same. It is argued that providers that meet /

licensing requirements operate higher quality programs than unlicensed or 1
unregulated providers. By not allowing higher payment rates to regulated I
providers, no incentive is provided for improving the quality of care.

19
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APPENDIX A: PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

The following program descriptions are based on the statute, unlese
otherwise stated. References to the regulations issued by DHHS for each ofthe
programs ("interim final" for the Block Grant and "proposed" for the At-Risk
program) are included in instances when they propose substantial clarifications
or interpretations of the statute.

Title IV-A At-Risk Child Care Program

Funding and Funds Distribution

The law permanently authorized $300 million annually for the program
beginning in FY 1991. Effective October 1, 1990, States are entitled to Federal
matching funds for allowable child care expenditures, up to State allocation
limits. States receive funds based on their number of children under age 13
compared to the total number in the United States.

The match is the same as Medicaid matching rates, which vary by State.
The proposed regulations allow public and private funds to be used as the
State's shcre of expenditures. Public funds cannot be used if they are Federal
funds or if they are used to match other Federal funds. If a State's grant award
is less than its full allocation limit, the difference can be applied to the State
allocation limit in the next year.

Use of At-Risk Funds

All of the funds are for child care services. There are no set-asides for
specific types of child care, such as care for school-age children, or for other
kinds of child care activities, as required under the Child Care and Development
Block Grant. The proposed regulations specifically state that At-Risk funds
cannot be used for recruitment or training of child care providers, resource
development, or licensing activities.

Supplementation Rules

Funds cannot be used to supplant any other Federal or State funds for
child care services. The proposed regulations require States to follow a process
similar to that of the Child Care and Development Block Grant in determining
funds spent during a base period.

Family Eligibility

Families are eligible for child care if they are low income and not receiving
AFDC, need care in ord3r to work, and are at risk of becoming eligible for AFDC
if child care were not provided. The proposed regulations give States flexibility
in defining low income" and "at risk of becoming eligible for AFDC." "In order
to work" is defined by the regulations to mean those who need child care in
mder to accept employment or to remain employed. The regulations authorize
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care for up to 2 weeks prior to beginning work or for up to l month between
jobs. Care is not authorised for families with parent(s) in school or training.
The proposed regulations define eligible children as those under age 13, or, if
physically or mentally incapable of caring for oneeelf, up to age 18 or 19,
depending on the State's definition of dependent child under its AFDC program.

Standards and Other Requirements of Child Care Providers Receiving
At-Risk Assistance

Child care providers must meet applicable standards of State and local law.
The propooed regulations define "applicable standards* as "licensing or
regulatory requirements which apply to care of a particular type in the State,
local area, or Indian reservation, regardless of the eource of payment for the
care." As explained in the preamble of the regulation, State standards that
apply only to publicly-firnded care, or to care funded only by the At-Risk
program or the AFDC program, would not be considered applicable standards,
because they are not generally applicable to care in the State.

In addition, all providers who are not required to meet applicable standards
(with the exclusion of those providing care solely to family members) must be
registered. The registration procedures, as described by the proposed
regulations, must require only information necessary for the State to make
payment or furnish information to the provider, be simple and timely, and not
exclude or have the effect of excluding any categories of child care providers.

Payment Mechanisms and Payment Rates

Payment Mechanisms

States have flexibility in how they can provide child care services. They can
provide care directly, arrange for care through providers using contracts or
vouchers, provide cash or vouchers in advance to the family, reimburse the
family, or make other arrangements they deem appropriate. The proposed
regulations require States to have at least one payment method by which self
arranged care can be paid, such as vouchers given in advance to parents or
reimbursements to parents for child care expenses.

Payment Rates

Payment rates for child care funded by the At-Risk program must be equal
to the lesser of the actual cost of care or the "local market rate," as determined
by the Secretary in regulations. Local market rate is defined in the proposed
regulations in the same way as it is defined under AFDC child careat the 75th
percentile of the local market rate for the type of care being provided.7 The

7The 75th percentile does not mean 75 percent of the cost of care. To
determine the 75th percentile, child care rates are ranked from lowest to
highest. Starting from the bottom of the list, the amount separating 75 percent

(continued...)
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regulations aleo allow States to establish a State-wide limit that is the same,
higher, or lower as the limit established under the AFDC childcare program.

Families are required to make some contribution to the cost of care, based
on their ability pay, The regulation. give States flexibility in constructing
sliding fee scales.

State Administrative Requirements

State Plan

The State agency responsible for administering the State'. Title W-A AFDC
program is responsible for administering the At-Risk Child Care program.
Replations list the agency'. duties to include preparing a State plan,
establishing eligibility criteria, determining local market rates and the sliding
fee scale, and submitting reports.

The proposed regulations require the At-Risk Child Care plan to be
submitted to DIMS as an amendment to the State's Supportive Services Plan,
which is required under the AFDC Jobs program. The At-Risk Child Care plan
must provide assurances regarding child care standards and parental access and
must describe the State program, including the registration process, local market
rates, sliding fee scale and how child care is coordinated with federally funded
child care programs. Beginning in FY 1996, the State Supportive Services Plan
and the plan and application required under the Child Care and Development
Block grant can be submitted at the same time.

The proposed regulations allow States to delegate other administrative
functions, including making eligibility determinations, to other agencies.

Reports

Beginning in FY 1993, States are required to report annually to DHHS on
how they used funds. Reports are to include information on the number of
children served, the average cost of care eligibility rules, child care licensing and
regulatory requirements, and enforcement policies. Within 12 months of
enactment, the Secretary is required to establish uniform reporting requirements
for the States. In addition, the Secretary must report to Congress annually on
the State reports. A report on the implementation of the program is due from
the Secretary by July 1, 1992.

7(...continued)
of the providers with the lowest rates from the 25 percent with highest rates is
the 75th percentile.
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Federal Administration

At the Federal level, the program is administered by the Administration of
Children and Families, DHHS. There are no Federal administrative
requirements contained in the statute.

Child Care and Development Block Grant

Funding

The program is authorized for 5 years, through FY 1995, at the following
levels: $750 million for FY 1991, $825 million for FY 1992, $925 million for FY
1993, and "such sums as necessarY for FY 1994 and FY 1995. For FY 1991,
$732 million was appropriated for the program by P.L. 101-517. These funds
were available for obligation on September 7, 1991. States can obligate their
allotments in the fiscal year in which they are received and in the succeeding
fiscal year.

Funds are allocated according to a formula in law. The formula reserves
up te 1.5 percent for the territories and up to 3 percent for Indian tribes and
tribal organizations. Remaining funds are allocated to the States based on the
States' proportion of children under age 5 and the number of children receiving
free or reduced-priced school lunches, as well as the States' per capita income.
States are not required to provide matching funds to receive Federal Block
Grant funds.

Use of Block Grant Funds

States can use Block Grant funds for child care tiers ices and activities to
improve the quality and availability of child care. The law requires States to
use 25 percent of their allotments for activities to improve the quality of child
care and to increase the availability of early childhood development and before-
and after-school child care services. The remaining 75 percent is for child care
services and for activities to improve the quality and availability of child care.
The Conference Report on the legislation (H. Rept. 101-964) states that a
preponderance of the 75 percent funds should be spent on child care services and
a minimum should be spent on other activities. Other requirements rre
specified by law and regulations with respect to use of each of these set-asides.
They are described below.

Use of the Seventy-Five Percent Share

The regulations specify that, for the first 2 years of a State's participation
in the program, at least 85 percent of these funds must be for services, with no
more than 15 percent designated for quality and availability activities, as well
as administrative expenses. (The law do.s not set aside any funds for
administrative expenses.) In subsequent years, 90 percent of the 75 percent
share must be for services, with no more than 10 percent of funds allowed for

the other activities.
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Use of the Twenty-Five Percent Share

The law requires States to use at least 75 percent of the 25 percent share
(18.5 percent of a State's total allotment) to establish, expand or operate,
through grants or contracts, early childhood development or before- and after-
school child &Aire programs or both. Twenty percent (5 percent of total funds)
must be used for at least one or more of the following quality improvement
activities: providing assistance to resource and referral programs; providing
grants or loans to assist providers in meeting applicable State and local child
care standards; monitoring the compliance and enforcement of State and local
regulatory requirements; providing training and technical assistance in relevant
child care areas, such as health and safety, nutrition, first aid, child abuse
detection and prevention; and improving salaries of child care workers. States
can use the remaining 5 percent (1.25 percent) for any of the activities allowed
under the 25 percent share.

Supplementation Rules

States must assure in their State plans that block grant funds will be used
to supplement, not supplant, Federal, State, and local funds spent for child care
services and related programs. The regulations direct States to determine funds
spent for child care services during an initial base year for measuring compliance
with the requirement.

Family Eligibility

Children under age 13 who come from families with incomes at or below 75
percent of the State median income and reside with parents (or parent) who are
working, attending school, or in a job training program are eligible for services.
Children also are eligible if they are receiving or need to receive protective
services. Priority is to be given to serving children in very low income families
and children with special needs. The regulations extend eligibility to children
with disabilities up to age 18, or 19, depending on the State's definition of
dependent child under its AFDC program. States have flexibility in defining
"very low income" and "special needs."

Standards and Other Requirements of Child Care Providers Receiving
Block Grant Assistance

Child care providers receiving Block Grant assistance must meet all
licensing or regulatory, requirements, including registration requirements,
applicable under State or local law. Providers who are 18 years of age or older
who care only for grandchildren, nieces, or nephews must be registered and
comply only with any State requirements that govern relative care.

Providers that are rtot required by State or local law to be licensed or
regulated must be registered with the State as a condition of funding.
Registration procedures must be designed to facilitate payment and permit the
State to inform providers of the availability of health and safety training,
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technical assistance, and other information. The regulations require
registration to be a simple and timely process through which the State
authorizes the provider to receive payment.

Providers (except grandparents, aunts and uncles) must also meet certain
health and aRfety standards if they are not already doing so. The standards
must cover: prevention and control of infectious diseases (including
immunization); building and physical premises safety; and minimum health and
safety training appropriate to the provider setting (i.e., center, family home, etc.)
Parents must be afforded unlimited access to their children in care during the
normal hours of program operation.

States have the option of imposing more stringent standards and
requirements on child care providers funded under the program than those
imposed on other providers in the State. Any reductions that are made in child
care standards must be reported and explained to DHHS in the State's annual
report on the program. In addition, States are required to conduct a one-time
review of their child care licensing and regulatory requirements and policies.
The requirement is to be waived if such a review was conducted in the last 3
years.

The regulations prohibit any State from receiving block grant funds if it
imposes a requirement pertaining to the above provider requirements (health
and safety standards, registration requirements, or more stringent requirements
for block grant-funded care) that has the effect of restricting parental choice.
Under the regulations, a provider requirement would restrict parental choice if
it "expressly or effectively" excludes any category of care (such as center-based
or family day care home) or type of provider (such as sectarian providers, for-
profits or not-for-profits); has the effect of limiting parental access to or choice
from among categories or types of providers; or excludes a significant number
of providers from any category or type of care.

Payment Mechanisms and Payment Rates

Payment Mechanisms

States are required to give eligible families the option of 1) enrolling their
children with an eligible provider that has a grant from or contract with the
State's block grant program or 2) receiving a child care certificate with which
they can purchase child care. This option only applies to funding for child care
services from the 75 percent portion of the State's allocation. Certificates are
not an option in providing early childhood development and before- and after-
school care under the 25 percent set-aside. Parents using grants or contracts
must be allowed to enroll their children with the eligible provider of their choice,
to the maximum extent practicable.

Child care certificates can be used only to pay for child care services from
eligible providers, including those of sectarian child care providers. Certificates
must be issued directly to the parent and must be worth amounts that are
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commensurate with contract/grant values. States have until October 1, 1992 to
have a certificate program in place. States are directed by the regulations to
make the certificate option available to all families offered services under the
program. Certificates can be checks or other disbursements, at the discretion
of the State.

Payment Rates

Payment rates for child care funded by the Block Grant must be sufficient
to ensure equal access for eligible children to comparable child care in the State
or sub-state area that is provided to children not eligible for Federal or State
child cav subsidist In addition, the payment rates must take into account
variations in the cost of child care due to setting, age of children, and special
needs cf children. The regulations allow different rates for different categories
of care; i.e., center-based, group home, family day care, or in-home care. Rates,
therefore, have to be set the same for different types of providers (such as
relatives, sectarian care) within the same category. In addition, the regulations
provide that, in setting payment rates, States cannot restrict parental choice by
excluding any category of care or type of provider.

States must establish a sliding fee scale that provides for cost sharing by
families. The regulations allow States to waive contributions from families with
incomes at or below the Federal poverty level, The regulations prohibit States
from using Block Grant funds to subsidize child care rates under the AFDC
child care program or the At-Risk child care program.

Provisions Related to Religious Providers and Religious
Discriminations

Use of Block Grant Funds for Religious Activities

Use of funds for religious activities depends on the form in which financial
assistance is received. A provider that receives operating assistance as the result
of a direct grant from, or contract with, a government agency may not use the
assistance for any sectarian purpose or activity, including religious worship and
instruction. A provider that receives assistance as the result of child care
certificates provided to parents, on the other hand, is not so limited. Such
assistance may be used for any purpose related to child care, including religious
worship and instruction.

Provisions Related to Discrimination on Religious Grounds in
Employment Practices of Providers

In general, child care providers that receive Block Grant assistance may not
discriminate on religious grounds in their employmea practices. But this
prohibition is subject to several exceptions. First, it applies only with respect

°Descriptions of these provisions were provided by David Ackerman of the
Congressional Research Service, American Law Division.

P
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to the employment of persons whose primary responsibility involves working
directly with children. It does not apply to such positions asjanitor, accountant,
and, arguably, director. Second, the prohibition does not apply at all to
sectarian providers unless they receive 80 percent or more of their operating
budgets from Federal and State assistance. If the total subsidy from all sources
is less than 80 percent, a sectarian provider is free to require employees to
adhere to its religious tenets and teachings and to rules forbidding the use of
drugs or alcohol. Third, the regulations construe the Act to exempt from the
prohibition providers that receive assistance only in the form of child care
certificates, unless the total subsidy fkom State and Federal fiinds amounts to
80 percent or more of the provider's operating budget. Finally, notwithstanding
the prohibition, all providers may give preference in employment to persons who
are active participants in other activities of the organization that owns or
operates the child care program.

Provisions Related to Discrimination on Religious Grounds in
Admitting Children to Programs and Providing Them Child Care
Services

In general, child care providers that receive Block Grant assistance may not
discriminate on religious grounds in admitting children to their programs or in
providing services to them. But as with employment, this prohibition is subject
to several exceptions. First, it does not apply at all to family child care
providers unless 80 percent or more of their operating budgets stem from
Federal and State assistance. Second, the regulations construe the Act to
exempt from this prohibition providers that receive assistance only in the form
of child care certificates, unless 80 percent or more of their operating budgets
is provided by Federal and State assistance. Third, notwithstanding the
prohibition, child care providers may give preference in admissions for child care
slota not directly ffinded under the Act to children who themselves or whose
families are active participants in other activities of the organization that owns
or operates the child care program.

Religious Child Care Providers' Eligibility for Block Grant Funds

In general, religious providers may receive assistance on the same basis as
nonsectarian providers. But construction assistance can be used by such
providers only to the extent necessary to bring their facilities into compliance
with State health and safety requirements.

State Administrative Requirements

Application and State Plan

To participate, Statas must submit applications to AHHS containing State
plane. The plan is to be developed by a lead agency" designated by the
Governor. The Conference Report states that the lead agency should be, to the
maximum extent practicable, an agency in existence on or before the date of

27
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enactment with experience in administration of appropriate child care programs.

Initial State plans are to cover a 3-year period, with subsequent plans
covering 2 years. In developing the plan, the lead agency is required ta consult
with relevant local government officials and conduct at least one public hearing
on the provision of child care services under the plan. The plan must provide
assurances that the Block Grant requirementsincluding those related to
parental choice and State and local regulatory requirements--are met. A pre-
print of the plan was made available by DIM to States on June 21, 1991, in
an Action Transmittal.

In addition to developing the State plan, the lead agency is required to
coordinate the provision of services with other Federal, State, and local child
care and early childhood development programs.

The regulations detail additional information that must be included in the
application and State plan, including information about how the program will
be administered and implemented and how funds will be used. The regulations
allow States to share administrative and implementation activities with other
entities as long as the lead agency retains overall responsibility. Sharing
administrative arrangements must be governed by written contracts. In
addition, the regulations require States to submit applications annually.

Reports and Audits

States are required to report annually to the Secretary of DHHS on how
they used their funds. Reports are to include information on the number of
children served, types and number of providers assisted, child care staff salaries
and compensation, improvements made in child care quality andavailability, and
dexcriptions of health and safety standards. States must also conduct program
audits and submit reports to the State legislature and the Secretary of DIMS.
The Secretary of DHHS must report to Congress annually on the State reports.

Federal Administrative Requirements

At the Federal level, the program is administered by the Administration of
Children and Families, DHHS. DHHS is required to coordinate all child care
activities within the agency and with similar activities in other Federalagencies.
DBES is also required to publish a list of State child care standards at least
once every 3 years, give technical assistance to the States in operating their
block grant programs, and monitor State compliance with program
requirements.
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STATUTORY LANGUAGE FOR THE
TITLE IV-A AT-RISK

CHILD CARE PROGRAM AND THE
CHILD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT

BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM
(P.L. 101-508)

Title IV-A At-Risk Child Care Program

SEC. 5081. GRANTS TO STATES FOR CHILD CARL
(a) Rums GOVERNING PROVISION OF CHILD CARE 70 EUGIBLE

FAriams.Section 402 (42 U.S.C. 602) is amended by adding at the
end the following:

Tow Each State agency may, to the extent that it determines
that resources are available, provide child care in accordance with
paragraph (2) to any low income family that the State determines

"(A) is not receiving aid under the State plan approved under
this part;

"(B) needs such care in order to work; and
TO would be at risk of becoming eligible for aid under the

State plan approved under this part if such care were not pro-
vided.

"(2) The State agency may provide child care pursuant to para-
graph (1) by

"(A) providing such carc directly;
"(B) arranging such care through providers by use of pur-

chase of service contracts or vouchers;
"(C) providing cash or vouchers in advance to the family;
"(D) reimbursing the family; or
"(E) adopting such other arrangements cr" the agency deems

appropriate.
"(SXA) A family provided with child care under paragraph (1)

shall contribute to such care in accordance with a sliding scale for-
mula established by the State agency based on the family's ability
to pay.

"(B) The State agency shall make payment for the cost of child
care provided under paragraph (1) with respect to a family in an
amount that is the lesser of

"(i) the actual cost of such care; and
"(ii) the applicable local market rate (as d,etermined by the

State in accordance with regulations issued by the Secretary).
"(4) The value of any child care provided or arranged (or any

amount received as payment for such care or reimbursement for
costs incurred for the care) un&r this subsection-
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"(A) shall not be treated as income or as a deductible expense
for purposes of any other Federal or federally assisted program
that bases eligibility for or amount of benefits upon need; and

"(R) may not be claimed as an employment-related expense for
purposes of the credit under section 21 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986.

"(5) Amounts expended by the State agency for child care under
paragraph (1) shall be treated as amounts for which payment may
be made to a State under section 403(n) only to the extent that

"(A) such amounts are paid in accordance with paragraph
way;

"(B) the care involved meets applicable standards of State
and local law;

"(C) the provider of the care
"(i) in the case of a provider who is not an individual

that provides such care solely to members of the family of
the individual, is licensed, regulated, or registered by the
State or locality in which the care is provided; and

"(Wallows parental access; and
"(D) such amounts are not used to supplant any other Federal

or State funds used for child care services.
"(6XAXi) Each State shall prepare reports annually, beginning

with fiscal year 1993, on the activities of the State carried out with
funds made available under section 403(n).

"(ii) The State shall make available for public inspection within
the State copies of each report required by this paragraph, shall
transmit a copy of each such report to the &cretary, and shall pro-
vide a copy of each such report, on request, to any interested public
agency.

"(iii) The Secretary shall annually compile, and submit to the
Congress, the State reports transmitted to the Secretary pursuant to
clause (ii).

"(B) Each report prepared and transmitted by a State under sub-
paragraph (A) shall set forth with respect to child care services pro-
vided under this subsection

"(i) showing separately for center-based child care services,
group home child care services, family child care services, and
relative care services, the number of children who received such
services and the average cost of such services;

"(ii) the criteria applied in determining eligibility or priority
for receiving services, and sliding fee schedules;

"(iii) the child care licensing and regulatory (including regis-
tration) requirements in effect in the State with respect to each
type of service specified in clause (i); and

"(iv) the enforcement policies and practices in effect in the
State which apply to licensed and regulated child care provid-
ers (including providers required to register).

"(C) Within 12 months after the date of the enactment of this sub-
section, the Secretary shall establish uniform reporting requirements
for use by the States in preparing the information required by this
paragraph, and make such other provision as may be necessary or
appropriate to ensure that compliance with this subsection will not
be unduly burdensome on the States.

30
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"(D) Not later than July 1, 1992, the Secretary shall issue a report
on the implementation of this subsection, based on such information
as has been made available to the Secretary by the States.".

(b) PAYMENTS TO STATES.Section 403 (42 603) is amended
by adding at the end the following:

"(n)(1) In addition to any payment under subsection (a) or (1), each
State shall be entitled to payment from the Secretary of an amount
equal to the lesser of

"(A) the Federal medical assistance percentage (as defined in
section 1905(b)) of the expenditures by the State in providing
child care services pursuant to section 402(i), and in administer-
ing the provision of such child care services, for any fiscal year;
and

"(B) the limitation determined under paragraph (2) with re-
spect to the State for the fiscal year.

"(2)(A) The limitation deter wined under this paragraph with re-
spect to a State for any fiscal year is the amount that bears the
same ratio to the amount specified in subparagraph (B) for such
fiscal year as the number of children residing in the State in the
second preceding fiscal year bears to the number of children resid-
ing in the United .States in the second preceding fiscal year.

"(B) The amount specified in this subparagraph is-
-(i) p00,004 000 for fiscal year 1991;
"(ii) $800,000,000 for fiscal year 1992;
"(iii) mo,000,000 for fiscal year 1993;
"(iv) ;300,004 000 for fiscal year 1994; and
-(v) m000,000 for fiscal year 1995, and for each fiscal year

thereafter.
"(C) If the limitation determined under subparagraph (A) with re-

spect to a State for a fiscal year exceeds the amount paid to the
State under this subsection for the fiscal year, the limitation deter-
mined under this paragraph with respect to the State for the imme-
diately succeeding fiscal year shall Joe increased by the amount of
such excess.

"(3) Amounts appropriated for a fiscal year to carry out this part
shall be made available for payments under this sLbsection for such
fiscal year.".

(C) AMENDMENTS TO GRANTS TO STATES To IMPROVE CHILD CARE
LICENSING AND REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS, AND To MONITOR
CHILD CARE PROVIDED TO CHILDREN RECEIVING AFDC.

(1) GRANTS INCREASED AND EXTENDED.SeCtiOn .402WX6XD)
(42 U.S.C. 602(gX6XD)) is amended by inserting , and
$50,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992, 1993, and 1994" before
t he imriod.

(Z) NEW PURPOSES FOR GRANTS.SeCtiOn 402(g)(6XA) (42
U.S.C. 602(gX6XA)) is amended by striking "and to monitor
child care provided to children receiving aid under the State
plan approved under subsection (a)" and inserting "to enforce
standards with respect to child care provided to children under
this part, and to provide for the training of child care provid-
ers".

(3) HALF OF GRANT REQUIRED TO BE EXPENDED FOR TRAINING
OF CHILD CARE PROVIDERS.SeCtion 402(gX6) (42 U.S.C.
602(gX6)) is amended by adding at the end the following:

46-685 - 91 - 2
31
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'YE) Each State to which the Secretary makes a grant under this
paragraph shall expend not less than 50 percent of the amount of
the grant to provide for the training of child care providers.' .

(d) COORDINATION WITH OTHER PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN.Sec-
tion 402(07) (42 U.&C. 602(g)(7)) is amended by inserting "and sub-
section (i)" after "this subsection':

(e) EFFECTIVE DAMExcept as otherwise expressly provided, the
amendments made by this sertion shall take effect on October 1,
1990.

3 2
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Child Care and Development Block Grant Program

SEC MI CHILD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
Chapter 8 of subtitle A of title IV of the Omnibus Budget Recon-

ciliation Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-35) is amended
(1) by redesignating subchapters C, D, and E, as subchapters

D, E, and F, respectively; and
(2) by inserting after subchapter B the following new subchap-

ter:

"Subchapter CChild Care and Development Block Grant

"SEC 158A. SHORT TITLE.
"This subchapter may be cited as the 'Child Care and Develop-

ment Block Grant Act of 1990'.
"SEC. 15811. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATION&

"There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this sub-
chapter, $750,000,000 for fiscal year 1991, $825,000,000 for fiscal
year 1992, $925,004 000 for fiscal year 1993, and such sums as may
be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1994 and 1995.
"SEC 658C ESTABLISHMENT OF BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM.

"The Secretary is authorized to make grants to States in acconi-
ance with the provisions of this subchapter.
"SEC 658D. LEAD AGENCY.

"(a) DESIGNATION.The chief evecutive officer of a State desiring
to receive a grant under this subchapter shall designate, in an ap
plication submitted to the Secretary under section 658E, an appro-
priate State agency that complies with the requirements of subsec-
tion (b) to act as the lead agency.

"(b) Dirms.
"(1) IN GENERAL.The lead agency shall

"(A) administer, directly or through other State agencies,
the financial assistance received under this subchapter by
the State;

"(B) develop the State plan to be submitted to the Secre-
tary under section 658E(a);

"(C) in conjunction with the development of the State
plan as required under subparagraph (B), hold at least one
hearing in the State to provide to the public an opportunity
to comment on the provision of child care services under
the State plan; and

"(D) coordinate the provision of services under this sub-
chapter with other Federul, State and local child care and
early childhood development programs.

3 3
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"(V Thentonextrr OF PLAN.In the development of the State
plan described in paragraph (1XB), the lead agency shall con-
sult with appropriate n-rpreeentatives of units of general purpose
local government. Such consultations may include consi&ration
of local child care needs and mouses', the effectiveness of exist-
ing child ewe and early childhood development services, and
the methods by which funds made available under this sub-
chapter can be used to effectively address local shortages.

*MC UM APPLICATION AND PLAN.
IA) APPLICATION.To be eligible to receive assistance under this

subchapter, a State shall prepare and submit to the Secretary an ap-
plication at such time, in such manner, and containing such infor-
mation as the Secretary shall by rule require, including

, "(1) an assurance that the State will comply with the require-
ments of this subchapter; and

"(2) a State plan that meets the requirements of subsection (c).
"(b) PERIOD COVERED BY PLAN.The State plan contained in the

:ger lkation under subsection (a) shall be de8igned to be implement-
MINN/

"(1) during a S-year period for the initial State plan; and
"(2) during a 2-year period for subsequent State plans.

"(c) REQUIREMENTS OF A PLAN.
"(1) Lem) AMERCEThe State plan shall identify the lead

agency designated under section 658D.
"(2) Pommes AND PROCEDURES.The State plan shall:

IA) PARENTAL CHOICE OF PROVIDERS.Provide assur-
ances that

TO the parent or parents of each el4ible child
within the State who receives or is offered child care
services for which financial assistance is provided
under this subchapter, other than through assistance
provided under paragraph (SXC), are given the option
either

"(I) to enroll such child with a child care pro-
vider that has a grunt or contract for the provision
of such services; or

"(ID to receive a child care certificate as defined
in section 658P(2);

"(ii) in cases in which the parent selects the option
ckscribed in clause on, the child will be enrolled with
the eligible prouder selected by the parent to the maxi-
mum extent practicable; and

'(iU) child cane certificates oftered to parents select-
ing the option described in clause (i)(11) shall be of a
value commensurate with the subsidy value of child
care services provided under the option described in
clause wat

except that nothinf in this subragraph shall require a
State to have a child care certificate program in operation
prior to October 1, 1991

"(B) UNLIMITED PARENTAL ACrIESS.Provide assurances
that procedures are in effect within the State to ensure that
child care providers who provide services for which assist-

3 4
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ance is made available under this subchapter afford par-
ents unlimited access to their children and to the providers
caring for their children, during the normal hours of oper-
ation of such provickrs and whenever such children are in
the care of such providers.

TC) PARENTAL COMPLAINTS.Provide assurances that the
State maintains a record of substantiated parental com-
plaints and makes information regarding such parental
complaints available to the public on request.

'TD) CONSUMER EDUCATION.Provide assurances that
consumer education information will be made available to
parents and the generul public within the State concerning
licensing and regulatory requirements, complaint proce-
dures, and policies and practices relative to child care serv-
ices within the State.

"(E) COMPLIANCE WITH STATE AND LOCAL REGULATORY RE-
QUIREMENTS.Provide assurances that

"(i) all providers of child care services within the
State for which assistance is provided under this sub-
chapter comply with all licensing or regulatory require-
ments (including registration requirements) applicable
under State and local law; and

"60 providers within the State that are not required
to be licensed or regulated under State or local law are
required to be registered with the State prior to pay-
ment being made under this subchapter, in accordance
with procedures designed to facilitate appropriate pay-
ment to such providers, and to permit the State to fur-
nish information to such providers, including informa-
tion on the availability of health and safety truining,
technical assistance, and any relevant information per-
taining to regulatory requirements in the State, and
that such providers shall be permitted to register with
the State after selection by the parents of eligible chil-
dren and before such payment is made.

This subparagraph shall not be construed to prohibit a
State from impoeing more stringent standards and licens-
ing or regulatory requirements on child care providers
within the State that provide services for which assistance
is provided under this subchapter than the stanclards or re-
quirements imposed on other child care providers in the
State.

"(F) EsTABLISHMENT OF HEALTH AND SAFETY REQUIRE-
mENTs.Provide aseurances that there are in effect within
the State, under State or local law, requirements designed
to protect the health and safety of children that are appli-
cable to child care providers that provide services for which
assistance is made available un&r this subchapter. Such
requirements shall include

TO the prevention and control of infectious diseases
(including immunization);

"(ii) building and physical premises safety; and
"(iii) minimum health and safety training appropri-

ate to the provider setting.
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Nothing in this subparagraph shall be construed to require
the establishment of additional health c.-nd safety require-
ments for child care providers that are subject to health
and safety requirements in the categories described in this
subparagraph on the date of enactment of this subchapter
un&r State or local law.

"(G) COMPLIANCE WITH STATE AND LOCAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS.Provide assurances that proce-
dures are in effect to ensure that child care providers
within the State that provide services for which assistance
is provided under this subchapter comply with all applica-
ble State or local health and safety requirements as de-
scribed in subparagraph (F).

"(II) REDUCTION IN STANDARDS.Provide assurances that
if the State reduces the level of standards applicable to
child care services provided in the State on the date of en-
actment of this subchapter, the State shall inform the Sec-
retary of the rationale for such reduction in the annual
report o.f the State described in section 658K.

"a) REVIEW OF STATE LICENSING AND REGULATORY RE-
QUIREMENTS.Provide assurances that not later than 18
months after the date of the submission of the application
under section 658E, the State will complete a full review of
the law applicable to, and the licensing and regulatory re-
quirements and policies of each licensing agency that regu-
lates child care services and programs in the State unless
the State has reviewed such law, requirements, and policies
in the 3-year period ending on the date of the enactment of
this subchapter.

"(J) SUPPLEMENTATION.Provide auurances that funds
received under this subchapter by the State will be used
only to supplement, not to supplant, the amount of Federal,
State, and local funds otherwise expended for the support
of child care servical and related programs in the State.

"(3) Uss OF BLOCK GRANT FUNDS.
TA) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.The State plan shall pro-

vide that the State will use the amounts provided to the
State for each fiscal year under this subchapter as required
under subparagraphs (B) and (C).

"(B) CHILD CARE SERVICES.Subiect to the reservation
contained in subparagraph (C), the tate shall use amounts
provided to the State for each rwcal year under this sub-
chapter for

"(i) child care services, that meet the requirements of
this subchapter, that are provided to eligible children
in the State on a sliding fee scale basis using funding
methods provided for in section 658E(cX2XA), with pri-
ority being given for services provided to children of
families with very low family incomes (taking into con-
sideration family size) and to children witk special
needs; and

Tii) activities designed to improve the , ,vailability
and quality of child care.
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"(C) ACTIVITIES IV IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF CHILD CARE
AND TO INCREASE THE AVAIIABILITY OF EARLY CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT AND BEFORE- AND AFTER-SCHOOL CARE SERV-
ICES.The State shall reserve 25 percent of the amounts
provided to the State for each fiscal year under this sub-
chapter to carry out activities designed to improve the qual-
ity of child care (as described in section 658G) and to pro-
vide before- and after-school and early childhood develop-
ment services (as described in section 658H).

"(4) PAYMENT RATES.
"(A) IN GENERALThe State plan shall provide assur-

ances that payment rates for the provision of child care
servkes for which assistance is provided under this sub-
chapter are sufficient to ensure equal access for eligible
children to comparable child care services in the State or
substate area that are provided to children whose parents
are not eligible to receive assistance under this subchapter
or for child care assistance under any other Federal or
State programs. Such payment rates shall take into account
the variations in the costs of providing child care in differ-
ent settings and to children of different age groups, and the
additional costs of providing child care for children with
special needs.

"(B) CONSTRUCTION.Nothing in this paragraph shall be
construed to create a private r4ght of action.

"(5) SLIDING FEE scmaThe State plan shall provide that
the State will establish and periodically revise, by rule, a slid-
ing fee scale that provides for cost sharing by the families that
receive child care services for which assistance is provided
under thio subchapter.

"(d) APPROVAL OF APPLICATION.The Secretary shall approve an
application that satisfies the requirements of this section.
"SEC. 158F. LIMITATIONS ON STATE ALLOTMENTS.

"(a) NO ENTITLEMENT 70 CONTRACT OR GRANT.Nothing in this
subchapter shall be construed

"(1) to entitle any child care provider or recipient of a child
care certificate to any contract, grant or benefk.or

"(2) to limit the right of any State to impose additional limi-
tations or conditions on contracts or grants funded under this
subchapter.

"(b) CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES.
"(1) IN GENERALNo funds made available under this sub-

chapter shall be expendecl for the purchase or improvement of
land, or for the purchase, construction, or permanent improve-
ment (other than minor remodeling) of any building or facility.

"(2) SECTARIAN AGENCY OR ORGANIZATION.In the case of a
sectarian agency or organization, no funds made available
under this subchapter may be used for the purposes described in
paragraph (1) eecept to the atent that renovation or repair is
necessary to bring the facility of such agency or organization
into compliance with health and safety requirements referred to
in section 658&c)(SXF).
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"SRC USG. ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF CHILD CARE.
"A State that receives financial assistance under this subchapter

shall use not less than 20 percent of the amounts reserved by such
State under section 658E(c)(39(C) for each fiscal year for one or more
of the following:

"(1) RESOURCE AND REFERRAL PROGRAMS.Operating directly
or providing financial assistance to private nonprofit organiza-
tions or public organizations (including units of general purpose
local government) for the development, establishment, expan-
sion, operation, and coordination of resource and referral pro-
grams specifically related to child care.

"(2) GRANTS OR LOANS TO ASSIST IN MEETING STATE AND
LOCAL STANDARDS.Making $Tants or providing loans to child
care providers to assist such providers in meeting applicable
State and local child care standards.

"(1) MONITORING OF COMPLIANCE WITH LICENSING AND REGU-
LATORY REQUIREMENTS.ImprOving the monitoring of compli-
ance with, and enforcement of State and local licensing and
regulatory requirements (including registration requirements).

"(4) TRAINING.Providing training and technical assistance
in areas appropriate to the provision of child care services, such
as training in health and safety, nutrition, first aid, the recog-
nition of communicable diseases, child abuse detection and pre-
vention, and the care of children with special needs.

"(5) CostPENsAncw.Improving salaries and other compensa-
tion paid to full- and part-time staff who provide child care
services for which assistance is provided under this subchapter.

"SEC. WM EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT AND BEFORE. AND AJMER.
SCHOOL SERVICES.

"(a) IN GENERALA State that receivee financial assistance
under this subchapter shall use not less than 75 percent of the
amounts reserved by such State under section 658B(c)(3)(C) for each
fiscal year to establish or expand and conduct, through the provi-
sion of grants or contracts, early childhood development or before-
and after-school child care programs, or both.

"(b) PROGRAM DEscrupnoN.Programs that receive assistance
under this section shall

"(1) in the case of early childhood development program,
consist of services that are not intended to serve as a substitute
for a compulsory academic programs but that are intended to
provide an environment that enhances the educational, social,
cultural, emotional, and recreational development of children;
and

"(2) in the case of before- and after-school child care pro-
grams

"(A) be provided Monday through Riday, including
school holiclays and vacation periods other than legal
public holidays, to children attending early childhood de-
velopment programs, kindergarten, or elementary or second-
ary school classes during such times of the day and on such
days that regular instructional services are not in session;
and

3 8.
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"(B) not be intended to extend or replace the regular aca-
demic program.

"(c) PliwiirrY FOR ASSISTANCRIn awarding grunts and contracts
under this section, the State shall give the highest priority to po-
graphic areas within the State that are eligible to receiue grunts
under section 1006 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of 1965, and shall then give priority to

"(1) any other areas with concentrations of poverty; and
"(2) any areas with very high or very low population densi-

ties.
"sEc. sm. ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT

"(a) ADMINISTRATION.The Secretary shall
"(1) coordinate all activities of the Department of Health and

Human Services relating to child care, and, to the maximum
extent practicable, coordinate such activities with similar ac-
tivities of other Federal entities;

"(2) collect, publish and make available to the public a list-
ing of State child care standards at least once every 3 years;
and

"(8) provide technical assistance to assist States to carry out
this subchapter, including assistance on a reimbursable basis.

"(b) ENFORCEMENT.
"(1) REVIEW OF COMPLIANCE WITH STATE PLAN.The Secre-

tary shall review and monitor State compliance with this sub-
chapter and the plan approved under section 658E(c) for the
State, and shall have the power to terminate payments to the
State in accordance with paragraph (2).

"(2) NONCOMPLIANCE.
"(A) IN GENERAL.If the Secretary, after reasonable

notice to a State and opportunity for a hearing, findsthat
"(i) there has been a failure by the State to comply

substantially with any provision or requirement set
forth in the plan approved under section 658E(c) for
the State; or

"(ii) in the operation of any program for which as-
sistance is provided under this subchapter there is a
failure by the State to comply substantially with any
provision of this subchapter;

the Secretary shall notify the State of the finding and that
no further payments may be made to such State under this
subchapter (or, in the case of noncompliance in the oper-
ation of a program or activity, that no further payments to
the State will be made with respect to such program or ac-
tivity) until the Secretary is satisfied that there is no longer
any such failure to comply or that the noncompliance will
be promptly corrected.

"(B) ADDITIONAL sANcnoNs.In the case of a finding of
noncompliance made pursuant to subparagraph (A), the
Secretary may, in addition to imposing the sanctions de-
scribed in such subparagraph, impose other appropriate
sanctions, including recoupment of money improperly ex-
pended for purposes prohibited or not authorized by this
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subchapter, and disqualification film the receipt of finan-
cial assistance under this subchapter.

"(C) NOTICE.The notice required under subparagraph
(A) shall include a specific identification of any additional
sanction being imposed tinder subparagraph (B).

"(S) ISSUANCE OF RULES.The Secretary shall establish by
rule procedures for

"(A) receiving processing and determining the vafiidity
of complaints concerning any failure of a State to comply
with the State plan or any requirement of this subchapter;
and

"(B) imposing sanctions under this section.
"SEC. CM PAYMENT&

"(a) IN GENERALSubject to the availability of appropriations, a
State that has an applkation approved by the Secretary under sec-
tion 658E(d) shall be entitled to a payment under this section for
each fiscal year in an amount equal to its allotment under section
6580 for such fiscal year.

"(b) METHOD OF PAYMENT.
"(1) IN GENERALSubject to paragraph (2), the Secretary may

make payments to a State in installments, and in advance or by
way of reimbursement, with necessary adjustments on account
of overpayments or underpayments, as the Secretary may deter-
mine.

"(2) LIKITATION.The Secretary may not make such pay-
ments in a manner that prevents the State from complying with
the requirement apecifiM in section 658E(cX3).

"(c) SPENDING OF ".D.S BY STATE.Payments to a State from the
allotment under section 6580 for any fiscal year may be expended by
the State in that fiscal year or in the succeeding fiscal year.
"SEC. UM ANNUAL REPORT AND AUDIT&

"(a) ANNUAL REPORT.Not later than December 31, 1992, and an-
nually thereafter, a State that receives assistance under this sub-
chapter shall prepare and submit to the Secretary a report

"(1) specifying the uses for which the State expended funds
specified under paragraph (8) of section 658E(c) and the amount
cif funds expe for such uses;

"(2) containing available data on the manner in which the
child care needs of familia in the State are being fulfilled, in-
cluding information concernino

"(A) the number of children bein assisted with funds
provided under this subchapter, arW under other Federal
child care and pie-school prcwrams

"(B) the type and number of child care programs, child
care _providers, caregivers, and support personnel located in
the State;

"(C) salaries and other compensation paid to full- and
part-time staff who provide child care services; and

"(D) activities in the State to encourage public-private
partnerships that prvmote business involvement in meeting
child care needs;

"(8) descrthing the extent to which the affordability and
availability of child care eervices has increased;

4 0
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"(4) if applicable, describing in either the first or second such
report, the findings of the review of State licensing and regula-
tory requirements and policies described in section 658E(c), in-
chiding a description of actions taken by the State in response
to such reviews;

"(5) containing an =planation of any State action, in accord-
ance with section 658E, to reduce the level of child care stand-
ards in the State, if applicable; and

"(6) describing the standards and health and safety require-
ments applicable to child care providers in the State, including
a description of State efforts to improve the quality of child
care;

during the period for which such report is required to be submitted.
"(b) AUDITS.

"(1) REQUIREMENT.A State shall, after the close of each pro-
gram period coverrd by an application approved under section
658E(d) audit its expenditures during such program period from
amounts received under this subchapter.

"(2) INDEPENDENT AUDITOR.Audits under this subsection
shall be conducted by an entity that is independent of any
agency administering activities that receive assistance under
this subchapter and be in accordance with generally accepted
auditing principles.

"(3) SUBMISSION.Not later than 30 days after the completion
of an audit under this subsection, the State shall submit a copy
of the audit to the legislature of the State and to the Secretary.

"(4) REPAYMENT OF AMOUNTS.Bach State shall repay to the
United States any amounts determined through an audit under
this subsection not to have been expended in accordance with
this subchapter, or the Secretary may offset such amounts
against any other amount to which the State is or may be enti-
tles under this subchapter.

"SEC. 158L REPORT BY SECRETARY.
"Not later than July 31, 1993, and annually thereafter, the Secre-

tary shall prepare and submit to the Committee on Education and
Labor of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Labor
and Human Resources of the Senate a report that contains a sum-
mary and analysis of the data and information provided to the Sec-
retary in the State reports submitted under section 668K. Such
report shall include an assessment, and where appropriate, recom-
mendations for the Congress concerning efforts that should be un-
dertaken to improve the access of the public to quality and afford-
able child care in the United States.
"SEC. CUM. LIMITATIONS ON USE OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR CERTAIN

PURPOSES.
"(a) SECTARIAN PURPOSES AND Acrrvnars.No financial assist-

ance provided unckr this subchapter, pursuant to the choice of a
parent under section 658E4X2XAXiXII or through any other grant or
contract under the State plan, shall be expended for any sectarian
purpose or activity, including sectarian worship or instructior..

(b) TurrzoN.With regard to services provickd to students en-
rolkd in grades 1 through 12, no financial assistance provided
under this subchapter shall be =pewit(' for

I Al
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"(1) any services provided to such students during the regular
school day;

"(2) any services for which such students receive academic
credit toward graduation; or

"(8) any instructional services which supplant or duplicate
the academic progrum of any public or private school.

"SEC. USN. NONDISCRIMINATION.
"(a)RSLIGIOUS NONOISCRIMINATION.

"(1) CONSTRUCHON.nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to modify or affect the provisions of any other Feckral
law or regulation that relates to discrimination in employment
on the basis of religion.

"(B) EXCEPTION.A sectarian organization may require
that employees adhere to the religious tenets and teachings
of such organization, and such organization may require
that employees adhere to rules forbidding the use of drugs
or akohol.

"(2) DISCRIMINATION AGAINST CHILD.
"(A) IN GENERALA child care provider (other than a

family child care provider) that receives assistance under
this subchapter shall not discriminate against any child on
the basis of religion in pmviding child care services.

"(B) NON-FUNDED CHILD CARE SLOTS.Nothing in this
section shall prohibit a child care provider from selecting
chilaren for child care slots that are not funded directly
with assistance provided under this subchapter because
such children or their family members participate on a reg-
ular basis in other activities of the organization that owns
or operates such provider.

"(8) EMPLOYMENT IN GENERAL.
"(A) PROHIBITIOMA child care provider that receives

assistance under this subchapter shall not discriminate in
employment on the basis of the religion of the prospective
employee if such employee's primary responsibility is or will
be working directly with children in the provision of child
care services.

"(B) QUALIFIED APPLICANTS.If two or more prospective
employees are qualified for any position with a child care
provider receiving assistance under this subchapter, noth-
ing in this section shall prohibit such child care provider
from employing a prospective employee who is already par-
ticipating on a regular basis in other activities of the orga-
nization that owns or operutes such provider.

"(C) PRESENT EMPLOYEES.This paragraph shall not
apply to employees of child care providers receiving assist-
ance under this subchapter if such employees are employed
with the provider on the date of enactment of this subchap-
ter.

"(4) EMPLOYMENT AND ADMISSION PRACTICES.Notwithstand-
ing paragruphs (1XB), (2), and (3), if assistance provided under
this subchapter, and any other Federal or State program,
amounts to 80 percent or more of the operating 'budget of a
child care provickr that receives such assistance, the Secretary
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shall not permit such provider to receive any further assistance
under this subchapter unless the grant or contract relating to
the financial assistance, or the employment and admissions
policies of the provider, specifically provides that no person
with responsibilities in the operatipn of the child care progrum,
project, or activity of the provider will discriminate against any
individual in employment, if such employee's primary. responsi-
bility is or will be working directly with children in the provi-
sion of child care, or admissions because of the religion of such
individual.

"a) EFFECT ON STATE LAW.Nothing in this subchapter shall be
construed to supersede or modify any provision of a State constitu-
tion or State law that prohibits the expenditure of public funds in
or by sectarian institutions, except that no provision of a State con-
stitution or State law shall be construed to prohibit the expenditure
in or by sectarian institutions of any Federal funds provided under
this subchapter.
"SEC. U80. AMOUN7S RESERVED; ALLOTMEN7S.

"(a) AMOUNTS RESERVED.
44(1) TERRITORIES AND POSSESSIONS.The Secretary shall re-

serve not to exceed one half of 1 percent of the amount appropri-
ated under this subchapter in each fiscal year for payments to
Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands of the United
States, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands,
and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands to be allotted in
accordance with their respective needs.

"(2) INDIANS TRIBES.The Secretary shall reserve not more
than 3 percent of the amount appropriated under section 658B
in each fiscal year for payments to Indian tribes and tribal or-
saniza:ions with applications approved under subsection (c).

"(b) STATE ALLOTMENT.
"(1) GENERAL RULE.From the amounts appropriated under

section 658B for each fiscal year remaining after reservations
under subsection (a), the Secretary shall allot to each State an
amount equal to the sum of

"(A) an amount that bears the same ratio to 50 percent of
such remainder as the product of the young child factor of
the Statc and the allotment percentage of the State bears to
the sum of the corresponding products for all States; and

"(B) an amount that bears the same ratio to 50 percent of
such remainder as the product of the school lunch factor of
the State and the allotment percentage of the State bears to
the sum of the corresponding_products for all States.

"(2) YOUNG CHILD FACTOR.The term 'young child factor'
means the ratio of the number of children in the State under 5
years o age to the number of such children in all States as pro-
vided the most recent annual estimates of population in the
States the Census Bureau of the Department of Commerce.

"(8) SCHOOL LUNCH FACTOR.The term 'school lunch factor'
means the ratio of the number of children in the State who are
receiving free or reduced price lunches under the school lunch
program established under the National School Lunch Act (42
U.S.C. 1751 et seq.) to the number of such children in all the

43,
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States as determined annually by the Department of Agricul-
ture.

"(4) ALLOTMENT PERCENTAGE.
"(A) IN GENERALThe allotment percentage for a State

is determined by dividirg 'he per capita income of all indi-
viduals in the United States, by the per capita income of
all individuals in the State.

"(B) LIMITATIONS.If an allotment percentage deter-
mined under subparagraph (A)

"(i) exceeds 1.2 percent, then the allotment percentage
of that State shall be considered to be 1.2 percent; and

"(ii) is less than 0.8 percent, then the allotment per-
centage of the State shall be considered to be 0.8 per-
cent.

"(C) PER CAPITA INCOME.For purposes of subparagraph
(A), per capita income shall be

"(i) determined at 2-year intervals;
"(ii) applied for the 2-year period beginning on Octo-

ber 1 of the first fiscal year beginning on the date such
determination is made; and

"(iii) equal to the average of the annual per capita
incomes for the most recent period of S consecutive
years for which satisfactory data are available from
the Department of Commerce at the time such determi-
nation is made.

"(C) PAYMENTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF INDIAN CHILDREN.
"(1) GENERAL AUTHORITY.From amounts reserved under

subsection (aX2), the Secretary may make grunts to or enter into
contracts with Indian tribes or tribal organizations that submit
applications under this section, for the planning and carrying
out of programs or activities consistent with the purposes of this
subchapter.

"(2) APPLICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS.--An application for a
grant or contract under this section shall provide that:

"(A) COORDINATIOMThe applicant will coordinate, to
the maximum extent feasible, with the lead agency in the
State or States in which the applicant will carry out pro-
grams or activities under this section.

"(B) SERVICES ON RESERVATIONSIn the case of an ap-
plicant located in a State other than Alaska, California, or
Oklahoma, programs and activities under this section will
be carried out on the Indian reservation for the benefit of
Indian children.

"(C) REPORTS AND AUDITSThe applicant will make
such reports on, and conduct such audits of programs and
activities under a grant or contract under this section as
the Secretary may require.

"(2) CONSIDERATION OF SECRETARIAL APPROVALIn deter-
mining whether to approve an application for a grant or con-
tract under this section, the Secretary shall take into consider-
a tion

"(A) the availability of child care services provided in ac-
cordance with this subchapter by the State or States in
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which the applicant proposes to carry out a program to pro-
vide child care services; and

"(B) whether the applicant has the ability (including
skills, personnel, resources, community support, and other
necessary components) to satisfactorily carry out the pro-
posed program or activity.

"GP THREE-YEAR LIMIT.Grants or contracts under this sec-
tion shall be for periods not to exceed 3 years.

"(5) DUAL ELIGIBILITY OF INDIAN CHILDREN.The awarding
of a grant or contract under this section for programs or activi-
ties to be conducted in a State or States shall not affect the eli-
gibility of any Indian child to receive services provided or to
participate in programs and activities carried out under a grant
to the State or States under this subchapter.

"(d) DATA AND INFORMATIOMThe Secretary shall obtain from
each appropriate Federal agency, the most recent data and informa-
tion necessary to determine the allotments provided for in subsection
(b).

"(e) REALLOTMENTS.
V) IN GENERAL.Any portion of the allotment under subsec-

tion (b) to a State that the Secretary determines is not required
to carry out a State plan approved under section 658E(d), in the
period for which the allotment is made available, shall be real-
lotted by the Secretary to other States in proportion to the origi-
nal allotments to the other States.

"(2) LIMITATIONS.
"(A) REDUCTZON.The amount of any reallotment to

which a State is entitled to uncleaaragraph (1) shall be
reduced to the extent that it ex the amount that the
Secretary estimates will be used in the State to carry out a
State plan approved under section 658E(d).

"(B) REALLOTMENTS.The amount of such reduction
shall be similarly reallotted among States for which no re-
duction in an allotment or reallotment is required by this
subsection.

"(3) AMOUNTS REALLOTTED.For purposes of any other section
of this subchapter, any amount reallotted to a State under this
subsection shall be considered to be part of the allotment made
under subsection (b) to the State.

"(f) DEFINITION.For the purposes of this section, the term 'State'
inclucks only the 50 States, the District of Columbia, and the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico.
"SEC. 658P. DEFINITIONS.

"As used in this subchapter:
"(1) CAREGIVER.-77te term 'caregiver' means an individual

who provides a service directly to an eligible child on a person-
to-person basis.

'(2) CHILD CARE CERTIFICATE.The term 'child care certifi-
cate' means a certificate (that may be a check or other disburse-
ment) that is issued by a State or local government under this
subchapter directly to a parent who may use such certifwate
only as payment for child care services. Nothing in this sub-
chapter shall preclude the use of such certificates for sectarian
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chikl care services if freely chosen by the parent For purposes of
this subchapter, child care certificates shall not be considered
to be grants or contracts.

%I) ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.--The term 'elementary school'
means a day or residential school that provides elementary edu-
cation, as determined under State law.

"(4) ELIGIBLE CHILD.The term 'eligible child' means an in-
dividual

"(A) who is less than 13 years of age;
"(B) whose family income does not exceed 75 percent of

the State median income for a family of the same size; and
"(C) who

Ti) resides with a parent or parents who are working
or attending a job training or educational program; or

"(ii) is receiving, or needs to receive, protective serv-
ices and resides with a parent or parents not described
in clause (i).

"(5) ELIGIBLE CHILD CARE PROVIDER.The term 'eligible child
care provider' means

"(A) a center-based child care provider, a group home
child care provider, a family child care provider, or other
provider of child care services for compensation that

is licensed, regulated, or registered under State
law as described in section 658E(cX2XE); and

"(ii) satisfies the State and local requirements, in-
cluding those referred to in section 858E(cX2)(F);
applicable to the child care services it provides; or

"(B) a child care provider that is 18 years of age or older
who provides child care services only to eligible children
who are, by affinity or consanguinity, or by court decree,
the grandchild, niece, or nephew of such provider, if such
provider is registered and complies with any State require-
ments that govern child care provided by the rotative in-
volved.

"(8) FAMILY CHILD CARE PROVIDER.The term 'family child
care provider' means one individual who provides child care
services for fewer than 24 hours per day, as the sole caregiver,
and in a private residence.

"(7) INDIAN TRIBE.The term 'Indian tribe' has the meaning
given it in section 4(b) of the Indian Self-Determination and
Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b(b)t

"(8) LEAD AGENCY.The term 'lead agency' means the agency
designated under section 658B(a).

44(9) PARsArr.The term 'parent' includes a legal guardian or
other i>erson standing in loco parentis.

"(10) SECONDARY SCHOOL.The term 'secondary school' means
a day or residential school which provides secondary education,
as determined under State law.

"(11) SECRETARY.The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary
of Health and Human Services unless the context specifies oth-
erwise.

"(12) SLIDING FEE SCALE.The term 'sliding fee scale' means
a system of cost sharing by a family based on income and size
of the family.
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"(iS) STATE.The term 'State' means any of the several
Stata. the District of Columbia, the Virgin Islands of the
United States, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, Amer-
ican Samoa, at, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Is-
lands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

"(14) TRIBAL ORGANIZATIOMThe term 'tribal organization'
has the meaning given it in section 4(c) of the Indian Self-Deter-
mination and Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450ka.

"SEC. 658Q. PARENTAL RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES.
"Nothing in this subchapter shall be construed or applied in any

manner to infringe on or usurp the moral and legal rights and re-
sponsibilities of parents or legal guardians.
"SEC. 658R SEVERABILITY.

"If any provision of this subchapter or the application thereof to
any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity shall not
affect other ,,rovisions of applications of this subchapter which can
be given effect without regard to the invalid provision or applica-
tion, and to this end the provisions of this subchapter shall be sever-
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PROPOSED REGULATIONS,
TITLE IV-A AT-RISK

CHILD CARE PROGRAM AND
INTERIM FINAL REGULATIONS,

CHILD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT
BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM

Title IV-A At-Risk Child Care Program
,amowilfl-

they may be required by the IV-A
penny to leave their children In child
rr or 1wmunts while they attend
oda wry work end training activIties.

Du 1 is kilo iinportant in protecting the
guy nterd nature of transitional child
care nettle. Employed families could
well lo access to child cars services of
their ch ce and ihe guarantee would be
substant ly reduced if special
standards are allowed. Anthermore. It
would be thatical to our overall load
of supporting family in its quest for
independence d aelf-sufficiency to
Interfere In so al and critical a
decision as who ill take care of one's
children while on oat be away from
them.

Applicable Stand.

Section 402(1)(3)01)(1 of the Social
Security Act limits feder financial
participation (FRI for chi care
provided to eligible AFDC iplents
and former AFDC recipients child
Cafe which meets "applicable tendards
of Stein and local law." This p vision is
contained in the fins' regulation st

235.41012) which awn included Mal
law, where applicable." Questions eve
arisen about the meaning of this
pro islom the purpose of the pro
regulation is to clarify the meaning of
spplicable standards.

Child cars (or which there are no
applicable standards. I.e.. no licensing
regulatory requirements set by the St
Of locality that specifically regulates
-hild cars. Is legal cars. Under the
Family Support Act, such care ta
available for use by AFDC red Ms
and former reciptents alielble f
transitiona) child care. Far ex plc ea
State does not regulate farni day GM
providers caring ke less three
children. such care is legs and. if the
caretaker relative selects st provider.
the State must pay for care. In
addition. If a provider exempt from
child care licenaing uirements for
reasons other than source of
payment. a se erten child care
center. such COM ould be legal
because there a no applicable
standards. Chit care for which there
are no stands a will not be affected by
this propose regulation.

In additi child cars standards that
ars gene y applicable ars unaffected
by this posed regulation. Child care
pros ide under section 402(g) hes
stway n subject to any standard
whic mandated in any law or
re lion of the State or locality which
ee rally applies to cars Of the same
t In the Stets or locality...1_, center

group family day care, fami/y day
re, and in-home care. For example, we

know that ell States have child care

licenture laws that Include standards /
which address health and safety
conditions and other aspects of care
provided at child care centers. Sin
these are standards that have ge al
applicability. thay apply to title I -A
child cars.

However. some States im child
cars standards and regulatio on
publicly-funded child care t are not
applicable lo privately cere.
The question has arisen under
title W-A. a State may y payment
for child care which v lates no Weill
child care req in the State. but
which doe.not an additional set of
requirements apply only to
publicly-funded The proposed
regulation al HMI precludes this.
For child care under title IV-A,
applicable s ndards include only those
that are lly applicable to care of a
particular A Stale may not set
separate tandarda which apply only to
title IV subeidised care. If a State has
stand s which affect only publicly-
(und cars. and a caregivu of that type
of re does not meet them, for title IV-
A urposes that care is still "legal." and

e State must still pay IrOf that cars.
While we recognize that some States

will be concerned that itir proposed
regulation will affect their role as
towards of public funds and their

ility to protect children in publicly-
( ded child cars, we believe that this
int cl Is limited foe the following
tea

(1) Id care melded under section
402(g) always been subled to any
st le mandated In general
law or lion for child care of a

. A State which currently
Erstilicrt a safety standard. that
apply only to blicly.funded cars could
extend such sts rds to protect all
children. to assist State. to do
so is available the licensing and
monitoring grent section 402(g)(6)
of the Act and the d Care and
Development Block G nt Act of IWO.

(2) The proposed tion does not
require Slates to deve op tandards nor
does it require that stands that
States do have be uniform - ose ell
types of Cafe.

(3) States have been payine -r care,
including informal care, that d not
meet State standards for publicl
funded care, for years through the
disreserti
/Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
Program IMO /rib Opportunities and
Nulls Tralainp 33034 Al-Rlth chiid Caw)

Mina
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Ust of Subjects MU CFR

Pod 255

d to Families with Dependent
Children. Grant programseoci al
programs. Employment. education and
training. Day cars,

Port 25,

Day care. Groot progrems--social
program, reporting and recordkeeping
requirements.

Coat Arca 13.15M.
ie Arm L Ilarebad.
/LWOW Secretory forlonuly Support.

Approve& Aril :LIM.
hods W.Sellhia. ma,
Secretory. Department of Mole, and Human
Swim.

Accordingly. chapter II. title 45. Code
of Were! Regulations is amended as
set forth below

PART:55CHILD CARE AND OTHER
WORK-RELATED SUPPORTIVE
SERVICES DURING PARTICIPATION IN
EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION, AND
TRAINING

1. The authority citation for part 255
continues to read as follow.:

Authority: Sect el% 403 and ii02 of the
Social &verity Act as amended (a2 US.C.
802.103 and twit

2. Seaton 251415 amended by
revising paragraph (Op) to read as
follows:

3514 Allombis Nebula msletang
mew

.
(2) Ilse care meats appheable

standards of Stets and local law. anclior
Tribal law, where appUcable.
Applicable standar& are hcensine or
regulatory requirements which apply to
care of a particular type in the Slate,
local area, or Indian reservatton
regardless of the source of payment for
the care.

3. A new part 257 la added In read as
follows:

PART 267ATAISK CHILD CARE
PROGRAM

am.
3570 Purpom.
251.10 State ri-A agency administration.
25730 Requirement for a Slate At.ltislt

Child Cars plan.
111.23 State plea content.
25730
33731 Fee milremselo
353.40 Methods of providins child cart.
:3741 ChM safe molar&
25130 Repotting regeltemsols.



See
237.120 Avenel:My a reedit*.
237.61 Casnt awards
257112 Matching requitement..
26%13 Allowable topendliorat
237.64 Monmupplantation.
237 66 Cmieral administrative requirement"
WM Financial mono*
IS710 Coot ellocallon.
23745 Disallowance procedures.

Authority Seca 402.402. ond 1102 of the
Social Security Ad ee anwaidod (12 USX.
102. 1102. and tion.

rota Mew&
This part pertains to the At.itisk Child

Care program which permits States to
provide assistance to low4ncome
working families who need child care In
order to work and am otherwise at risk
of becoming eligible for AMC.

1217.11 bolo 11/-A agenay adminligrolion.
(a) The State agency responsible for

administering or supervising the Steles
title IV-A Plan is responsible for
administering the At-Risk Child Care

OA The following functions must be
performed by the Stall IV-A agency:

(1) Planning for and design of the At.
Risk Child Care program. Including
submission of the State Plan to the
Secretary

Establishing eligibility cnieri a;
(3) Sarong local msrket rates and the

sliding fee scale;
(4) 'snag poIIclee. rules. and

regulations governing the program
(5) Submitting report. required by ths

Some_*, as spe at 257.1h
(0) Itting quarterly Wastes and

expenditure reports parseant to I 257.41;
and

(7) Submitting Standard Penn W.
(91-11.1.) which assures that funds will
not be used for political lobbying
pupate. pursuant to Part M of this
title. prior to the beginning °leech fiscal

fel Except for functions deecribed in
paremeph (b) of this erotica. the Slate
EV-A way may carry out the At-Risk
Child Care program throtthb
arrangements or under contract, with
other State or local administsitive
entities, or other public or private
organisetions.

(1) In dotns so. the entity or
orsararation must follow the policies.

and regulations of the State IV-A
agency and must not have the authority
to review, chew or diapprove any
State IV-A agency administrative
decision. Neither shall the entity ed
organisation subetituto its judgment for
that of the Mats IV-A agency In the
application of polkass. rules and
regulations prornulpted by the State
IV-A away.
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(2) Other willies sr orsanleatiosis stay
determlne individuel eligthility for the
At-Risk Child Cars program in
accordance with nil.' established by
the Slats IV-A agency.

e 217.38 erotairemoro let s Stele Alase
PM are Pam

(a) The Stets IV-A agency must
submit the At-Risk Child Care Plan to
the Secretary far approvaL

(b)(1) The Al-Riek Child Care Plan
shall be submitted as an amendment to
the State Supportive Services Plan
which is defined .t5 2511.

(2) An Al4tlak Child Core Plan may
be eubmitted ea any time during the
quarter In which the Slate 'Blends It to
be effective. Upoa Its swank the plan
will be effective not sash., than the fest
dsy of the calendar queer In which it is
submitted.

(3) A State shall be entitled to its
maximum grant. as defined at
I 257eNck for any fiscal year in which
II has an approved At-Risk Child Care
Plan: however. ii may not claim
eitpenditures for any period prior to the
effective data of the State Plan.

(c)(1) States operating an At-Risk
Child Care program wider an Interim
appliance approved prim to the
issuance of At-Risk Child Care prepint.
shall submit a new At-Rlsk
plan as an amendment to its Supportive
Services Pisa to the Secretary fee
approval after issuance of the preprint.

(2) The anseedmset required under
paragraph WI of thle section sue be
submitted in IN queer following die
quarter in which the preprint is lamed
to be effective eel earlier than the Orel
date of the calendar gasser In which It
Is submitted.

(3) A State with an approved Interim
appliance with a start date of October
1. 1303 may claim for &apothems foe
the period toeglaing October 1. IMO.

(d) A State that submits a plan to
provide for Atilisk Child Care that I.
not approvable will be given the
opportunity to make revisions before
final disapprove': upon formal
disapproval. a Stets may request a
hearing purroant to the process set fc.ih
In I 201.4 and part 213 of this chapter.

:SU t Ssono Met samba

A Slate's Al-Rlsk Child Care plan
must include the following

(a) Assurances that:
(1) The Mats IV-A agency will, upon

approval of the plan, trominister the At-
Risk Child Care Program la acomdance
with the requirements of sections 402(l)
and 4021o) of the Act and the mgulatioes
under this pen

(2) Child care meets applicable
starter* of Sista and local law In
accordance with I 257111;

(:) All child care providers. except
those giving care solely to members of
their family, are licensed, regulated or
registered by the State or locality in
which the care is provided In
accordance with 257.41;

(4) Any provider of child care must
allow parental mesa, la acomdance
with I Wet

(5) Amounts expended by the State
for child care under sectice 401(n) of the
Act do not supplant any other Federal or
State funds used for and care services;

(0) Child care provided or claimed for
retsbersestat is manna* related to
the boars of MroloY04110

(7) 1ndlviduele are not discrindnated
against on the begs of race, sex.
national origin. religion, or handicapping
condition in access to the At.Risk Child
Care program.

(b) Definitions of the following term.:
ft Al.Flisk of being eligible for AMC:
(2) Low income. as it will be used to

determine sltgibility for the prevent;
and

(c) Any other eligibility criteria that
the Siete adopts. purwant to I 257.30:

(d) A description of the State's
priorities for providins At-Risk Child
Cam

(el A description of the administrative
structure. includins what entity
determines eligibility, as provided in
I 257.113

(0 tf not provided statewide, a IMI of
political subdivisions where the At.Risk
Child Cue prod= I. awe&

(g) Methods the Stale weep will roe
S. provide child care In accordance with

237.404

(ll) A description of the Slate's
registration proem for unliconeed and
waddled providers incloding time
frames for payment. In accordance with
I 237.41(4

(I) LOCIII market rats+. In accordance
with 1 2S7.63(a) and I 255.4(a) of this
chapter:

01 Tho statewide battik If eny. In
accordance with I 257.03(b):

Oil The Adios fee scale wider which
families will contribute to the cost of
cam. in accordance with I 257.21. This
includes the Income rules used to
calculate the family's contribution to the
cat of care. In accordance with

257.31:
(I) A description of the State's policy

on psyching child care during lope In
employment. In accordance wills

2S7X(ck
(es) ' description of coordination of

At-Rioe Child Care with existing IV-A
child care programa with other

4 9



Federally-Assad child are perms
end with child care provided Wm*
other Slats public. sad pivots agendeS
and

(n) The base period sod the amount
established for the bale period. es
provided in I 257111.

1 WA 111011111y.
(a) A family ie eligible for child cam

under this part provided the featly.
(1) Is low Waft es defined la the

approved State Al-Riik Child CVO Plans
(2) Is aot receives AFDC:
(3) la at risk of becomthe eligible for

MDC. as defined in the appeoved At-
Risk Child Care Pim

(4) Nee& such child cue in order to
accept employment or reseals employed;
and

(5) Meets era other renditions as !be
Slate may describe in fie approved Al-
Risk Child Care Plan.

(b) 71w State may provide child care
fir any child in the family who seeds
such cam and who:

(1) Is under age 13; or
121 I. ander ar 15 (or under ar 19. if

the State so provides in its definition of
dependent child in Re Etats IV-A plan).
and

(I) I. physically or mentally incepable
of cares for himeelf or hartelf. as
verified by the State based on a
determinatioe of a physician or a
liceneed or melted psychologMts or

(r111s ender court supervision.
lc) A State IV-A agency may provide

child care if child are aneneements
would otherwise Le lost:

(1) For up to two weeks par to the
Start of employment or

(2) Poe up to one month dudes a break
in employment If subsequent
employment is scheduled to begin
within that period.

$17.31 Fes requirsaire.
lel The State IV-A agency must

require each family receiving Al-Itlek
Child Cars io contibute lowed the
psyment for such cue based on the
family's ability to pay.

(b) Each State IV-A agency shall
establish a sliding fee scale which will
provide far some level of contribution by
ll recipients.

(c) The State IV-A pay may vary
the period of collection for different fee
levels.

(d) The State IV-A agency may
staNieh whether fees are paid to the
providers or to the State army.

all /40 Mink el prAing MY rem
(a) A Slaleimmeee any of the

following
(1) Provides the we directly;
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(2) Arromeleg the we ion peddle
ce Mese mean by ass dpwrMaa
of service contracts tie voucher

(3) Per/edam/ cosh or Mechem la
advance to the centaker gaieties so that
the child care costs may be propel*

(4) Reinthersieg the omelakar relative
for child can expenses Mani& or

(5) Adopting ouch other memsessets
es the apncy deems armee*
including cartiliceles.

(b) If more than sae typo of child care
is availabla, sg, meths group family
care or family day care. the caretaker
relative mast be provided an

ty to choose the arrangement.
"relrirtlie State IV-Aarmy 'my
select the relied al permit ender
paragraph (s) of this section.

(2) The State IV-A agency meet
establish at least one method by which
sielf-emaniped child care can be paid.

(d) The State IV-A agency west
coordinate Its child Elfil activities under
this pad with @Maas child can
resource and reeled armies and with
early childhood education pogroms in
the Stale, Including Heed Start
programs, primcbool programs funded
under chapter 1 of the Relocation
Consolidation and Improvement Act of
1981. and school and nonplefit child
care progrsms (includes community-
based comenizabons receiving funds
designated for preschool pregrams for
disabled children).

I 257.41 Odd ewe sender&
(s)(1) Child cars provided with Nods

under this part MUM meet applicable
standards of Stele and local law. and/or
Tribal law.

(2) 4plicable standards are licensing
or regubtoty requirements which apply
to care of e particular type In the State,
local anis or Indian rearvation.
regardless of the source of payment for
the we.

(b)(1) All pieviders of care who are
not regained to meet applicable
standards as provided in preempt' (a)
of thie section end who are not
individuals providing care snWy to
members of the Indlvidual's family, must
be registemd by the Seta or locality in
which the care I. pravided ptior to
receiving pigment

(2) Regisnation procedures must
(I) Coiled only such infonlabee about

provider, required to retries pursuant
to paragraph (b)(1) of this section as is
necessary for the State be make payment
to the provider or furalah isiormation to
the provider

(Ii) Facilitate appropriate and prompt
parsers;

(RD Mew wean le re*ter with
the Sista or locality eller sellm by
the parings);
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(N) % simple and timely;
(v) Not exclude or ham the else of

excluding any caterries of child care
providers.

(c) Child care providers receiving At
Risk Child Care fundieg must Word
parents mIlmited access le their
childre% lecluthm written Nosed.
concenag their Allem. md to
provident melee kr tbek children,
dudes normal hems of was:
°Police end whenever the eltddrai are
in the care of the provide.

5 WRAP Mewling gemdremenee.
(a) Beghtelag with FY 111110, des Stale

IV-A agency shell prepare and submit
se annual report to dee Secretary that
contains the kliowinp

(11 The ember of children receiving
seems and the average cosi of sack
services separstely by type of care.
including ceeter-based. group Mem
family, and relative care

(2) The child care licensing and
regulatory (Including repershon)
requirements In effect in the Stets with
respect to each type of care. end

(3) Tbe enforcement policies and
practices In effect in the State which
apc!y to liceemd and relubliad child
care providete (including providers
required to teetota).

(0) The State IV-A army shall
submit Its report lo the Secrete y no
later thane° days after the sod of the
federal Segal year.

(c) The Stet* IV-A army shall stake
the report available for public inspection
within the State and shall provide a
copy of each report, on request. to any
Interested public egency.

$IM AMAMI,/ et Mate.
(a) A Sista army la entitled to

payment, if it bee an approved State M-
Litt Child Care Flea. The pimento am
available only for the allowable
expenditures of the program.

(0)(1) A State's limitation. Le.. share
from the national total of available
funds for a flecal year Is booed on the
same ratio es the cumber of children
under 13 residing let the State le to the
notional total al children wear 13.

(2) The number of chitchat ender 13
for the States is derived boo the beet
date available to dos Secretaiy for the
Heed presses Seed year. ee fer the
Terrilonse, the beet data available far
the dome fiscal year riot I. the
second Reed year.

(elite dilemma bewails the
smart not paid te a State in a fiscal
rer aed the State's limitstlon as
described Is pereeepit (b) of this
smiles for that some boll year now be
added to a State's limitation for the



Mowing fiscal pm. the Mal ammet
available 4 a fiscal year Is relented to
es s Stale's meamme past ler Mt
year.

(d)Fer Assam Samoa. Cam
litemiallice. sad the Vie* him&
harm ender Ws peel I. added to as
hmdirig menthes. Malaslied vadat
Sada. MS of the Saga Security Act.

Gmataismin
(a) helm ate required to what

e stimates eel rapus expenditures oe a
quarterly bash la

genius' pent awards will
blbe:Trot reflect ewer and under
@ Wastes hi prke quarters'
expeodlime.

(bIllee lad amount paid to a Slate In
fiscal yam any not exceed die State's

liadtatioe or maximum gssil for the
fiscal yeen whichever is appopriate.

(c) The repgatiene pertaining to State
estimates end sxpsndulwse a15 211.5 of
this chapter and the timely Slam of
claims at pan II subpart A of this title
apply to expendlimm under this past.

ilelease requirements.
(a) Payments foe child care ear-Aces

provided under this pad and for the
costs of administering them are
available al the Federal Medical
Asaistsoce Percentage (FMAP) rats.

(b) Expenditures for the Tavern will
be matched at the FMAP rats applicable
for the fiscal year In which expendituresare made.

(c) A States share of expenditures
must be in cash and may Include public
and private funds.

(t) Public funds may be comidered as
the States share in claimIrm FFP when
the funds arm

(i) Appropriated directly to the Slate
or local why. or transferred from
aculbw Public army (Including Indian
tribes) to the State or local *may and
under its administrative control or
conked by the contributing public
apancy as reptesentine expenditures
alpha for FM

(ig Not used to match other Federal
funds.. and

(ill) Not Federal funds. a ant Federal
fun& authorized by federal law to be
used to match other Federal funds.

(21 Funds doaated from private
sources owy be considered as the
State's share In claiming 1W when the
funds:
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(I) An immetared Is the Stale or load
yam sad soder its admhdetrative
ceatrek

(II) As. deasted Mhost my
notation which meld termite their nes
For 'Met* a mamba individual or
corgaalastios or at patletelm facilitiesat
Mellott/am and

() Do vat mad to Ike dames
facility et toe either directly or
ledireody.

M metal equal to any fends
remitved which do net met the
condidoes of pampa* (c) (1) sal (4
of this maim mat be decimated Irma
die Stale's immediate claims raided to
Federal madam

(4) 11ad.perly iakadnontribetions
my sot be mad.

(d) F Misdeal Samoa. Cum. acid
the Vinlra bands, the IMIChlas
requirement for the Mt MO.= in
expenditures made in a fiscal year is
waived.

WM allevribe alpaollesree.
(a) P7P is avallabie for the actual cost

of child care, but not foe more than the
applicable local market rots.

(1)11es applicable local market rate
must be detennised in accordance with
the provisions o15 235.4 4152) and 1013)of this chapter.

(b) ne State agency may eetablish
statewide limit.

(11 res statewide limit may be the
same as the statewide limits established
at I 255.4(4)i11a this chapter or may be
a higher or tower amount

(2) State may specify a higher
statewide limit foe children with special
needs.

(c) PIP le available for expenditures
mada in admaistenner the provision of
child cm services wider this part. FFP
I. not available for colts associated
with the recruitment or training ofchild
cant providers. resource development.
or licensing activities.

MN Seeremplaentallen.
(e) Amounts expended by the State

IV-A agency fot child care under this
Pan Mall not be used to suppling any
other Federal or State funds mid for
child are services.

(b)(1) the State mut determine the
total amount of Federal and State funds
expended during a base period (as
deftlIod In PirapePh Mal of this
section) for child care maces. States

met more that the smug el hafts
hem ether seems Is mimalmil st the
mom. easMieleed kr the hese pried.

ftl The bees peeled les a Meier
math period (e.s. the Mete listal yearl
which Wham he math sae yam pia
to the Bret men* in which die Siete
Implasseats the Mina Child Cate
Pfulltelm

(3) the monist established for the
base peeled MB be inciaded in the
Statelt Atasir Child Cate Piss

IPA Omni aikeidelnelMe
teadtearole.

The peorleleme of pert 74 of this lids
(with the exception of 'Aped G.
Mitcham and CM Sharing wad subpart
I. Flamaal Repoithe Regelrammil)
estabilaing uniform administrative
requirements and met principles shall
apply to this program

21701 amealei repenha
(a) State utimates and expenditures

will be repotted on the financial
repordee form tor expenditures made
under tide IV-A.

(b) Contributions made by families for
the coot of care wham the Stan has
made a full pement to the provider will
be reported as propos income and will
he wed to offset expending.' catmint
as child care services payments. Tha
requirements at 5 74.42(c). subpart F of
this tide apply.

WV Coat
A State away shall amend its cod

allocation plan to include the cost, of
the propene. in accordance with the
savannas at part 90. subpart Hof this
title.

MAI plyalewase preeedirea
(a) Itepeadlturea aides this plan that

do not meet the requirements of this part
or the State AMU* Child Cue Plan are
wiallowebte.

(b) The deferral and disallowances
regulations of I 201.1$ shall apply to this
program. if the haw 1V-A agency
disagreee with the decision to disallow
FFP. It can appeal under existing title
iV-A procedures, including review of
the Departmental Appeals Board. In
accordance with part I4 of this title.
IFS Doe 01-14421 Piled 04441: IV ail
wino I-Oce to164641
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Child Care and Development Block Grant Program

(Catalog sl Moral Dam Ms Asebtemo
MI Wile Im aftft

Progrora WOK Child Co* sad 11411 Psymeril eaten

Devaloperl Block Cont.)
KO Primly for child cars ouvicia

UM of Subleds
MD 911291113,1
9144 Nerdiscrimiastion in enrollment on

Part BO
the bolo of religion

45 CM NV Nendiemionnation in employment on

GtiHd Gam Grant program-socia) the bade ef NNW.

program& Parente, Choice. Reporting

reowdkasPn4
DANA P--41sit MOND areas Pe

and

nes

silo
Litild me weft&

45 CFR Part le eist &IMMO wpm ohs quality di

Administrative precast and
shiM are estra so ammo. do

procedure. Child care. Grant program-
smtlabiltry dearly Ohildheed

social programs.
devalopment promo sad before. and

Dated May 24. WM.
le Awe ILIemlort,
Atelttant Secrefty for Chi kiren and

Fowles
Approved May 3o. ten

Laub W. indlistm.
Secresary Deputoeto of Health and Maw
Setrwes

Accordingly. title 45. subtitle A. Code
of Federal Regulations is amended as
set forth below:

A new part 9b ra lidded to read as

follows.

PART NI-CHILD CARE ANO
DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT

11~ A-Mapemes end Dellr4123111

lee
Ni
N ii:uartictia.
963 Effect on State law

91619481 11-4/991,1191111116611011
9811011494806

MO Lod pwm ropootbdido
Administretioa under cootrects and

afterochool care
KU Administrative activities.
1103 Sepplemmtadee.
ILS4 Bestrictiam on the me of funds.

Ms Com discesks.

Sapid liessement
woo Avattabnity of hods.
OM Allotments lot States
11114,2 Allotments for Tenitorio and Tribea

N1113 Reellotia461.
N64 Financial mooning.
NOS Audits.
KW Disallowance Procidillee
seer Anal roultommts for contracts and

agreements.

MAMA 14-PreVam Reporting
RequIrammb
01 70 Annual Ion requirement
1571 Content o report.

Subpart I-Indlos Tribes
se 80 General procedures and requirements.

IMO Application and plan
pm Coordination
eltsJ Requirements for Tribal program

ilulgralrli-dbodands& NeierComIdillon
OM Carldinle

Mesitar1866RIO
agreestenta. 96111 44911460499114969

91112 Cooritnallon eatraltatim KZ Penalties and sanctums.

111113
Application corned end procadures. goes camplogogn

1914 Plea process. Authority et DSC Ms&
9112 Assartmare.
9110 Plan reetaissa Subpart A-Purposes and Definitions

se 17 Penod covered by Plan
96 16 Approval and dirappro al of Plans

and Plan amendments.

Subpart C-OgIllsori fer 1681244414

um A childe eligibility for child care
110MilteS

98 21 A chiles eliebility fur early childhood
development and before. and alter-
school care services.

Subpart 0-PregreatOpwsoom P:31114

Cam Serowe) Pretest Rights and

Respenalsines
*so Parental choice.
NM Parental scam.
9632 Parental complaints
96 30 C400U2111/ ed0C1003

98 24 Parental tishte and responsibilities

(SI lopow ardilpft. and
moralising am* AM ass
pregame gad out ddldhood
developarat papaw sod

Minoring. ths ovoilabally nut
childhood development sad bdon-and

after school cars genies*
(b)ns purpose al those replatioas le

to woad. the bads foe adodalshotton
of as add Cm' sad Ihnoloponni
Block Gnat. Uses agialloas prow*
that Giftless

Mashatss palatial choke Wash
the ass of certificates and duough grants

and contracts;
(2) Include b than= a hood

nay of child can WIWI*
inntspbasod, body Add wax ma la
boots cota. asro peoadod bp lair's
and mamba child sue porkier&

(3) Provide quality child cars that
motto applicable State and local

requirement&
(4) Coordinate plannina and delivery

of 66,140611 at all levels:
(5) Design flexible propane which

pro% Me for the changing needs of

recipient families;
(6) Administer the Block Grant

responsibly to ensure that statutory
requiremente are met sod that adequate
information regardlne the use republic
funds I. provided:

(7) Maximise the loped of the

additional funding available under the

Block Grant by aneurism that Federal

funds ale usW to soppnetent. not

suppleM. existing *mem Rol=
that edielMetratIve costs am
and

lel Mega propene 'Adds proside
"menden service" to famittes and

provider& to De extent elatutorily
possible.

I 11.1 VollikIssIL
FUT the purpose el this pan. and 45

4 sat Purpoee& CFR part 91

(a) The purpose of the Child Care and (s) The Act refers to the Child Care

Development Block Grant to to increase and Development Block Grant Act of

the availability. affordability. and 1990. section 5082 of the Omnibus

quality of child care services. The Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

program offers Federal funding to Public Law 101-50a:

Staten Territories. Indian Tribes. and (bI Aci means the Administration for

Tribal organisetions in order to: Children and Familia&

(11 Provide low. income families with fe) The Applicolion is the request

the financial resources to find end from a potential Grantee for funding

cflord quality child care for their under the Block Grant. and includes

chAdren;
sti.h information as the amount ol

(2) Enhance the quality and increase
gdnains requested and the prolonged

the supply of child care for ll families, budget for the provam. pursuant to

direct i lin 11including those w

seep,' 41._gegwora owns",ockiic assistance under Ms Block Grant. (d)Asehdans Secretary mastsShe

lisnolosy Solo aml koalas flopouiressseis
(3) Provide parents with a broad range Assistant Secretary ler Childrenmeg

am Compliance web applicable sun and of °Owns in addressing their child cam Families. Department of Health and

local revisory reqaawasem
needs

Hama %MOM WOW the wawa

9661 Health end safety geothermal'.
(4) Strennthas the Me of Ds laraNy speceree othrowle&
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Commoewes Ith of Puerto Rico. the
Vlen Wands of the United States.
Guam, American Samos. the
Coomionweelth of the Northam Mulane
Islands, and the lust Teratoty of the
Pacific Wands (Peas). and includes
Tribes Was otherwise specifis

(an) 7Wbe attd 7Wbal Grants* refer to
Indian Tabu and Tribal organisations
as defined st paregrapha (o) and too) of
thte section;

(oo) 7Wbal ajnathollon means the
recognized governing body of any Indian
tribm soy legs* established
organisation of Wins. Including a
cOneonitifit. width la controlled.
sanctioned. or chartered by such
governing body or which I.
democratically elected by die adult
members of the Indian communi/ to be
*greed by ouch organisations and which
includes the maximum partidpation of
Indians in all phues of its activities:
Provided, that la any case where a
contract I. let savant is made to an
organization to perfotm services
benefiting more then one Indian Thbe.
the approval of each such Indian Tribe
shall be a prerequisite to the letting or
making of such contract or grant and

Ipp) Types 01pm:whims mune the
different classes of providers under each
catarory of cam For the purposes of the
Block Grant. types of providers include
non-profit providers. foe-profit
providers, outman provider° and
relatives who provide care.

sae Meet en Simile Mr.
(a) Nothing in the Act or this pert

shall be construed to supersede or
modify any provision of a Slate
constitution or State law that prohibits
the expenditure of public funds in or by
sectarian oraulsatioas. except that no
provision of State constitution or State
law shall be construed to prohibit the
expenditure in or b.y sectarian
institutions (deny Federal funds
provided under this part.

(b) If. a State law or constitution
would prevent /admit Block Grant
funds from being expended for the
purview provided in the Act, without
limitation. then Stetes must segregate
Stets and Federal funds.

Subpart IICisnetel Application
Procedures

WA Lead agony reeponeleMies.
The lead minty. as designated by the

chief executive officer of the State (or by
the appropriate Tribal leader or
applicant). ehslh

(a) Administer the Bloc& Grant
program. directly or through other State
agencies. In acccedeoce with I KU;
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(b) Submit en Application for funding
under this put. pursuit 6° I 16.1%

(42) Coesult with appropriate
representatives of local guemment in
developing a Plan to be submitted to the
Secretuy pureuant of 0614(b).

(d) Hold st least one public hearing in
accords= with I eS14(c). and

(e) Coordinate Block Caul services
with other Federal. State and local child
care and early childhood development

including such prostates for
ptlfse=t of Indian children, pursuant
to / 9112.

U.11 Adeethersion under wawa
smillifM11101116.

(a) The lead agency has broad
authority to sham respoosibilities for the
administration ot the program with other
State agencies. In addition, the lead
asency can share implementation of the

Illiawith other public or private
magencies. However.

(1) The lead sway must retain
overall responsibility for the
admInistration of the provam. es
defined in paragraph (b) of this section;

(2) The lead agency shall serve as the
single point of contact for issues
involving the administretion of die
Grantee's Block Grant program and

(3) The sharing of administrative and
implementelloo responsibilities must be
governed by written agreements which
specify the mutual roles and
responsibilities of the lead agency and
the other assuage in matins the
requirements of this part.

(ls) in retaining avastl responsibility
for the administration of the program.
the lead agency must

(1) Determine the basic user and
priorities for the expenditure of Block
Grant funds;

(2) Promulgate all niles and
regulations governing the administration
of the Flan which ere in effect on a
statewide basic

(3) Submit all reports required by the
Secretary;

(4) Ensure that the program complies
with the approved Plan and all Federsl
requirements;

(5) Oversee the expenditure of funds
by suberentess end contractors;

(6) Monitor programs and service*
end

(7) Fulfill the responsibilities of ths
Grunt., in any complaint. compliance,
hearing or mopes! action midst eubpart
of tha pert nh cnt part Oa

/WAS Eserdinseett end ummastice.
The lead agency must
(s) Coordinate the provision of

services for which assistance is
provided ender this part with other
Federal, State. and Wel child cars and

5

early childhood development program
and befone and shone:Mel programs
as provided under M.10(e).

(b) Consult. in acoordenos with
I gelgb). with reprettenatives of
general purpose local government dor
the development of the Plan, end

(c) Coordinate, to the maximum ext,
feasible, with any Indian Tribes in the
Slate submittinn Applications in
accordance with subpart I of this part

59E13 Pealicstee eeMent end
protedures.

(e) An Application for Block Grunt
funds must be made by the chief
executive officer Ms State. The
Application must contain:

The program paint as defined
I III.2(cc) for which the Application Is
made;

(2) The amount of funds requested f.
such polo&

(3) An assurance that the Grantee
comply with the requirements of the A
and this part

(4) Pursuant to 45 an part 93. a
lobbying certification which assures
the NMs will not be used for purpose
of political influence. end. If necessarl
a Standard Form UI (SF4.11.) which
discloses lobtoyins psyments (TAM
epplicanis ere not required to submit
either the certification or fotm).

(5) Pursuant to 45 ara 71091 en
assusance that the Grantee provides s
drug-free workplace (if such a
certification for al11015 grants has no
'already been submitted).

(e) A budjet of expenditures, which
provides an estimate of the use and
distribution of Block Grant funds dun;
the period covered by the Application
includinv

(i) A breakaut of program activities
under / 0150 including list of ectivit
to improve the availability and quoin)
of child care (which Includes
adthintattstive meta the Creole,
anticipates will be necessary to carry
out the stated purpose, of the proven.
end

(il) A break-out of ;wog= activitic.
under 11651 including administrative
coals which the Grantee anticipates *
be nemisury to carry out the stated
purpose of the program; and

fitil A end
pursrationsuilet tfoorothr440( st).effug:tditures,

consistent end° ..quimmente
specified in II S11.50(d)(2).

(7) Pursuant to 45 am 76500.
certification that no principals have
been debarretk

MI) For the initial Application, the
amount of Federal. State. and local
public funds expended for the suffert



child me awl related pregame during
the base ported. penal M I UPI*

(U) Foe sabesement Applications. the
moot risen We upended during
the applicable srebeepient period and.

(III) If alticable. inkematke
rep:ding nehm exact aad basis
pa redaction le Federal expeoditme for
props= other than the BIM Grant. for
the sobsergeet period

(*neap& Grant Plan. at time and
in such mom as aspired M 518.17;
and

(NOM& other Infonstion as
speciBed by the Santery.

(U) Applications mot be submitted
annually at seek Ms and In such
manner as prectibed by the Mastery.

(c) In Its Weal Appbeatioe. an Indian
Tribe met previa deszition of
curtest sink* delivery
personnel. SINVON, commalty
suppc rt. sad other memory
compensate MI will suable it to
satiefecterily omy est the proposed
Plan. Initial Application embattled by
consortia mum also cornea the
additicoal aformation required under
I nae0(c)(1) end (OH).

§94.14 Plonoomoos.
In the development of ma Plan. u

required pursuant to 5 01117, the lead
agency dealt

(a) Coardiaate the province of Block
Grant services with other FederaL Slate.
and local child care end Indy childhood
development pregame. includlog such
pregame for the benefit of Indian
diadem

(b) Consult with appropriate
representatives of local governments to
consider local child care needs and
resowas. the effectiveness of existing
child care an esrly childhood
development services. and the methods
by which Block Grant funds con be used
to effectively addren local child care
shortages; and

(e) Hold at least 904 hearing. with
adequate none, to provide to the public
an opportunity to comment on the
Provision of aild care services under
the Plan

Mani leseserata
The Nock Geant Plan must include

anunkt1044 diet
(a) Ups apptovaL the Grants* will

have keen a program which cemPile
with Ow provisions of the Platt

(U) The parson) deeds Merle child
Merin the Nate who mein. or is
offend child oars amnion lee whIch
financial anklet°, la govided ender
I 90.50 Is elven the optics either

(t) To swell suck child with a child
care vendee that has a peel or
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contract fce the provision of the senior
of

(2) To receive a child cm certificate
as defined la SUN

(c) ht cases in Pleb Ole perent(e).
purssant Iii MLA elects to enroll their
child with a provider that bus grant or
contract with the lead rpm. the child
will be enrolled with the eligible
provider Merited by the meet lo the
maximum extent practicable:

(d) to accordance with 1 Ina the
AIN cue certificate offered to parents
shall be el e vales commesearata with
the subsidy value of child care services
provided under a grant or contract

(e) The Graeae, is accordance with
hu preciederes to place to

ensure that providers a child care
services, kw whin ambiance Is
provided wider the Block Grant afford
parents unlimited mese to their
children sed I. the Provides =NM for
their childsen. Mktg the normal bons
of operations or whenever such children
am in the care of sub providers;

(I) The Grantee, as replied by
91.31. maintains a record of

substantiated Wend complaints and
makes information rowdies such
complaints available to the public, on
request

(e) Consumer education information
will be made available to parents and
the general public within the State (or
other arau served by the Ciento')
caimans Mensal and replete!),
requirements. complaint procedurel
end policies and practices relates to
child care services within the State (or
other areas served by the Grantee),..
required by I OLP

(U) In accordance with 55140. ell
providers of child care services for
which assistance is provided ender the
Block Grant Mb comply with all
licensing end regulatory requirements.
applicable under Bate or loca1 law.

(0 Pandas of child cm services (or
which assistance is provided undo/ the
Block Grant that are ea licensed or
regulated for the 'sum amender)
child care under 3tate Of local law are
required to be registered with the
Grantee prior to payment being made
and that such providers shall be
permitted to with the Grantee
after selection the parents of eligible
Milan and sock payment is
made, es required by 5 UP

0) Thme are Is effect within the Nate
(or other areas sewed by the Grantee).
under Nate or local law, rentraments
desiped Is protect the health end safely
of chikken that me applicable to child
care providers that provide *mica fer
which moistens is made available
under do Block Caen pursuant toPP

(k) In accordions with 1 NIP
procedures are In effect to ensure that
etild care genders of esnices for
which assistance is peovided under the
Block Glut comly with all applicable
State or local health and safety
requirements;

(I) I( the State reduces the level of
standards applicable to child oar*
services provided in the State (or other
arose served by the Giants') after
November S. ILP the Grantee shell
inform the Smeary of the rationale fee
such reduction in Ow annual meet of
the Grants%

(m) The Grantee will, not later than le
months after submission of the first
Application, complete a full review of
the law applicable to, and the licensing
and regulatory requirements and
policies ot each licensing span that
regulates child care sesame and
programs In the State (or other erns
mend by the Grantee) unless the
Grantee has reviewed such law,
requirements. and policies in the three .
year period ending on November 5. ISM

(n) Pursuant t : 01.53, fuods received
through the Block Grant will be used
only to supplement. not to supOent. the
amount of Federal. State, and Weal
(unds otherwise emended for the
support of child cue services and
related programs within the State (or
other areas served by the Grantee), and

(o) Payment ratere foe the provision of
child ears services. In accordance with

5143. will be sufficient to ensure equal
access (or eligible children to
comparable thild cam services in the
Stem that are provided to children
whose parents are not eligible to receive
assistance under thls progeam or under
any other Federal or State programs.

e PM menden
(a) A Block Grant Han must contain

the following
(1) Specification of the lead agency

when duties and respoesibilitles are
delineated In 5 UM

(2) The asuman listed under
5 9113:

(3) A description of bow the Block
Grant program will be administered and
implemented. if the Med teeny does
not directly administer and implement
the Program

(4) A desaiption cc le coordination
and coomentiee penmen involved to
the development et the Plan, parmant to

5114 (a) and (1),
(5) A description a the public hearing

precise, pursuant to 5 91141c
(e) Definitions of the following tams

for puma*, of determining eligibility,
persunt lo 55 9110(a) and 114.44:

(I) Special needs child



(U) Physical or mental incapacity (if
applicable):

(il) Attending (a fob training or
educational progrem).

(Iv) fob training and educational
proven

(v) Residing with:
(vi) Working
(Ai) Protective services; and
(WI) Very low income:
(7) Por child care services and

activities to improve the availability and
quality of child care, pursuant to 1 96.5*

(I) A description clutch services end

(ii) A list of political subdivisions in
which such services and activities are
offered. If such services and activities
are not available statewide;

Privision for the reservation of
percent of those funds for such
pupates, together with a plan for the
allocation ot and prioritization of, such
funds for such services and activities:

(iv) Any additional eligibility criteria
or priority Met (with appropriate
definitions) established pursuant In
1 96.20(4 end

(v) Any eligibility criteria or priority
rules for the receipt of grants and
contracts by providers:

(a) For activities to improve the
quality of child care and to increase the
availability of early childhood
development and before. and after-
school care services:

II) A description of such activities,
pursuant to 1 KM;

(li) A list of political subdivisions in
which such activities are offered, if such
activities are not available statewide:

(in) Provision for the reservation of 25
percent of these funds for such
purposes, together with plan for
allocation of. and proritization of, such
funds kr such services and activities;
and

(iv) Any additional eligibility criteria
or priority nags foe children receiving
such services established pursuant to

91121(4 with appropriate definitions:
(v) A desalption of any eligibility

criteria or priority mks for the receipt of
grants and contracts by provider* in
addition Io those in I rel.151(c)(2);

(9) A risecription of the elidirm fee
KAN(s) (including any factors other
then income end family site used in
eslablishirm the fee Nale(s)) that
provide(s) for cost Airing by the
families that receive child care services
for which assistance I. provided under
the Block Grant. pursuant to I 11.42 rot
child cars services under 11 9150 and
9151 if applicable:

(10) A diucrIpilon of the minimum
health and eatery requirements,
applicabie to al providers of child care
services for which assistance is
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provided under the Block Grant. In
effect pursuant to 1 Welt

(11) A description of omit and
proposed child care certificate payment
system(s), including the form or forms of
the child care certificate, pursuant to
11111.3Nch

(12) A description of the methodology
used to establish rates for
reimbursement of child care services
pursuant to 1 914*

(13) A description of the registration
process. Including the Bingham's within
which payment will be mad*, pursuant
to 1 BM

(14) If the Grantee does not permit ths
expenditure of State funds for child care
services unitise certain requirements are
met (e.g., a certification process), a
description of the applicable process
and timsfremes:

(15) A desaiplion of activities that are
planned to encourage public.private
partnerships which promote business
involvement in meeting child care needs.
pursuant to 1 96.71(b)(4).

(16) A description of the methodology
used to establish the level of effort, If
the Grantee chooses to use other than
an agmegste basis, pursuant to

91531bfi1k and
(17) For Tribal Plans, the basis kr

determining family eligibility pursuant
to 1 516.6010.

(b) The Plan must address anticipated
changes in services, activities. or other
provisions that are expected over the
life of the Plan.

WIT Penal around by Nan.
(a) For States and Territories, the

initial Plan must cover period of three
years. and all subsequent Plans must
cover a period of two years.

(b) Pot Indian Tribes, the initial Plan
and any subeequent Plans must cover a
period of two years.

(c) The lead agency must submit a
new Plan prior to the expiration oldie
time period specified in paragraphs (a)
and (b) of this section. at such time as
required by the Secretary in written
instructions.

1 NM Approval Ind Mammal el Plans
sod Plan aorsolinanla

(a) Plan approval. The Assistant
Secretery will approvil a Plan that
satisfies the requirements of the Act and
this part. Plans will ba approved not
later than the 90th day fNm the
data on which the Plan submittal is
received. ludas. written ameament to
extend that period las been secured.

(b) Plan amendment& Approved Flans
must be amended 4/honorer a
substantial change in the program
occurs. A Plan amundment must be
submitted within ID days of the effective

date uf the change. Pin amendments
will be approvad not later than the ifilth
day following the date on which the
amendment N received, unless wittier
agreement io extend that period has
been secured.

(c) Appeal of tiloopproval of a Plan Or
Plan amendment.(1) An applicant or
Grantee dissatisfied with
determination of the Assistant Secretary
pursuant to paragraphs (a) or (b) of this
section with respect to any Plan or
amendment may. within 110 days after
the date of receipt of notification of such
determination, file petition with the
Assistant Secretary asking for
reconsideration of the lune of whether
such Han or amendment conforms to the
requirements for approval under the Act
and pertinent Federal regulations.

(2) Within 30 days after receipt of
such petition. he Assistant Secretary
shall notify the applicant or Grantee of
the time and place at which the hearing
kr the purpose of reconsidering such
issue will be bald.

(3) Such hearing shall be held not less
than 30 days nor more than 90 days after
the notification is furnished to the
a pplicant or Grantee. unless the
Assistant Secretary and the applicant or
Grantee Sala in writing on another
time.

(4) Action pursuant to an initial
determination by the Assistant
Secretary described In paragraphs (a)
end (b) of this section that Plan or
amendment is riot approvable shall not
be stayed pending the reconsideration.
but in the event that the Aisistant
Secretary subsequently determines that
the original decision was incorrect the
Assistant Secretary shall certify
restitution forthwith Ins lump sum of
any funds incorrectly withheld or
otherwise denied. The bearing
procedures are described in part 911.

Subpart CEllgibIllty for Santos

Inn A eats 'WIN ter OM WO
sonnova.

(a) in order to be eligible kr services
under I MI5* a child must:

(1)(I) Be under 13 years of age'. or
(II)Ba under age II (or 19.11 the Slate

so provides in Rs definition of
dependent child in its plan under title
IVA of the Social Security Act) and be
physically or mentally incapable of
corks for himself or Mnelf, or under
court supervision;

(2) Reside with a family who*
income doee not exceed 75 percent of
the State's median income tote fatally
of the same elst and

(3)(1) Reside with a parent or parents
(as defined in 1116.2(aa)) who are



waking ef allied* a lob trainhig or
odecallonel program or

(11) Raabe, sensed I. receive.
protective services and reMele with a
rarest or patents las &needle

*Baal) other their the persaga)
described le (aX3X1) al We section.

fbi Pierseent loS 111111(eX7Xlv), a
Grantee or ether administering egence
may establish eligibility conditions or
priority rules la addition to those
specified la this NMI= and S 9144 DO
wog as they do nob

(I) Diamlnate spine children on
the basis al race. national origin. ethnic
background, sex. religious affiliation. or
handicap

(2) Unit parental debts provided
under subpart D; or

(3) Violate the provisions of this
section. 59144 , or the Plan. In
particular. meth conditions or priority
rules omy act be beaed on parent's
preference foes category of cars or type
of provider. In addition, such additional
conditions or rules may not be blued on
a parent's choice of a child care
certificate.

10121 A shah adoiblIty ter arty
WOW development end beam- and
etterecheal care sentosa,

(a) If Grantee subsidises. through
grants or cootracts under I 90.51. early
childhood development services or
before. and afterlichool care services
for en Individual child. the child must
meet the eligibility conditions under

90-20(e).
(in Grantees may pet additional

conditions of eligibdity or priority rules
for children or families receiving such
services funded under II ELK so long al
such conditions do not violate the
provisions of 5 Et51kE2). " Flan.
and do not discriminate against children
on the basis of race, national origin,
ethnic background. sea. religious
affiliation. or handicap.

Subpart CIProgram Operations (Chad
Care Sento* Parental Rights and
Reoponalbedos

ISM Penmen shoes
(a) The parent or parents of an eligible

child who receives Or Is offered child
care services under 59130 must be
offered . choice:

(1) To enroll the child with an eligible
child care provider that bees grant or
contract for the provision al such
servicew or

(2) To receives child care CeliinClie
as defined In

(3) Suds choice must be evadable
anytime that child case services under

9150 are provided.
(b) When e parent elects to enroll the

child with a provider that has a grant or
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contract for the provision eland care
services, the child will be enrolled with
the provider *sleeted by the parent to
the maximum extent pcacticable.

(c) ln cases In which a parent elects to
use a child care certificate, such
certificate:

(1) Will be issued directly to the
parent

(2) Must be of e value commensurate
with the subsidy value of the child care
services provided under paragraph (s)(1)
of this section:

(3) May be used for child core services
provided by a sectarian organization or
agency. Including those that engage in
religious activities. if those services ars
chosen by the parent:

(4) May be expended by providers for
any sectarian mimes or activity,
Including sectarian worship or
instruction: and

(5) Shall not be considered a grant or
contract to a provider but shall be
considered assistance to the parent.

(d) Child care =Mesta prosrams
under paragraph (0(2) of this section
must be in operstion by October 1. 1902.

(e) Child core certificates must be
made available to any parents offered
services under 59150.

(f) Por services provided under
I 9850. certificates under paragraph
(sip) of this section mutt permit parents
to choote from a variety of child care
categories, Includine

(1) Centerbased child care;
(2) Group horns child care;
(3) Fa mily child care. and
(e) ln-home child care:

and under each of the above categories,
core by a sectarian provider may not be
limiled or excluded.

(a) With respect to State and local
regulatory requirements under I 96.40.
health 4nd safety requirements under

96.41. payment VIM under 591.43.
and registration requirements under

91.45. Block Grant funds will not be
available to a Grantee If State or local
roles, procedures or other requirements
promuleated for putpowes of the Block
Grant significantly restrict parental
choice by.

(1) Expressly or effectively excludinw
(I) Any category of care or type of

provider, as defined in 5 901
(II) Any type of provider within

catesory of care; or
(2) Having the effect of limiting

parental access to or choice from among
such categortes of care or types of
providers, as defined in I Mt or

(3) Excluding a sienificant number of
providers in env esteem of care or of
any type as defined In II 90.2.

INI-11 Prentol memo
Grantees mutt have In effect

procedures to ensure that providers of
child care earvimm far which assistance
is provided afford parents unlimited
access to their children. and to the
providers caring for their children.
during normal hours of provider
operation and whenever the children are
in the care of the provider.

01.32 ProMol oomplainta.

Grantees must:
(a) Maintain a record of substantiated

parental complaint* and
(b) Make information resettling such

perentel complaints available to the
public on request.

KU Consumer edienerm.
Grantees must make available to

perents and the general public consumer
education Information about all parental
options and other policies and practices
which relate to child core services.
including any applicable licensing end
regulatory requirements and complaint
procedures.

Parental dents and
reeponalbealea

Nothing under this part shall be
construed or applied in any manner to
infringe on or usurp the moral and legal
rtghts and responsibilities of parents or
legal guardians.

Subpart EProgram Operations (Child
Care Services) State and Provider
Requirements

N.40 Campine* Ind, applende Stele
end local renistory reparenents.

(a) Grantees must provide assurances
that:

(1) Within the area served by the
Grantee, ell providers of child care
services for which assistance is
provided under this part comply with
any licensIne or regulatory
requirements. as defined in 5 gags).
applicable under State, local, and Tribal
law: and

(2) Providers that are not required to
be licensed or regulated under State.
local. or Tribe' law are required to be
registered, as described in 0145(4
with the Grantee prtor to any payment
being made under the Block Grant.

(b)(11 This section does not prohibit a
State from imposing more stringent
standards and licensing or regulatory
requirements on child care providers of
services for which assistance le
provided under the Block Grant than the
standerds or requirements Impaled on
other child care providers.



(2) Any such additional requirements
must be consistent with the **topside
for parental choice In 1111130(1).

111.41 Health and meaty remeramenin
(a) Although U. Act specifically

states it does not require the
establishment of any new or additional
requirements If sideline requirements
comply with the requirements of the
stetute. each Grentee must provide
assurances that there era In affect,
within the Stat. (or other area served by
the Grentee), under State, local or Tribal
law, requirements designed to protect
the health and safety of children that are
applicable to child care providers of
services far which assistance le
provided under this part. Such
requirements shall include:

(1) The prevention and control of
Infectious disames (including
immunization);

(2) Building and physical premises
safety (e.g. compliance with local
building and fin codes); sad

(3) Minimum health and safety
(raining appropriate to the provider
setting (e.g routinely supplying health
and safety information).

(b) Grantees mey not set health and
safety standards and requirements
under paragraph (Oaf this section. that
are Inconsistent with the parental choice
safeguards in5 96.30(g).

(c) If the Grants* reduces the level of
standards applicable to any child care
services provided in U. Stele after
November 0. 11160, the Grantee must
Inform the Secretary of the rationale for
such reduction In its annual report
pursuant to I 98.71fr).

id) Not later than eighteen months
after submission of its initial
Application in accordance with S 90.13.
eget, Grantee must complete a full
review of the law applicable lo. end the
licensing requirements end regulatory
requirements and policies of. each
licensing agency that regulates child
care services end programa 4, the area
served by the Grentee. unless the
Grsre-e has reviewed such law,
requir2rntm3 and policies between
Noveribe 5. 190r, end November S.
lege. The findings of this review ere to
be included In either the first or second
annual report pursuant to 5 90.71(d).

(e) The requirements in paragraph (a)
of thls section apply to all providers of
child care services for which assistance
I. provided under Bile part, within the
area served by the Grantee, except the
relatives specified In paragraph (g) of
this section.

m Each Grantee shall assure that
procedures ere In effect to ensure that
child care providers of services for
which essistence is provided under this
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part within the area served by the
Grentee, comply with all is..able
State or local health end

st

requirements desalbed in peragraph (a)
of Mb section.

(g) For the purposes of thia maim
the term child care providers does not
Include grandparents, aunts, or uncles,
pursuant to II 902(q)(2).

INAS Nillnols Nokia
(a) Grantees shall establish, and

periodically revise, by ride, eliding fee
scale(a) that provides for coet sharing by
families that receive Illock Grant child
care services under II MO and 90.51.

(b) Sliding fee mob(l) shall be bawd
on income and the dm of the family.
and may be based on other factors as
appropriate.

(c) Giantess may weive contributions
from families whose Incomes are at or
below the poverty level fore family of
the same size.

(d) The Grantee may apply different
sliding fat NSW 10 services under
I I 9050 end 9151.

$0.43 Payment ratio
(e) The Grantee must assure thet the

payment rates for the provision of child
cere under this part are sufficient to
ensure equal access, In the area served
by the Grantee, for eligible children to
comparable child care services provided
to children whose parents are not
eligible to receive Block Grant
assistance or child care assistance
under eny other Federal. State, or Tribal
programs.

IbI in establishing payment rates.
Grantees must mks into account:

(1) Variations in the cost of providing
child care:

(il Between different catesonee (i.e.,
ceeter-based, group home. family, in-
home): and

(ii) To children of different age groups:
a nd

(21 The additional costs of providing
child care for children with special
needs.

(c) Payment rates under persgraph
of this section must be consistent w ith
the safeguards for parental choice In
g 98.30(g).

(d) Nothing in this sec:ion shall be
construed to create pries te right of
action.

(e) Payment rates established
pursuant to this section moat be
svellabla upon request to the Secretary.

01.44 POPOV lei MINA owe services.
Crentees must give priority for

services provided under II 9e.50(a)(1) to:
le) Children of families with very low

family income (considering family elm);
and
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(b) Children with special 'mode.

01411 nopleirodon.
(a) Grantees most teems that

providers of child care services for
which moistest* I. provided under
Block Grant who are not Licensed or
regulated ander State of local law fo
the mumme of providing child care
registered with the Grantee Om to
receiving payment under the Block
Grant.

(b) Grantee malatration procedures
(1) Should facilitate appropriate an

prompt payment to providers describ
in paragraph (a) alibis mellow

(2) Should permit the Grantee to
furnish information to such providers,
Including Information on the avallebIl
of health end safety training, technics
assistance, and any relevant Informal
pertaining to applicable regulatory
requirements; and

(3) Must allow providers to mister
with the Grentee after selection by tin
parsed.) a/eligible children and beim
the payment described in paragraph (si
of this eection Is made.

(c) Registration undee the Block Grai
must be a simple, timely process throte
which the Grantee authorizes the
provider to receive payment for child
care services.

(d) Both the registretion requirement:
and the registration process under
paragraph (e) of this section must be
consistent with the safeguards for
parental choice in I 90 Ma).

Nendinatmantion In orellannt
an Ihe bolo at napkin.

(a) Child cam providers (other than
family child care providers. as defined
in g 118.2(r)) that receive assistance
through grants and contracts under the
Block Grant shall not discrintinate In
admissions sgainst soy child on the
basis of religion.

(b) Paragraph (s) of this section doe.,
not prohibit a child care provider frog.
selecting children for child cam slots
that am not funded directly (i.e, through
grants or contracts to providers) with
assistance provided under the Block
Grant because such children or thee'
family members participate on a regular
basis in other activities of the
organization that owns or operates such
provider.

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph fob/ of
this section. If eo percent or more the
operating budget de child care provider
come. from Federal or State funds.
Including direct or Indirect essistence
under the Block Grant, the Cremse most
assure that before any further Block
Grant assistance Is given to the
provider,



(l)ne drat or contract ratios lo
the ogee. eon oe

(2)1he Weisel= policies of the
porkier beadle* provide thet no
penes rill the
operatics of the child owe engrain
Proloot. ee activity will dimoriednale. ce
the basis of religion. in the admission of
any child.

NA eleaelesdadmilm amtagyamt
en Me gat el agrien.

=rail. except as provided in
(b) of We maim nothing in

this pat swag co reeds the
provision of gay other
federal law and seertk=raetting to
discriainatioe in employment on the
basis (leggier:.

(1) care picadors that receive
...Manz* Wee& vents or contracts
under the Nock Meat ohaU not
disaiminate. on the basis of rslidion to
the employment of caregivers as defined
in 5012(g).

(2)0 two or more peospective
employees are qualified for any position
w,th a child care wader. this action
shall not prohibit the provider from
employing a prospective employee who
is already pulidpe tag as a regular
basis in otW Whit* of the
organization that owns or operetes the
provider.

(3) Paravaphs (e)
section shall not apply to employees of
child cue providers If euele employees
were employed with the rookie on
November 1100.

(b) Notwithstanding perevaph (a) of
this section. a sectarian areanizellon
may require that employees adhere to
the religious tenets and teachings of
such organization and to Mae
forbidding the see of dregs or alcohoL

(c) Notwithetanding paravaph (b) of
this motion, dee percent or more of the
operating budget de child care provider
comes from Federal and State hods.
Including dined and Indirect assistance
under the Back Grant. the Grentee must

that, before any further Block
Grant assistance I. given to the
provider.

(1) The grant or contract relating to
the assistance. or

(2) The employment policies of the
provIdet sperdlcally provide that no
person melth responelbilitiee in the
operation el& child ears propa. will
discriminate, al the basis cirsilgion. in
the employment of any individual as
caregiver.

S ubpart FUee el Bloat Wirt Funds

gee case sere senten
(a) After relaying n percent of the

amount provided under the Block Grant
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tor me Beoal yam lor the activities
BM the remaking Sods

nainbrexpembd foe:
(1) 1ld care services which ere

provided in accordnoe with the
provisions alpaca/reek (b) of this
endow and

v(SitAacetritiee to 'ove the
ty end gift of child art aa

Lathed undo( peravaph (c) of this
Notion. and ell other a0111111ffiCO

TrdiChilttre services must be
provided:

(1) To eligible children. as described
See.34

(2) Using a sliding lee scale, as
described in I UM

(3) Using funding methods peovided
for in I axe end

(4) Based on the prioritise in 111.44.

(a)(1) Activities ped la
the availability end Reality of Zycv;ire
include. but are not limited to. the
activities epeciBed in 11111(bX2). Poe
the purposes of this (eat administrative
costs moat be included as availability
and quality mite tinder I N.30(aX2).

(2) Pursuant to 5 011.111(a)(7)(1). the
Plan must specify the activities which
the Grantee will fund under this
paraeraph.

(d)(1) Stales mut spend a

Pnleraof
the remaining funds

arevrpir (a) of this section for
swim which they provide pursuant to
preph (a)(i) of this aectian. They
shmald spend a minimum amount on
activities authorized under paneraph
(e)(2) of this section.

(2) Except as provided in paregrapb
(4)(3) ci this Galion. to meet the
requirements of parearaph (d)(1) ci this
section:

(I) At least 110 percent of the funds
reserved for assistance under this
section must be expended far services
pursuant to paragraph (a)(1) of this
section. and

(II) Not more than 10 permt of the
funds may be aproded for other
authorized activities as described in
paragraph (a)(2) of this section.
Including all administrative activities.

(3) Rot the lint tem years of a
Grantee's operation of the proven. at
least 03 percent met be expended for
services mama to paregraph (a)(1) of
this make and up to If percent of the
funds may be &speeded foe the other
authorized activities described in
paragraph (0(2) of this section.sizi
submission of an additional
Justification pursuant le I 111.13(eXel(W).

(e) The base amount pars/not to
11142(bX1)(i). of a Tribal Grantee's

grant is exempt tram the inallation in
paravapb (d)(2) of this sectioa.

I Sail AMIN% oven gm milli, el
*Mem emlleememelkeismiallip el
may slieseddevelepinedpmgrememoll
beam enti allergheal anag

(a) Me Gem& shell mane al
percent of the amount provided oder
the Moak ticieschflscalyeerlsrpier
the advitiee "WSW le We esoliee.

(b) Km* Gres& remain Bode le
operate a regress wise this pert shell
use aot Mee these

(11) ten percent of the lard amount of
Beal yeses Block Grant funds to

establish or awed sad canduct.
throgh the provision of grants or
contra*

(II Early childhood &vehement .

programs. operated in accordance with
the provisions of paregreph (d) of this
sectica

(b) Before- and ellse-robool child care
programs. operated In accordance with
the provisions of paragraph (e) of this
imam of

(W) Both end
(2) rive percent of the total moult of

a fiscal year's Block Grent funds oo oneor,more of the following activities to
improve the quality of care

(I) Operating directly or providing
financial .9,111400e to orgenitations
(including Ovate non-profit
orgenizatioaa. public apanizations. and
unite of wend pupae local
g overnment) for the development,
establishment. sopa:atom operation.
and coordination of resource end
',demi programa specifically related to
child care

(ii) Making grants at providing loans
to child care providers to assist such

rzin meeting applicable State.
ird Tribal child cere standards.

including applicable health and safety
requirements. pursuant to IS 11.40 and
01.41;

(iii) Improving the monitoring of
compliance with, and enlacement of.
applicable State. local. and Tribal
requirements roma to II 0e.40 and
08.41;

(1v) Providing &lane and technical
assistance in areas appropriate to the
provision of child care services, such as

in health and safety. nuttitiam
ft rl the recognition of
communicable disease,. child abuts:
detectios and prevention. and cam of
childrea with special Deeds; and

(v) Improving salaries end other
doe (each as fringe benefits)

41::giriaand pert-time Waft who provide
child care union for which aselatance
le provIded soder this part.

An addltionel one and one-quarler
percent of the Wel bode received under
the Block Grant may be used at the
discretion of the Grantee for any al the

5 9



slowed pusgraith
RiBirelithie einem

=ropers described in
(b 1) of this section.

Genoese mese
(1) Provide fondles through rents and

contracts; and
(2)Q0 Gin lailltssel!thfify 10

geograpIde meas whim the ams mend
by the Grantee that en eligible I.
receive grants under Section 10011 of the
Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of HOB sod

(U) nta give priority So any Mho,
arose with camentrations of poverty.
end any areas with very hish oe very
low mulattos dean*

(d) Early childhood development
programs fended ender this section:

(1) Must consist of services that are
intended to provide an environment that
enhances the educational. social,
cultunal, emotional, and reaeatfonal
development ol children: and

(2) Are not intended to serve as a
substitute the compulson academic
programs.

(e) Before- and after-school programs
funded under this section:

(1) Must be provided Monday through
Friday. Including echoed holideys and
vacation periods nitwit than legal public
holideys, to children attending early
childhood development programs.
kindergarten, or elementary oe
secondary school classes during ouch
times of the cley and on such den that
the regular instructional services are nut
In union: and

(2) Ars not intended to extend or
replace the regular academic program.

(f) Administrstive costs associated
with activities funded under paregrephe
(a ). Riga and (bE2) of this section are
considered amounts expended for
program sof Mos in determining
whether Grantees have met the
requirements of those respective
paragrephs.

(g) Pursuant to I 011.16(a)(e)(9. the
Plan must specify the activities which
the Grantee will fund under this section.

I WU Administseve WNW&
(a) Block Grant funds may be used foe

administrative activities, as limited by
I tie.50(d).

(bI As part of its annual Application.
as provided nj migh). a Grentes
must provide an estimate of total funds
that will be used foe administrative
activities by both the Grantee and
s....bgrentees during the program period.
A list of all administrative activities on
whicls the estimate is based must also
be provided with the estimate. These
activities may include, but are not
limited. ea
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(1) Solarise end related costs of the
DM el the leed agency or other
species mimed In the administration
and Implementation al the gnome
pursuant le Salt.
sdminielestion and :=Wation
includes the following types of
activities

(I) Daterminieg eligibility for child
care &deem

(II) Phoebe developleg. end
desieniag the Block Grant propels:

(IU) lielehlishing and opmetieg a
certificate program;

(Iv) Providing local officials and
citizens with information about the

rzrz.
Including the conduct of public

(v) PreperMg the Grantee's
Application and Plan:

(vi) Developing systems. Melodies
automated information management
system

(n) Developing agreements with
administering species in ceder to carry
out program activities

(vill) Monitoring program activities foe
compliance with Foram requirements:

(ix) Preparing reports and other
documents related to the program foe
submission to the Secretary;

(x) Maintainins substantiated
complaint files in accordance with the
requirements of I cest

(xl) Comdinating the provision of
Block Grant Hakes with other Federal.
State. and local child care. early
childhood development programs. end
before- and afterschool care programm

(xii) Coordinating the Initiation of
audit and monitoring ladies";

(xail 'Mainline program remain and
lay) Mangles or supervising persons

with responsibilities detcribed In
paragraphs (WORD through (till of this
etcher%

(2) 'Drivel coots incurred for official
business in carrying out the proviso;

(3) Administrative tervices, including
such services as INGCOWItiall
performed by Grantees or suberantees
or under agreements with third parties:

(4) Audit services as required at
i

(5) Other costs foe goods and services
required foe the administration of the
Program, including rental oe purchase of
equipment. utilities, and office supplies;
and

(0) Indirect costs as determined by en
indirect cost agreement

(c) Expenditures on any
administrative activities related to the
services under 110.50 are subject to the
requirements under paregreph (d) of that
section. and together with expenditures
for quality and availability, must not
exceed the limitation under I 91150(d)(2).

amolomoMMIOn.
(a) Grantees meet provide aseuresion

that &de received &Mt *a lied
Grant win be seed only le supplement
not supplant the amount of Federal.
Slats end local hada °them&
evaded toe thezppeet el child cme
services ma rah

(b) Me Grantee eletill=ite the
total moved al Federal. Mate. and Wel
fonds weeded for each earvices &lag
an Initial base period (as defined in
perageeph (b)(1) of this entice) and
during subsequel periods for child care
services and related program& The
Grantee must assure that the amount of
funding for each services from these
otber sources Is maintained at least at
the level of effort established for the
base period.

(1) Tha base period will be a twelve-
month period (e.g.. the State fiscal year).
which includes ihe month one year prior
to the first month fee which the
Application I. made. Subsequent
periods are each twelve-month period
followins the preceding period. Grantees
may establish:

(i) An segregate base period level of
effort. or.

(ii) Base periods and associated levels
of effort on:

(A) A programby.program basis;
(B) A Inal of government basis (e.g..

ederal. State and local). or
(C) An alternative basis that provides

foe fiscal accountability.
(2) Should a Grantee choose to

establish the bese.period level of effort
on a basis other than an aggregate bests
that basis will be selected in the Plan.
pursuant to I 98.16(s)(111).

(3) For purpose of this 111M1/00. child
care terries' and related programs are
those Kevin* and programa which are
included by the Grantee foe funding
under its Block Grant Plan.

(4) Amounts established for the base
period will be included in the initial
Application, amounts expended for
subsequent periods will be included le
subsequent annual Applications.
pursuant to I ge.13.

(5) Reductions in Federal funding foe
programs included in the base period
computation will be taken into
considerstfon in determining whether a
Grant's has met this requirement.
Information regarding the nitwit extent
and basis for the reduction must be
included in the Grantee's Applicatiom
pursuant to I ge.13(a)(11)(iii).

1 NM nestrimiera en the wee el %mita
(o) Gomm!. (t) Block Grant funds

may not be enended for any activity
not suthorised M these regulation or
which does not meet the addittonal
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(C) If the Antennae Propornotttutor
determined et paregraph (s)(1)(U) of this
endow

(1) Exceeds 13 . dem the Allotment
Proportion factor of the Territory shall
be coosidered to be 13 or

(2) Is lege than 03 thee the Allotment
Pupation factor of the Territory shaU
be coesidsred to be as.

(3) The formula used In ukuleles a
Tenitory's allotment I. es follows:

Moan,, aunt rasa foe
Ill .

lranisortes et

fYCIWAFF, X Paw's* le) °Ithis masa

(U) For purposes of the foemula
specified at paragraph (a)(2)(1) of this
section, the tau "I'GF." means the
Tenitoty, Young Child feeler as
defined et paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this
section.

(ill) For purposes of the formula
specified at paragraph (a)(2Ei) of this
median. the term "AM. means the
Tallow's Allotment Profictlica factor
u defined at (a)(1)(ti) of this section.

(b) An amount up to three percent of
the amount appropeiated for the Block
Grant shall be reserved for Indian
Tribes and Tribal emanations.

(1) Except se specified in paragraph
(4)(2) of this neat grants to individual
Tribal Grantees WU be equal to a sum
oh

(I) A beef amount as set by the
Secretion and

(11) An additional amount per Indian
child under age 13 (or such similar age
as determined by the Secretary from the
best available dela), which is
deletmlned by dividing the amount of
funds available, leas amounts set nide
for eligib(e Tribes, pennant to
panwph (b)(1EI) of this section. by the
number of aU Man children living on
or near Tribal narrations oe other
appropriate area served by the Tribal
Grantee. pursuant to 111.110(e).

(2) Grants to Tribes with fewer than
50 Indian children which apply es part
of a consortium. pursuit to
I ettl0(41), wu-sld he equal to the sum
oh

(I) A portion of tbe base amount.
pursuant to parespaph (b)(1)(1) of this
section. that bears the same ratio u the
umber of Indian children in the Tribe
being co se near the reservation. or
other Imamate area served by the
Tribal Grantee. putsuant to$ 91.10(e),
does to &A and

(II) An additional amount pa Indian
child. pennant to paragraph (MD EU) of
this section.

(3) Tribal consortia will receive vent*
that are equal to the ea of the
individual grants of their members.
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le) At the Secretary's discretion. funds
Dot allotted under this section will be
distributed to Ma Grantees, or
rotated to the Federal government.

nn 118.101064
(s) Any portion of a State's allotment

that is not required to can, out its Plan.

In the paled for which the allotment Is
made availabl, shall be ',allotted to
other State Grantees in proportion to the
original allotments. For purposes chills
sectios and / KO, the tann -State"
means the 50 Slates, the Districtof
Columbia. and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico. Re:allotment does not apply

to Territorial or Tribal allotments. end
Tenitorial and Tribal Grantees may not
receive reallotted State funds.

(1) Each year. the State shall report to
the Secretary either the dollar amount
from the previous year's grant which it
will be unable to obligate by the end of
the obligetIon period or that all funds
will be obligated during such time. Such

report must be postmarked by Aprillet.

(2) Based upon the reallotment repo,.
submitted by States. the Secretary will
reallot Block Grant funds.

(i) If the total amount available for
reallotment Is 125.000 or more, funds
will be reallotted to States according to
the State allotment lotmule for the
applicable fiscal yeas funds, pursuant
to I NAM.

Ill) If the amount available for
reaUotment Is less than 522.000, the
Secretary will not mallet any fund., and

such funds will revert to theFederal

eovernment.
MO If an Individual mallotnsentaward

to a State is less than $500, the Secretary
will not issue the award, end such funds
will revert to the Pedal government.

(3) If et Slats does not submit a
macula, report by the deadline for
report submittal. the Secretory wiU

either:
(I) Determine that Sista does nothave

any funds available for 'allotment or
(II) In the eau ida report received

after April 1st, any fun& reported to be
available for reallotesent shall revert to
the Feder.) government.

(b) The Secretary may withhold the
8M011121 deny reallotment to Stale If
the Secretaty determines that such
funds are sot needed to carry out in
Plan. Such funds will be diatributed to
the other States that are eligible for
reellotted fund'.

(c)States receivine realloned funds
must obligate end expend these funds in
aocordaDoo with / Kt& The
allotment of funds does not extend the
obliostion period or the program period
for expeoditure of such funds,

$9034 Masai awn*
(a) Beginning 90 days aftee the eal of

fiscal year 1902, and within 90 dapsafte
the ale( each succeeding fiscal year,
Grantees must wheat to the Sweaty a
financial report for each fiscal year's
grant.

(1) Except as provided In paragraph
(a)(2) of this 'section, the report must
Maude

(I) The total amount tibia
e xpended from the grant during the
fiscal pan and

(Wits total unlinuldated obligations
fre the proven' period.

(2) Mer the end of a pf0111101 period,
the report must Include anal
expenditures end the Itnel bane, of
unliquidata oldlgetions, deny.

Ths Secretary reserves the sight to
require financial reports len frequently
than specified In paregraph (e) of this

wan.
(e) 11th. Grantees or magma. aim

program income, ay. contributions
made by families ditectly to the Grata
or subplot.e for the cost of care where
the Grantee or subrantee has made a
full payment to the provider, pursuant to
I 99.42(5). this Income mustbe reported.

(d) Funds returned to Grantees or
subgrannes, pursuant to 1 line0(g)(2),
shall be reported as followe:

(I) lithe funds are returned before the

close of die period covered by the
financial report, they should be included

as a net adjustment to total
expenditures In the report or

(2) If the funds ere returned after
submission of the fins! Sunda report,
they should be repotted on revised
report for the same period and be
Included as a net adjustment to total

expenditures.

OM AwINA.
(a) Each Grantee must have an audit

conducted after the ciao of each
provam period in accordancewith
Clhe Circular A421

(b) Grantees ars responsible for
ensuring that soberantees are audited in
accordance with appropriate audit
requirements.

(c) Nol later than 30 daysafter the
completion of the audit, Ceuta must

submit a copy of their audit report to the

lesislature of the Slate or. If applicable.
to the Tribal council(e). Grantees must

alio submit a copy of their audit report

to the DNS Reelonsl Inspector General

foe Audit %MINN responsible for the
HID region in which the Grantee Is

located, as well as their copant
saucy, if applicable.

(d) Any amounts determined thrush
an audit not to have been expended is
accordance with these statutory orr



regulatory provisions. or with the Plan.
snd which are subsequently disallowed
by the Departmeat shall be repaid to the
Federal govensmant, or the Secretary
will offset such amounta against any
other Block Grant funds to which the
Grantee Is or otey be entitled.

(e) Grantees must provide access to
sppropriats books, documents, papers
end records to allow the Secretary to
verify that Block Grant funds have been
expended in accordance with the
statutory and regulatory requirements of
the program. and with the Plan.

1 Aro Dewanse peoenheee.
(a) If the Agency... the result of an

audit or financial Of compliance
review, finds that expenditures by
Grantee should be disallowed. the
Agency will notify the Grantee of this
decision in writing.

(WWII the Grantee amass with the
finding that amounts were not expended
in accordance with the Act, these
regulations, or the Plan, the Grantee
shall fulfill the provisions of the
disallowance notice and repay any
a mounts improperly expended, or

121 The Grantee may appeal the
finding try informing the Assistant
Secetary:

(i) Of the Grantee's intent tu cuntest
the decision and request
reconsideration, or

(o) By following the procedure in
pesgraph (c) of this section.

V) A Grantee may appeal the
d.s4uwance decision to the
Departmental Appeals Board in
accordance with 45 CFR part ie.

(d) The Grantee may appeal a
disallowance of costs that the Agency
has determined to be unallowable under
an award. This provision does not apply
to the determination of award amounts
or disposition of unobligated balances.

le) The Grantees request for
rewnsiderstion in paragraph (b)(2)(i) of
this section must be postmarked no later
than 30 days after the receipt of the
disallowance notice. A Grantee may
request an extension within the 30.day
timeframe. The request for
reconsideration. pursuant to paragraph
(h)(2)(i) of this Hugon. need not follow
any prescribed form. but It shall contain:

D) The amouat of the disallowance;
(2) The Grantee's reasons for

believins that the disallowance was
improper and

(3) A copy of the disallowance
decision issued pursuant to paragraph
(a) of this section.

(OU) Upon receipt of a request for
reconsideration, pursuant to paragraph
(b)(2)(i) of this section. the Assistant
Secretary or the Assistant Secretary's

46-685 - 91 - 3
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designee will inform the Grantee that
the request is ender review.

(2) The Aseistant Secretary at the
designee will review any material
submitted by the Grantee, and any other
material MOM*

(3)0 the reconsideration la adverse to
the Grantee's position, the response will
include notification of the Grantee's
right to appeal to the Departmestal
Appeals Board Pursuant to paragraph
(c) of this arotiOn.

CBI II a Grantee refuses to repay
amounts after a Baal decision Ilse been
made, the amounts may be offset
against future payments to the Grantee.

(hi The appeals process in this section
is not applicable if the disallowance is
the result of a compliance review, the
findings of which have been appealed
by the Grantee, pursuant to

(I) Disallowances under the Block
Grant program are sub(ect to interest
regulations at 45 CFR part 30. Interest
will begin to accrue from the date of
notification.

INV Fiscal MO( IITIMita 00f contracts
and agreements.

(a) Unless otherwise specified in this
pan, contracta which entail the
expenditure of Block Grant funds shall
comply with the laws and procedures
generally applicable to expenditures by
the contracting agency of its own funds.

(b) Fiscal control and accounting
procedures must be sufficient to permit:

(I) Preparation of reports required
under § 91.e4 and under subpart It End

12) The tracing of funds to a level of
expenditure adequate to establish that
such fur ds have not been used In
violation of the provisions of this part.

Subpart HProgrom Repotting
Requirements

51.70 Arend report mieremont
la) Grantees that receive assistance

under the Block Grant shall prepare and
submit to the Secretary an annual
report. The report wIll be submitted by
December 31 and will cover the mom
recent program ported which ended on
September 30 of that year.

(b) The ft:et such report shall be an
interim report covering expenditures
through September 30, 1n02. and shall be
submitted no later than December 31.
1992.

fc) Annual reports to the Secretary
shall include the information listed in

9171.

18.71 Coniont el most
Al a minimum. a Grantee's report to

the Secretary, as required in I WO.

(a)(1) Specify the uees for which the
Grantee expended funds under 11 91.50

13 3

through eS.52 and the amount of funds
expended fat such wee (with Wenn=
to the uses specified in the Grantee's
Application, pursuant to §911.13(001));
nd

(2) For the first two years of the
Grantee's operation of the ptogram. If
expenditure amounts repotted ere not in
compliance with the requirements at
I 9150(d)(2). provide an explanation
and rationale for any expenditures
allowable under I 6150(dg3).

(b) To the extant data are reasonably
available, coalman available data on the
manner in which the child cars needs of
families in the area saved by the
Grantee are being fulfills& includins
information concendam

(1) The number of children beit4
assisted with funds provided under the
Block Grant. and under other Federal
child care and preuchool Programa;

(2) The type end number of child care
programa. child care providers.
caregivers. and support personnel
located In the area served by the
Grantee:

(3) Salaries and other compensation
paid to full- and part-time stiff who
provide child care services: and

(4) Activities to encourage public-
private partnerships that promote
business involvement in meeting child
care needs:

(c) Describe the extent to which the
affordability and availability of child
care services bee Increased;

(d) if applicable. describe, in either
the fast or second annual report, the
findings of the Grantee's review of Ita
licensing and regulatory requiremenu
and policies, pursuant to I 0141(4
including a description of actions token
by the Grantee in response to such
reviews:

(e) Contain. If applicable, an
explanation of any Grantee action
which reducea the level of child care
standards, as required in 1 9141(c):

(f) Describe the standards and health
and safety requirements applicable to
child care providers in the Stole or other
area served by the Grantee. Including a
description of Grantee efforts to
improve the quality of child care: and

lel Any additional information that
the Secretary shall require.

Subpart 1Indlen Tribes

IWO Omni proesduros and
mnemonic

An Indian Tribe or Tribal Organitation
(es cleaned at II IRAQ and liS24000
may be awarded manta to plan and
carry out program far the pumas of
increasing the availability, affordebilit .

end quality of child care and childhood



developmestpepems stiblect to the
Weans osimiltioner

fergenIndien Tribe thig Ira se
Mock Cunt tads Mal be

e arful Is ell the requIremests trier
this pah value otherwise indicated le
this subpart.

(b) An Indian Who applying Ira or
mooing Block Grant hnds meet

(1) Have at hest IS Whims usher the
apt of 13 (or ark almiler spore
desennined by he Beentery from the
beet evalieble data) In order te be
eligible to *prate Rh& Grant
program Tin does not peens& ea
Indies Tribe with fewer then SO children
ep 13 pars et paw how
participating bt consortium which
receives Ilion Groot halm end

(2) Demonetrate that it bee the ability
(iodides ness penonsel. reuerces.
conmenity suppoel. and other nevem*
comparents) to satisfamodly cony cut
the ppm

(c) A consortium representing more
then one Indian Tribe may be eligible to
receive Block Grant funds on behalf of a
particular Tribe if:

(1) The consortium obtains and
submits a resolution from each
participating Tribe authodsing the
consortium to receive Nock Grant funds
on behalf duck Tribe or Triba)
organization in the consortium and

(2) The consoetium aunts of Tribes
which tech meet the eligibility
requirements for the Black Grant
program as defined in this prat or which
would othenvise meet the eligibility
requirements if the Tribe or Tribal
organisation had at least ao children rip
13 or youngen and

(3) All the participettm meatus
members am in pomp,* proximity to
one another (including operation in
multi.Stats area) or have an existing
consortium arrangement and

(4) Vie consonem dearanstretes that
it has the managerial, technical and
administrative staff with the abiliry to
Prnerly administer government funds.
manage Block Grant program end
comidy with the provisions of the Act
and of this part.

(d) The awarthng of a grant under this
section shall net effect the eligibility of
any Indian child to receive Block Grant
services provtded by the State or States
in which the Indian Tribe is located.

(e) For porpessa of the Block Grant,
the deteemination et the number of
children in the Tribe. pursuant to
parairsph (b)(1) of this section. will
include Indian children living on or neer
mementos. with the exception of
Tribes in Alaska. California end
Oklahoma.

ss

(fl in Lambing elighlity lot
Novices prawn 11111.11(a)(1).
13111 ',soma may me ether

(I) 75 preset ef the Stele median
boom 1sta holly ef the some else; or

(2) 21 prowl ef the maim Income
the a feta* ef ems aka midis() ie
the nue mined by the Tribal Grontee.

appeallenesid
(a) In order to receive Block Grant

has. Imilealtthes (es defined at
I ISM wrest sehnit es Application (es
dead at 1 0.13) which provides hat

(1) She ecoliont will comdinte. 33
the maxlimm aka Meek with the
lead spatial) In the thate(s) In which
the waken wth any out Block Grant
piper er narthex and

(2) In the case ales applicant located
in a Sate other than Alai* Califontia.
or Chlehome. Nod Grant progress and
activities will be carried out co en
Indian reservadon ler the benefit of
Indian children.

(b) The Innis! Applicatioe under
paragraph Ie) of hie section must
include a Plan which meets In
provisions of this pert and shall be for a
two.yeer period. pureuent tr 30.12(b).

Inca COMONIMISIL
Tribal applicants will coordinate:
(a) To the maximum extent feasible,

with the teed apncy in the State or
States in which the applicant will carry
out the Block Grant program end

(b) With other Federel. State. local.
and Tribal child care and childhood
development programa.

I MP Itsaireessem tat Thal program.
(a) The Crontee must designate an

saucy. department, or unit to act as the
lead agency to administer the Bloc3
Great program.

(b) With the exception of Alaska.
Califonlia. and Oklahoma. programs
and ectivitise must be carried out on an
Indian reservation for the benefit of
Indian children.

(c) in the case of a Tribal Grantee
which lee remedial, variations in
Block Grant programs or requirements
and in chIld care licensing. regulatory
and besIth and safety requirements
must be specified in written egreemeni.
between the consortium and the Tribe.

Wiped 41-111salladng, New
complense and Compleints

I KW Memories.
(a) The Secretary will monitor

promems funded under the Block Grant
fce compliance with:

(1) Me Act
(2) The provisions of this part and

G

(3) The maim sad
eat forth le dm Medi GrantrVillail A
approved mist

(b) Ha review or levestiptie roved;
aids= that he Gunn sr ea entity
providing services mew conked or
agreement with the Granss, ha falai
to withstand* cotuply with the Menu
with ens et mese siees el the :
or Mulentestieg nephew. the '

Seastery Yens a !Minim sop
ha the Grease ef he possible ea- "
complimin Aim comsat waived
from the Grantee within SO days (ce es*
longer period as may be ant
between the Grafts and
shall be consitheed by the Depulassu

(c) Annul lo m ineselption
conducted make paespeph (a) of this
section. Grantee shall asks
speculate books, doccatenis. ppm
essuale. inabootione, and records
available to the Seastary. ar any duly
authorised representatives. ke
examlnetion or captain or oft the
prondese of the appropriate entity.
including embus:egos end contractors,
upon reasonable request.

sailt Macteseprea.
(a) U @fa reasonable nodal to a

Grantee. pursuant to SS Sie0 or We& a
final determination le mode that

(1) There has been a failure by the
Grantee, or by an entity providins
services under contract or agreement
with the Grantee, to comply
substantially with any provision or
requirement set hob in the Plan
approved under /WI& or

(2) If in the operation of any program
for which fundins le provided under the
Block Greet. there le a failure by the
Gant's, or by an entity providing
services under count oe agreement
with the Grontee, to comply
substantially with NV provision of the
Act oe this part the Secretary will
provlde to the Grantee written notice
of a finding of non-compliance. This
notice will be issued within GO days of
the pliliminary notification in I gbe3(b)..
or within GO days of the receipt of
additional comments from the Grunt. A
whichever le later. and will provide the
opportunity for hearing, pursuant to
part 0.

(b) The notice in paragraph (s) of this x
section will include all relevant finthall
as well as any penalties or suctions to
be applied. pursuant So I MP.

(c) leanee eublect to review et the
hearing include the finding Moon.
compliance, as well u any penalties or
sanction to be imposed pursuant to



late Parmelee seneliene.
(s) Upon a Seal determination Stet the

Grantee has failed le substantially
city with the Act the implementing
now. or the Plan, ore of the

wing pukka will be aWied:
(1) NO huthu payments and,, the

Block Grant will be made to such
Grantee: or,

(P.) in the case of noncompliance iss the
operation as program or activity, no
further payments to the Grantee will be
mad* with respect to such program or
activity.

(0) The penalty provided under
paragraph Is) of this section will
continue until the Secretary I. satisfied
that then is no luau any such foilure
to comply or that the noncompliance
will be promptly corrected.

lc) in addition So imposing the
penalties described in paragraph (a) of
this menu. the Secretary may impou
other appropriate sanctions. Including
recoupment of money improperly
expended for purposes prohibited or not
authorized by the Act oe the
implementing regulations, and
disqualification of the Grantee from the
receipt of further tufts under tho
Block Grant.

Idi If Grantee is subject to
additional sanctIons as provided under
paragraph (e) of this section. specific
identification of any edditional
sanctions Wine imposed will be
provided in the notice provided pursuant
to I 98.91.

Ie) NothIne in thIs section. or in
44 96610 Of Wm will preclude the
Grentro end the Department from
informally nutrias i pusible
compliance issue without following all
of the steps described in II WM 9091
and 9092. Penalties and/or sanctions, as
described in paragrephs (a) and fel of
this section, may nevertheless be
applied, even though the issue I.
resolved informally.

I Se.e.1 Cumlaime.
lel This section applies to any

complaint (other than s complaint
alleging violation of the
nondiscrimination provisions) that
Grantee has felled total its allotment In
accordence with the terms of the Act,
the implementing repletion,. ot the
Plan. The Secretary is not required to
consider a complaint unlees it is
submitted as required by this section.
Complaints with respect to
discrimination should be referred to the
Office of Civil Rights of the Department

Ibj Complaints with respect to the
Block Grant must be submitted in
"fine to the Amigo.' *^-2etary for
Children and Families. 370 Matra
Promenade, SW.. Washington, DC 20647.
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The complaint must identify the
provIelon of the Man. the Act, or this
part that was must
specify the basis foe s the
violstion(s) and must Ind ell
relevant Information known to the
person submitting it.

(c) The Department shall promptly
furnish a copy of any complaint to the
affected Grantee. Any comments
received from the Grantee within 50
days (or such longer period es may be
agreed upon between the Coulee and
Department) shall be considered by the
Department in responding to the
complaint. The Deportment will conduct
an investigation of complaints, where
appropriate.

(d) The Department will provide a
written ',sponse to complents within
150 days after receipt. if final
resolution cannot be provided at thet
time. the response will state the reasons
why additional time is necessary.

(I) Complaints which are not
I atisfectorily resolved through
communication with the Grantee will be
pursued through the process described
in 1 NAO.
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CONFERENCE REPORT PROVISIONS
(HOUSE REPORT 101-964)

Title IV-A At-Risk Child Care Program

Present law
Federal matching is available to States on an entitlement basis

to provide child care for AFDC parents who are participating in
the JOBS program, and to provide child care for a period of 12
months after the family loses eligibility for AFDC as a result of in-
creased hours of, or increased income from, employment.

House bill
No provision.

Senate amendment (Section 6048 of Senate amendment)
Funding for the existing title IV child care program would be in-

creased to provide $65 million for each of fiscal years 1991-1995 to
enable States to provide child care to low income non-AFDC fami-
lies that the State determines: (1) need such care in order to work;
and (2) would otherwise be at risk of becoming dependent upon
AFDC.

Capped entitlement funds would be allocated on the basis of
child population. Rules relating to Federal matching rates, reim-
bursement, standards, and fee schedules would remain the same as
in current law. States would be required to report annually to the
Secretary on child care activities carried out with funds under this
entitlement.

In addition, the authorization for grants (enacted in the Family
Support Act of 1988) to enable States to improve their child care
licensing and registration requirements and procedures, and to
monitor child care provided to children receiving AFDC, would be
extended to provide $35 million for each of fiscal years 1992, 1993,
and 1994 for these purposes.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment, modi-

fied to provide $300 million for each of fiscal years 1991 through
1995. In addition, the conference agreement provides that all child

66
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care providers that receive funds under this provision must be li-
censed, regulated, or registered. As in the Senate amendment, all
child care paid for with these funds must meet applicable stand-
ards of State and local law. However, there would be no require-
ment that individuals who provide care solely to members of their
family be licensed, regulated, or registered.

It is the intent of the conferees that States will have maximum
flexibility in determining how these new grant funds are used.

The $35 million currently authorized for grants to improve li-
censing and registration requirements and procedures, and to mon-
itor child care provided to children of AFDC recipients, is increased
to $50 million, beginning in fiscal year 1992 and extending through
fiscal year 1994. One-half of these funds are earmarked for training
child care providers. The remainder mutat be used for improving li-
censing and registration requirements and procedures, and for en-
forcement. Activities under the grant would apply to all children
receiving services under title IV-A, not just those receiving AFDC.

67
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Child Care and Development Block Grant Program

The Conference report includes the Child Care and Development
Block Grant Act of 1990. The purpose of this block grant program
is to increase the availability, affordability, and quality of child
care. The provision provides financial assistance to low-income,
working families to help them find and afford quality child care
services for their children. It also contains provisions to enhance
the quality and increase the supply of child care available to all
parents, including those who receive no financial assistance under
the block grant program.

More specifically, the purpose of this block grant program is to
give parents a variety of options in addressing family child care
needs. Additionally, this provision is intended to build on and to
strengthen the role of the family by seeking to ensure that parents
are not forced by the lack of available programs or financial re-
sources to place a child in an unsafe or unhealthy child care ar-
rangement; to promote the availability and diversity of quality
child care services to expand child care options available to all
families who need such services; to provide assistance to families
whose financial resources are not sufficient to enable such families
to pay the full cost of necessary child care; to improve the produc-
tivity of parents in the labor force by lessening the stresses related
to the absence of adequate child care services; and to provide assist-
ance to states and Indian tribes to improve the quality of, and co-
ordination among, child care programs and early childhood devel-
opment programs.

The Conference agreement authorizes $750,000,000 for fiscal year
1991, $825,000,000 for fiscal year 1992, $925,000,000 for fiscal year
1993, and such sums as may be necessary for fiscal years 1994 and
1995. Block grant funds are provided to states in accordance with a
formula based on numbers of young children and of school lunch
recipients.
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Use of block grant funds for child care services
Each state shall use 75 percent of block grant funds for direct

assistance to parents for child care services and to increase the
supply and to improve the quality of child care. Block grant funds
may only be used by the states for child care services and for ac-
tivities which directly improve the availability and quality of care
for families assisted under the Act. Quality activities eligible for
funds under section 658E(cX3XBXii) should be the same type of
quality activities specified in the quality reservation in section
658G. It is the conferees' intent that a preponderance of the block
grant funds be spent specifically on child care services and a mini-
mum amount on other authorized activities.

The managers believe that parents should have the greatest
choice possible in selecting child care for their children. Thus, par-
ents assisted under section 658(cX3XB) would have complete discre-
tion to choose from a wide range of child care arrangements, in-
cluding care by relatives, churches, synagogues, family providers,
centers, schools, and employers. All such providers may be paid
through grants or contracts or through certificates provided to the
parent. A parent assisted under section 658E(cX3)(B) must be given
the option of receiving a certificate.

Use of 25 percent reserve of funds
Each state shall reserve 25 percent of block grant funds for

grant:. Id contracts to providers of early childhood development
or bac.- and after-school services, or both, and for activities to im-
prove the quality of child care. Of the 25 percent reserve, not less
than seventy-five per mt of this reserve shall be allocated to early
childhood developm r1 t and before- and after-school care activities;
not less than twent:, ,...ercent for quality activities with the remain-
ing five percent to used for either purpose. A state may assign
responsibility for the administration of early childhood develop-
ment and latchkey programs to an agency other than the lead
apency, such as an agency that has experience in the administra-
tion of existing education or preschool programs. Eligible quality
activities include establishing or expanding resource and referral
programs; making grants or loans to providers to assist them in
meeting state and local child care standards; improving the moni-
toring of compliance with, and enforcement of, state standards and
licensing and regulatory requirements; providing training and tech-
nical assistance; and improving salaries and other compensation
paid to child care staff.

General provisions
Families eligible for assistance for child care are those who earn

less than 75 percent of the state median income and who have chil-
dren under age 13. The amount of assistance would be based on e
sliding fee scale established by the state. Nothing in this subchap-
ter is intended to prohibit the provision of services at no cost to
families whose income is at or below the poverty level. Providers
would receive payment at rates which would ensure equal access to
services comparable to those provided to children whose care is not
publicly subsidized.
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Parental choice and involvement are further enhanced through
provisions for unlimited parental access to children during the day
and within the care setting, for parental complaint procedures and
access to records of substantiated parental complaints, and for con-
sumer education.

The managers intend that the determination whether any finan-
cial assistance provided under this subchapter, including a loan,
grant or child care certificate, constitutes Federal financial assist-
ance for purposes of title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42
U.S.C. 2000d et seq.), title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
(20 U.S.C. 1681, et seq.), the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C.
794 et seq.), the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. 6101 et
seq.), ail as amended, and the regulations issued thereunder, shall
be made in accordance with those provisions. bb

To receive funds, a state shall submit a plan that includes: desig-
nation of a lead agency; local consultation regarding development
of the plan; coordination with existing programs; use of funds for
child care services, including early childhood education and before-
and-after school care, and for activities related to quality and avail-
ability; supplement not supplant language; priority for very low
income children and children with special needs; and use of a slid-
ing fee scale. The managers intend that, to the maximum extent
practicable, the lead agency be a state entity in existence on or
before the date of enactment V this subchapter with experience in
the administration of appropriate child care programs.

All eligible providers shall be licensed, regulated, or registered
prior to payment and must comply with applicable state and local
licensing and regulatory requirements. The state plan shall de-
scribe minimum health and safety requirements established by the
state for all providers funded under this subchapter and ensure
that such providers demonstrate compliance with these require-
ments. These health and safety requirements include the preven-
tion and control of infectious diseases, building and physical prem-
ises safety, and a minimum health and safety training requirement
appropriate to the provider setting. The state shall conduct a one-
time review of state licensing and regulatory requirements and
policies, unless the state has done so within three years prior to
the date of enactment.

The state shall report to the Secretary of Health and Human
Services annually on the use of funds under this subchapter; data
on caregivers and children in care; activities to encourage public-
private partnerships which promote business involvement in meet-
ing child care needs; results of any review of state licensing and
regulatory requirements; a rationale for any state actions to reduce
the levels of state standards; state actions to improve the quality of
care; and a description of standards in the state.

The Secretary will report to Congress annually on use of all
Child Care and Development Block Grant Act funds in the states.
The report will include a summary and analysis of the above data
provided by the States to the Secretary and any recommendations
to Congrm on further steps necessary to improve access to quality
and affordable child care.
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SELECTED COMMENTS RECEIVED
BY THE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES

REGARDING ITS IMPLEMENTING
REGULATIONS FOR

NEW CHILD CARE PROGRAMS
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COM MIME ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. HOUSE OF REPSESENTATIVES

mumsommumaftmomumw
WASHINGTON. OC 3001$

August 1, 1991

The Honorable Louis W. Sullivan
Secretary of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201
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Dear Secretary Sullivan:

We are writing to express grave concerns over the interim
final regulations issued on June 6th for the Child Care and
Development Block Grant. Our comments on the regulations are
limited to the 5 areas which we believe most egregiously deviate
from the statute and from Congressional intent. Our comments
concern the regulatory language as well as the preamble, since in
many instances it is the preamble's detailed guidance in
140:lighting and explaining issues which we find objectionable.
(1ftrinvalnucht v. DepartmentofEnerp, 667 F.2d 77 (1981) found
that in the construction of the Constitution of the United
States, statutes and regulations, federal rule permits and
requires consideration of preambles in appropriate cases.)

1. Competing principles of federalism and parental choice.

First and foremost, the preamble establishes incorrectly that
the law contains competing principles of federalirm and of
parental choice. The Department takes the position it must
arbitrate these conflicting concerns.

The primary areas in question concern state and local
regulatory requirements (Section 98.40), health and safety
requirements (Section 98.41), payment rates (Section 98.43) and
registration requirements (Section 98.45). "In each of these
areas", the Department states in its preamble, "excessive and
ill-designed requirements or procedures could prejudice parental
choice" and would therefore not be acceptable. Moreover, the
rules countenance, "Block Grant funds will not be available to a
Grantee if State or local rules, procedures or other requirements
promulgated for purpopes of the Block Grant significantly
restrict parental choice" (Section 98.30 (g)). For example,
"Grantees may not set health and safety standards and
requirements...that are inconsistent with the parental choice
safeguards" (Section 98.41(b)). We are alarmed not only by this
general premise, but by the specific guidance to states. One
particularly disturbing example that was brought to our attention
concerned federal officials warning state officials that a
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criminal record check on providers subsidized by this program
could indeed jeopardize their funding.

In our view, your stated premise that parental choice and
federalism are competing principled under this statute is a
faulty reading of the law. While a balance must be struck, the
notion that the statute's common sense principles are
incompatible with parental choice is misguided.

The statute requires block grant recipients to conform to
state and local child care standards and requires states to have
minimum health and safety standards in effect. These statutory
requirements offer a measure of safety for children when they are
under the publicly-funded care of someone other than a family
member. Safeguards of this sort are not intended to be onerous
to providers, or, more importantly, to eliminate choice for
parents. They are intended to help protect the public's and the
family's interest, much like safeguards in the food industry
protect the public against food-borne diseases.

The statute also provides for parental choice, giving parents
"the option either -- (I) to enroll such child with a child care
provider that has a grant or contract for the provision of such
services; or (II) to receive a child care certificate..." This
section does not imply that parents' choice is unlimited or that,
however desirable, parents will necessarily have a wide range of
options that simply do not exist. In a straightforward fashion,
it merely provides parents with the choice of several financial
arrangements -- and therefore types -- of child care.

We fully expect that regulations will eliminate child care
providers who have not met a State's standards. It does not
logically follow, however, that choice will have been compromised
in the process, except for choice among "bad" providers. The
elimination of child care that is unsafe or of dubious quality
affirms choice by limiting the parental selection to just that
care which is reasonably safe.

As a final point, we believe the preamble and relevant
sections of the regulations take an unwarranted position against
states' regulating their child care. Most states have moderate
or very lax standards for child care. The Department assumes the
reverse, however, and then proceeds to warn states against
overregulation.

We request that the Department make substantial revisions in
both the preamble and in the pertinent sections of the
regulations to more accurately reflect the law and to clarify
that choice and strong standards can coexist. The statute is
eminently clear in favoring strong standards. The statute
provides, "This subparagraphWM not be construed to prohibit a
State from imposing more stringent standards and licensing or
regulatory requirements on child care providers." (Section
658(c)(2)(E)). It then mandates that States establish health and
safety requirements. And finally, it admonishes states to,
"inform the Secretary of the rationale for such reduction" of
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standards should that occur. These provisions illustrate an
unequivocal commitment to upholding or increasing state
standards. By contrast, the Department has developed an
extraordinarily whimsical approach which effectively discourages
states from holding high standards in th... guise of protecting
parental choice.

2. Non-Discrimination.

Section 658N(a)(2)(A) of the Statute provides, "A child care
provider (other than a family child care provider) that receives
assistance under this subchapter shall not discriminate against
any child on the basis of religion in providing child care."
Sec. 658N(a)(3) extends this prohibition on discrimination to
employment in a child care setting.

The regulations extend the non-discrimination requirements to
child care providers that receive assistance through grants or
contracts. However, they specifically exempt child care
providers that receive assistance through certificates.

This interpretation is wholly inconsistent with the law. The
law is clear that the non-discrimination section applies to all
providers receiving assistance untiet the act, with one exception.
That exception, family child care, is the only provider
specifically excluded from this requirement. Had we intended to
also exclude certificates from this requirement, we would have
done so explicitly. The practical effect of exempting
certificates from religious non-discrimination provisions would
be to allow federal funds to subsidise discrimination against
children and child care staff based on their religious beliefs.
For further direction on this issue, so refer you to item five
which follows. We respectfully ask that this language be changed
to comport with the statute.

3. Availability of certificates year-round.

The preamble to the regulations states, "a child care
certificate program must ensure that parents may obtain
cert3ficates throughout the program year..."

We believe this sends an incorrect message to states. States
are mandated by statute to provide grants/contracts and
certificates for child care. How will states be able to conform
to this "parental choice" mandate if the rules requires
certificates, and only certificates, to be available year-round?
Why does the rule not provide for grants, contracts and
certificates to be available year-round? Short of this, how can
a state be reasonably expected to establish child care options as
mandated by law if they are instructed to hold an unlimited
amount of cash in reserve at all times for certificates? We
suggest that this provision be deleted as it would create a
conflict by establishing a presumption for one financial
arrangement over others which were mandated by the statute.

7 4
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4. Payment rates.

The regulations accurately reflect statutory language on
assuring "equal access for eligible children to comparable child
care services" through payment rates. However, tt.e accompanying
guidance provided in the preamble vitiates this statutory
protection which allows reimbursement for high quality child
care.

The preamble limits the differing payment rates to categories
of care, rather than allowing differing reimbursements within a
single category of care. The preamble provides that "grantees
must differentiate between center-based, group home family, and
in-home care providers....and that providers must be reimbursed
at the same rate as other providers in the same category".
Generally, quality costs more. A group-home with a low
child-staff ratio and a generous number of square feet per child
may be more expensive than other group-homes. This difference
should be accommodated for in the rates of reimbur;ement. Your
guidance does not allow for this. Moreover, we have heard that
some states are concerned about the effect of your guidance on
group-homes in their States, where some, but not all, group-homes
are regulated. These States argue that they would expect to
reimburse the regulated care at a higher rate, but according to
your guidance would be prohibited from doing so.

The statute stresses "equal access for comparable care".
Comparable care does not in any way imply a single level of care
within each category. By extending that reasoning, all children
served under this program could be relegated to the least
expensive child care of the community, thus segregating these
children from those whose parents can afford to pay more. A
resulting two-tiered system of child care is precisely what the
statutory language was intended to prevent.

5. Legislative history.

The preamble states, "the bills which individually passed the
House (H.R. 3) and the Senate (S. 5) were not the basis for
crafting the compromise....As a result, there is relatively
little legislative history that is instructive in drafting
regulations that reflect the clear intent of the law."

We disagree with this conclusion. The final child care bill
was a compromise vehicle, crafted in the final days of the 101st
Congress to salvage some acceptable form of child care
legislation. Several Senators who negotiated the terms of the
final bill with the Administration were also conferees on S. 5
and had been key players in the extensive Committee and floor
debates on this bill. In order to come up with a "solution" that
would be acceptable to the House of Representatives, to the
Senate and to the White House, the drafters certainly had to
consider the child care bills under active consideration. In
fact, Section 658H of the Child Care and Development Block Grant
incorporates word-for-word the compromise language of 8. 5
concerning religious non-discrimination. We therefore believe
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S. 5 and H.R. 3 may offer general guidance on the Child Care
Block Grant, with specific guidance on the relevant sections such
as the non-discrimination language cited above.

We would be happy to discuss with you any of these concerns
should you have questions or desire further clarification.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,

:(
WI LIAM D. FORD MA HEW G. .-TINEZ
Chairman Chairman
Committee on Education & Labor Subcommittee on Human Resources

cc: Assistant Secretary for Children and Families
Attn: Mark Ragan
Child Care Task Force
Fifth floor, 370 L'Enfant Promenade, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20447
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linked *Btu *nate
cowArruON LAION AND

HUMAN IIIMIOUNCES

WASHINGTON, DC 205104300

August 2, 1991

Ms. Jo Anne B. Barnhart
Assistant Secretary for

Children and Families
Department of Health and Human Services
Fifth Floor
370 L'Enfant Promenade, SW
Washington, DC 20447
Attention: Mark Ragan

Dear Assistant Secretary Barnhart:

We are writing to comment on the interim final rule for the
Child Care and Development Block Grant ("Block Grant")
promulgated in the Federal Register on June 6, 1991.

As you know, we were directly and intensively involved with
this legislation throughout the 100th and 101st Congresses, from
the earliest conceptual stages to the final discussions with
House conferees and Administration representatives regarding the
Conference report eventually enacted and signed into law. We
take pride in the final product and believe that American
families will benefit greatly from the infusion of new Federal
child care funds and from the emphasis on improving the quality
and availability of child care services in their communities.

We have reviewed the proposed regulations, taking into
account the legislative history and Congressional intent and
comments that we have received from our states and from
individvals and organizations involved with implementation of the
block grant. In general, we believe that the Department has
accurately reflected the provisions of the Block Grant statute in
the proposed text of the regulations which begins on page 26224
of :Ale Federal Register. In certain areas where the statutory
text is general and calls for more detailed interpretation, we
commend the Department for spelling out guidellnes that will help
to improve child care serviceofor example, the broader age
eligibility for children with special needs.

In a number of areas, however, we find that the proposed
preamble and text are inconsistent with the statute and with
legislative history. Rather than submitting a lengthy list of
comments, we will focus on several key issues for which
modifications in the regulations are clearly warranted.

First, we ask that yOu revise the definition of.t
"preponderance" regarding the use of the 75 percent of Block
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Grant funds reserved for child care services. The proposed rule
interprets "preponderance" as requiring that at least 90 percent
of the funds be expended for services (85 percent in the first
two years) and that no more than 10 percent be expended for
activities to improve the availability and quality of child care
and all other non-service expenditures. The text of the statute
states that a state shall use the 75 percent for:

"(1) child care services, that meet the
requirements of this sdbchapter, that are provided to
eligible children in the State on a sliding fee scale
basis using funding methods provided fbr in section
658E(c)(2)(A), with priority being given for services
provided to children of families with very low family
incomes (taking into consideration family size) and to
children with special needs; and

(ii) activities designed to improve the
availability and quality of child care." (Section
658E(c)(3)(B)]

According to the statement'of maaagers, "(i)t is the conferees'
intent that a preponderance of the block grant funds be spent
specifically on child care services and a minimum amount on other
authorized activities".

Certainly, the managers, use of the term "preponderance"
conveys strong Congressional intent that the majority of Section
658E(c)(3)(B) funds be used for child care services. However,
nothing in the legislative history of the statute suggests a set-
aside as high as 90 percent. To the contrary, the final
statutory language for Section 658E(c) (3) (B) was designed to give
states maximum flexibility to allocate these funds for a variety
of activities based on the needs of individual states. Thus, we
would urge that you consider modifying this portion of the
regulations to require at least 70 percent of Section
658E(c)(3)(B) funds be used for services, with no more than 10
percent of the remaining funds to be used for administrative
costs.

This revision would better reflect Congressional intent and
would provide states with greater flexibility. Indeed, we have
learned that a number of states would have preferred to spend a
greater proportion of their Section 658E(c) (3) (B) allotment to
enhance quality and availability, but found their goals precluded
by this provision. Because some states historically have focused
state funds on payment for the cost of care, at this juncture
they seek the opportunity to use a greater proportion of Block
Grant funds for improvements in other areas also encompassed by
the legislation. It is our understanding that for many states,
ongoing administrative costs for the certificate program alone
will reach up to 15 percent. Thus, unless they are given greater
flexibility, virtually none of the funds under this portion of
the block grant will be used to improve availabilitxtand quality,
thus nullifying our intent.
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Second, we are deeply concerned that the Department's
interpretation of the statute's 'parental choice" provisions may
preclude states from complying with statutory requirements
concerning minimum health and safety standards, payment rates,
and registration of providers. Section 98.30(g) of the
regulations effectively prohibits states from applying health and
safety or other requirements that have the "effect of limiting
parental access to or choice" from among categories of care or
"excluding a significant number of providers in any category of
care or of any type".

Certainly one of our broad goals as sponsors of the statute
was to enact legislation that would enhance parental choice in
selecting appropriate child care arrangements for their children.
Equally clear was our strong commitment to ensure that child care
services funded by this program meet minimum health and safety
standards set by the states. Thus, the statute explicitly states
that all providers receiving funds (except grandparents, aunts,
and uncles) must meet minimum health and safety standards in
certain categories specified by the statute.

Nothing in the statute--or in the legislative history--
suggests that the requirement for minimum health and safety
standards is conditioned on some threshold of parental choice.
To the contrary, the statute and legislative history convey an
absolute and unconditional requirement that states establish
minimum standards for providers receiving Block Grant funds.
Parents then should have the option to select a provider from
among those who meet these minimum state standards.

By definition, minimum health and safety standards provide a
floor of protection for children below which the care setting
simply is not safe. Thus, it would be a disservice to parents--
and contrary to the concept of state flexibility which is basic
to the Act--to effectively require states to fund care which
state governments have determined is unsafe. We urge the
Department to modify the regulations by deleting Section
98.30(g).

Third, the regulations misconstrue the nondiscrimination
provisions of ,ection 658N of the statute. Sections 98.46 and
98.47 of the regulations state that the statutory provisions
barring discrimination on the basis of religion in admissions and
in employment apply only to child care providers that receive
assistance through grants and/or contracts. This interpretation
contravenes statutory language which applies these
nondiscrimination provisions to all child care providers (other
than a family child care provider) that receive assistance under
the Block Grant. This is in contrast to the Section 658M
limitations on the use of Block Grant funds for sectarian
purposes, which apply only to assistance provided thrbugh grants
or contracts.
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The legislative history on these two sections is extremely
clear. Both S.5 and H.R. 2 were passed with language virtually
identical to these sections; very little modification occurred in
Conference. The S.5 nondiscrimination provisions were carefully
drafted so that religious providers could utilise preferential
admissions and employment policies sufficient to accommodate
their needs. Throughout the legislative history, from
introduction through enactment, the nondiscrimination provisions
covered La forms of assistance. By contrast, the provisions
limiting use of funds for sectarian purposeb initially covered
all forms of assistance, but were modified during Senate floor
consideration to exempt providers funded through certificates.
We urge the Department to revise Sections 98.46 and 98.47 to
state that all providers receiving assistance under the Block
Grant, including assistance in the form of certificates, are
subject to the nondiscrimination provisions.

Fourth, we ask that certain operational provisions be
clarified and adjusted. Section 98.30(a) (3) of the proposed rule
contains a requirement that the choice of a certificate be
available anytime that child care services are available under
the 75 percent allocation. This is an interpretation of the
statutory requirement in Section 658E(c)(2)(A)(i) that parents be
given the option either "to enroll such child with a child care
provider that has a grant or contract for the provision of such
services or to receive a child care certificate".

We agree that states should not adopt policies which unduly
restrict the availability of certificate funds. But the
regulatory requirement that certificates be available "anytime"
will impel states to limit their use of contracts out of concern
that certificate funds will otherwise be exhausted. A state may
operate a successful certificate program (as well as a
grant/contract program) but only have funds sufficient to pay for
certificates during part of the year. Such a state should not be
required either to shut down other grant-funded services once the
certificate funds are exhausted or to artificially stretch
certificate funds out over the entire year. In addition,
providers paid through grants and contracts often serve children
from low-income families, or with special needs, or who live in
rural areas. The intent of the statute is to support such
programs and thus to expand families' access to a full ran(e of
care. Without the predictability of grant/contract fundiny,
these critically important programs are in jeopardy. The
regulations should be clarified to permit a state to allocate
portions of funds for grant/contract services, as long as their.
overall system provides parents with a choice of certificates or
grants/contracts.

The modifications that we suggest would provide greater
flexibility for states in determining how best to mebt families'
child care needs. Many states wish to improve the quality of
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child care options for children and families, but the regulations
as currently drafted restrict their ability to do so. Were these
restrictions reflective of the language of the statute and of our
Congressional intent, we would have no argument. Because the
proposed rule works well in so many ways, we hope that the
Administration will look favorably on our comments and revise the
regulations accordingly.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

t):/!4s4A
C STOPHER J. DODD
United States Senator

Sincerely,

ORRIN G. HATCH
United States Senator

EDWARD M. KENNE Y
United States Se tor
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DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN
NONMM

Ethttd t$tates Amin
WASHINGTON. OC 20110

August 26, 1991

Dear Ms. Barnhart;

I write to express my strong support for the day care
rules recently promulgated by the Administration for Children
and Families. These rules would safeguard the right of
welfare families to make their own decisions about day care
without excessive government interference.

If we are to help poor people escape welfare dependency,
we must make it possible for them to find the services they
need. In practice, this means permitting choices for services
like day care, and assuring access to them.

Welfare mothers have varied day care needs. They may
want to take night courses at a vocational school, or work at
a part-time job. They may change activities several times as
they struggle to Zknd the best avenue out of poverty.
Sometimes these needs can be met by a licensed day care
center; other times they are best met by a neighbor or a
friend. In that respect, they are like the rest of us. It
follows that they should have the same opportunities
available to the rest of us.

The issue is mat whether we regulate day care. All of us
agree that minimum day care standards are needed. Rather the
issue is whether publicly-funded day care -- the day care
available to poor families -- should be held to a NA:111er
standard than all other day care. Those who take this
position in effect are saying that society cannot trust the
poor to decide what is best for their children. So at the
very time we are trying to convince welfare recipients to
take control of their lives and start down the road to
financial independence, others would have us tell them that
we do not trust them to look after their own children. Thero
is in all this a considerable irony.
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In any event, I reject that view. I believe most poor
mothers are as concerned about the welfare of their children
as are all other mothers. And I believe the day care rules
should afford them the same choices and opportunities
available to everyone else.

Sincerely,

Daniel Patricia Moynihan

The Honorable Jo Anne Barnhart
Administration for Children & Families
Department of Health and Human Services
Washington D.C. 20447
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COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
US. HOUSE Of DIPNISINTATIVIS

WASHINGTON. DC ION IS

INISCOMMITTIO ON HUMAN INSOUNCU

August 20, 1991

Its. Jo Anne B. Barnhart
Assistant Secretary
Administration for Children and Families
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Sixth Floor
370 L'Enfant Promenade, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20447

Dear Hs. Barnhart:
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I am writing to provide you my initial comnents on the
Department's proposed regulations for the two State grants for
child care that were authorized as part of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1990.

Generally, the proposed rules conform to the statute and
match Congress' intent. I have, however, several serious
concerns with the regulations which I have outlined below.

Grants to States Under Title IV-A for Child Care

Host of my concerns with respect to the new child care
grant authorized under title IV-A of the Social Security Act
relate to unauthorized reductions in the flexibility of States to
design their child care programs. State flexibility is the mator
concept underlying the statutory language for the grant program.
The conference report also includes language which clearly states
that ',it is the intent of the conferees that States will have
maximum flexibility in determining how these new grant funds are
used.0

257.41(0(2) Applicable standards

Of greatest concern is the Administration's interpretation
of the statute's provisions relating to child care standards.
Here the Department seeks to elevate a concept that is not even
implied in the legislation (parental choice) above a concept that
is clearly expressed in the statute (State flexibility). The
statute allows each State to determine what child care standards
will apply to a particular day care arrangement.

8 4
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August 20, 1991
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Yet, under the banner of "parental choice" the regulations seek
to limit the ability of States to require higher standards for
publicly subsidized child care than for privately arranged care.
I strongly urge that the final regulations be revised to mirror
the statute with respect to this matter.

257.41(b) (2) Registration

In adcition, the regulations regarding standards would
limit a State's flexibility in developing its registration
process. The statute requires that all providers of care: (1)
meet applicable standards of State and local law, and (2) be
licensed, regulated or registered. However, the proposed
regulations provide that only licensed or regulated pr:.viders can
be required to meet standards, thereby limiting the ability of
states to impose standards on providers through the registration
process. There is no statutory basis for this approach. It is
neither Congress' intent nor the statute's effect to limit the
ability of States, at their option, to: (1) require that
providers meet certain conditions as part of the registration
process or (2) collect information from registered providers that
would enable the State to screen out those providers that meet
the requirements of the program. I Jtrongly urge that final
regulations set out the minimum requirements for a State
registration process, but not limit the ability of States to
include additional requirements.

257.40 Methods of providing child care

The regulations would limit State flexibility in another
area where there is no statutory basis for the limitation, again
under the banner of "parental choice." Whereas the statute gives
States unlimited authority to choose among a range of methods for
providing child care under the program, the proposed regulations
seek to limit State flexibility by requiring that each State
"establish at least one method by which self-arranged child care
can be paid." In this matter, I strongly urge the Department to
revise the proposed regulations for the program, and the final
regulations promulgated pursuant to the enactment of child care
provisions under the Family Support Act.
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August 20, 1991
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257.63 Allowable ewpenditures

Finally, the Department's regulations would permit States
to set a Statewide limit on child care payment rates under the
grant. However, the statutory language for the program, unlike
that for the child care program under JOBS, does not include
authority for a Statewide limit. While I am sympathetic to the
discussion in the preamble regarding State budgetary and planning
control, the statute is clear that States must pay an amount
equal to the lesser of the actual cost of care or the applicable
local market rate.

child Care and Development Block Grant

98.30(g) Parental choice

Unlike Us title IV-A child care grant, requirements
relating to parental choice are included in the Child Care and
Development Block Grant. However, these requirements apply only
where they are expressed, and are subject to limitations. Yet
again, the regulators seek to elevate the concept OrTiirental
choice" where it is not even expressed. The regulations threaten
State child care funds if regulation in the State is found to
"significantly restrict parental choice."

As established in the child Care and Development Block
Graht, parental choice is the ability of parents to choose a day
care provider from among eligible child care providers; i.e.,
providers that meet certain State and local regulatory
requirements, among other requirements. Thus, under the statute,
States and localities have the authority to establish the
regulatory requirements, and the Federal government has no
authority by which to limit them. The Department's assumption
that the statute creates competition between two principles --
State flexibility and parental choice -- is not correct here, and
the limitations in the proposed rules on State regulation of
child care should be deleted.

6
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I would like to add that, in addition to contradicting the
statutory language and congressional intent, these proposed
regulations are unworkable as drafted. The Department has not
defined how it would measure such vague outcomes as "having the
effect of limiting parental access or choice from among
categories of care or types of providers." The net result would
be to discourage States from improving their child care
standards, a result, no doubt, that would please few day care
providers, but would work to the detriment of thc health and
wellbeing of children in care.

I plan to hold hearings on the proposed regulations for the
two block grants in September shortly after Congress reconvenes.
No doubt, in the course of the hearings we will receive detailed
testimony on specific improvements needed in the proposed
regulations for the two child care grants. I will forward copies
of the testimony to you, including statements received for the
record, and I urge that you consider the recommendations
carefully.

It is my hope that we can work together to ensure greatcr
access to safe child care for low-income families, without
excessive limitations on the flexibility of States to design
their child care programs.

TD/yc

Sincerely,

J.
Thomas J. Downey
Acting Chairman'
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COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
U.S. HOUSE Of REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON. DO 20515

suerminTEZ ON HUMAN RESOURCES

August 26, 1991

The Honorable Louis W. Sullivan, MD
Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20201
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Dear Mr. Secretary:

The Department has once again moved with dispatch in
publishing regulations to guide the implementation of complex
legislation, this time in the case of the two day care grants
enacted by Congress last year. I speak for many of my
colleagues, probably including some on the other side of the
aisle, in noting with admiration the timeliness of your
implementation of these two important grants.

I am also in agreement with the general thrust of both
proposed rules. The emphasis on parental choice precisely
reflects the intent of Congress. The statute creating the Child
Care and Development Block Grant explicitly states this
preference. I can tell you from my own experience that both
Republicans and Democrats were intent on insuring the maximum
degree of parental choice in selecting care. Even a cursory
review of the statute reveals that Congress went to extraordinary
lengths to insure parental choice. We even went so far as to
prohibit states from.giving parents certificates of lower value
than the amount paid to centers and other providers [see Section
658E(c)(2)(A)).

Based on my experience in working for passage of this
legislation, I would guess that you will receive both comments
that your regulations go too far in trying to insure parental
choice and that your regulations do not go far enough, although
the former will almost certainly exceed the latter in number. In
any case, I think you have done a good job of charting a middle
course between these two extreme positions.

As you state in the preamble to the Block Grant regulations,
both statutes contain provisions that emphasize parental rights
and states rights. The importance of state flexibility in
insuring good day care for parents has been recognized for many
years in Congressional legislation. These two grant programs are
similar to both Title XX and the JOBS program in supporting state
day care regulations and standards by requiring that federal
funds be used to purchase care that meets applicable standards of
state and local law.

88
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Even so, as often happens in laws passed by Congress, the
provisions for parental choict and states' rights are potentially
in conflict. One can easily imagine state day care regulations
that would make it extremely difficult for parents to choose the
type of care they prefer. For example, a member of my staff has
called to my attention the certification rules for "Type B°0
family day care homes in the State of Ohio. The document must be
50 pages in length, is full of bureaucratic jargon, and would
almost certainly scare an unsophisticated applicant to death. A
young mother thinking of taking in a few children would have
second-thoughts if someone happened to drop a copy of these
regulations on her toe.

As it happens, a recent issue of Public Welfare, the
professional journal of the American PUEITEaffiFiAssociation,
contains an article by a former official who worked in Governor
celeste's Democratic Administration in Ohio. He argued that day
care regulations like the ores mentioned above were in fact
interfering in parental choiae. He argues that Ohio, by
requiring welfare mothers to use only state-approved care, has
created a situation in which l'anilies are having difficulty
finding care. By contrast, California, which allows parents much
greater flexibility in choosital care, has enrolled thousands of
mothers in welfare-to-work programs and the mothers have had
little difficulty making their own day care arrangements. Here
we had good evidence that the potential conflict between parental
choice and state's rights is an actual problem in at least one
state.

But I have a feeling that barriers to parental choice exist
in many states besides Ohio. I am therefore very attracted to
the clear position your regulations stake out: when parental
choice and state's rights conflict, both the statute and the
regulations require that parental rights prevail.

Though I am no great expert in interpreting regulations, it
does seem to ma that the potential conflict between parental
choice and states' rights has been somewhat blown out of
proportion. My reading of the proposed regulation for the
At-Risk Grant is that, with the exception of relative care,
states can have whatever regulations they want -- as long as all
care is subject to the same laws and rules. What your
regulations prohibit, as I believe they must if they are to
faithfully follow the statute, is requiring families using
federal dollars to use care that meets additional requirements
that do not apply to families using non-publicly funded care.

Having agreed with the scope and intent of your emphasis on
parental choice, I can nonetheless understand that some states
may think the proposed rule has the effect of requiring them to
weaken their regulations or to halt ongoing movement toward
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stronger regulations. I personally do not agree that your
proposed rule actually has this effect, but I recommend that RHS
make reasonable fforts to help states avoid this mistaken
impression.

There is now lots of talk, for example, about criminal
background checks. As I understand the issue, some states are
claiming that it might require a couple of months to complete
criminal background checks on child care providerls. They are
claiming that your proposed rule would allow HHS to prohibit this
procedure because the waiting period would constitute a barrier
to parental choice. Certainly it should be possible to work with
states and allow them to grant temporary registration or
licensing pending the receipt of background checks.

Perhaps it would be possible for the exrerts on your staff
to identify.similar areas in which some flexibility could be
granted to states while still preserving the predominant
importance of parental choice. Along with most of my Republican
colleagues, I am a strong believer in state40 rights. One of the
few times I would support not giving states maximum flexibility
is when state actions restrict parental choice. Even in these
cases, however, I would want to sake it clear that this is the
exception that proves the rule.

Again, congratulations on your excellent and timely
regulations. If there is anything I can do to help support them,
please let mop know.

Sinc rely,

ride
E. Cla Shaw, Jr.
Member f CongressI.
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Aeeistan: Secrt:ary for
Children and Twines

Attn: Nary Ann Bilging
OFA/JTF, YAM Floqr
370 L'Infent promolade, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20447

Dear Ms. wqmins

August 23, 1991

1, "
,St

1%4.honet I), .

ttliph..n. r.:l

Approvcl of the Child Care and Development Block Grant and the Title
III-A At-Risk Child Care projram heralded a significant step forward
in increasing the eupply of quality child care and for making ehild
care sorsa acceseible for the nation'. children. The National
Governor.' Iseociation played a major role in securing passage of the
legislation end ie now providing technical assistance to states as
they implement the programs. Wh'le we applaud HMS's diligence in
issuance of the regulations for the CCDBG and the At-Risk program in
ouch a timely manner, we, and tht state., aro con-ernad that the

proposed rules for both programa seriously undermine etate ffort to

improve the quality of child care for disadvantaged children.

Commenta have men eubmitted previously on the CCDB0. We take thie
opportunity to again ezpress our concern regarding the provieions
that appear to discourage states from imposing minimum standards to
ensure that ell children receive quality care. The specific

provisions are followed by our comment..

Imalatiza
255.4(e)(2) "The care meets applicable etandards of State and
local law, and/or Tribal law, where applicabls. Applicable

standard. ars licensing or regulatory requirements which apply
to care of a particular type in the State, local area, or Indian
reservation regardless of the source of payment of the care."

5257.41(a)(l) "Child care provided with funds under this part
must meet applicable standards of State and local law, and/or
Tribal lay.

(2)Applicable standards are licensing or regulatory requirement.
whieb apply to care of a particular type in the State, local

area, or Indian reeervation, regardless of the eource of payment

for the care.

9 1
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Mary Ann Higgins
August 23, 1991
Page Two

(b)(1)A11 providers of care who are not required to meet applicable
standards as provided in paragraph (a) of this section and who are uot
individuals providing care solely to members of the individual's, family,
must be registered by the State or locality in which the care I. provided
prior to receiving payment.

(2)Registration procedures most:

(v)Not exclude or have the effect of excluding any categories of child
care providers."

gang=
The statute limits fundine for Child care services to care which meets
applicable standards of State and local law and where the provider is
licensed, regulated, or registered by the State or locality in which the
care is provided. There is no indication in the statute nor In the
conference report that Congress Intended that statea forego or eliminate
meaningful registration requirements for child care provided through Title
IV-A.

The preamble to the regulations Justifies the Administration's position in
terms of maximizing parental Choice. The preamble further suggests that
if the state witting to regulate child care funded through Title IV-A they
must impose nu& standards on all child care provided in the state. While
this is an admirable goal and one Which many states are striving for, the
regulations prohibit the tine ef these funds' for servicea to improve the
quality of care, including training for child care providers and licensing
activities. The preamble suggests that statee may use the CCOBC and the
Child Care Improvement grants for theme purposes. The interim final
regulations for the CCDBC limit funding for quality activities ing
administration to ten percent of the 73 percent; the remaining 25 percent
suet be split between quality activities and before- and after-school
programs. Similerly, limited funding under the Child Care Improvement
grants further restricts the states ability to regulate all child care.

The preamble further suggests that should a state's existing registration
process fail to meet the requirements under the proposed regulations, that
these processes will have to be modified. At the same time, the preamble
discusses the concept of a "seamless system of child care services." Both
the statute and the regulationa for the CCDBC and the Social Services
Block grant allow states to impose 'nigher standards on publicly funded
child care than those imposed on other types of care. The stated goal of
the CCDBC is to improve the "availability, affordability, and quality of
child care services." Since both legislative bills were argued and
approved at the same rime, we do not believe that Congrees intended thee
recipients of AFDC or those at risk of being on AFDC receive less then
quality care.

9 2
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Mary Ann Higgins
August 23, 1991
c'age Three

The proposed regulations coupled with the language in the preamble raise

the specter that funds may be denied to a state if potential providers

claim that they would be unable to comply and, thus, parental choice is

restricted. The vague wording in Section 257.41(b)(2)(v) has the

potential to discourage states from mandating even the most basic health

and safety standards, including home visits, smoke detectors, heat, and

running vater. Similarly, the proposed regulations would appear to place

states at the mercy of providers who might object to establishment and/or

maintenance of meaningful registration requirements, e.g., criminal

background checks or checka against child abuse registries.

We urge HHS to give states maximum flexibility to establish or maintain

meeningiul registration processes and to maintain or establish minimum

health and safety standards which will ensure quality child care for all

children. We support the concept of parental choice for all families. We

believe that registration processes which are overburdensome can be

monitored through the state supportive service plans.

The proposed regulations have aeveral positive features. The regulations

allow and the preamble encourages state 1V-A agencies to contract with other

entities to perform administrative functions, including determination of

eligibility. This should encourage those individuals who feel uncomfortable

approaching the welfare office to use the new program. Making the state plan

for At-Risk Child Care an amendment to the state's supportive services plan

will reduce the administrative burden on states. We also note the provision

to allow families to continue their child care arrangements while the parent

is between jobs and to access child care services prior to actually going to

work, but after a job offer has been made and accepted.

We appreciate the opportunity for Input into the final regulations.

Sincerely,

C. Scheppa
ive Director

9 '3
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APWA
AMERICA\ PVISLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATIO%

j,ink I. idum4,fl jr. . President

nines Johnson III Esccumr Director

COMMENTS OK mrnmum FINAL =MATIONS
MITZI

MILO CARD MID DIVILOPIODIT BLOCK GRANT

Eligibility for Services (section 98.20 of the regulations)

Wu*: Ino001 eligibilitx criterig lex protective service
glalgun
The regulation indicates that to be eligible a child must reaide
with a parent or parents, or legal guardian, or other person
standing in loco parentis whose income does not exceed 75 percent
of the state's median income. The regulntion does not define
"loco parentis" and, as such, does not appear to take into
consideration that in some states when a child is placed in
foster care the "state" is considered to be "in loco parentis".

Many states reimburse the cost of child care for children who
receive protective services or reside with a foster parent
regardless of the income of the family or foster parent. This
provision would limit access to child care services under the
block grant for many children receiving or needing to receive
protective services in those states. Mel are also concerned that
the definition of "loco parentis" would preclude foster parents
in some states from establishing eligibility on behalf of a child
placed in their care.

Recommemdetion

Clarify in regulation that foster parents may be considered "in
loco parentis and allow states the Iption of defining any child
in protective services as a family of one.

Parental Choice (section 98.30 of the regulations)

Inns: =Alkalis mut
Section 98.30 (*) of the regulations state that child care
certificates must be made available to any parents offered child
care services. The preamble interprets this section to mean that
child care certificates must be available throughout the year and

-1-
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as long as Block Grant funds are available for child care
services Grantees must ensure the continued availability of
certificates as an alternative to contracted services.

This provision severely limits state flexibility on the methods
by which Grantees provide child care services and effectively
eliminates the use of contracts in the provision of child care
services under the block grant. The regulation implies access to
child care certificates is an "entitlement". In addition there
is no statutory basis for the restriction on the use of
contracts.

Msoommowlation

The requirement that certificates be available throughout the
year should be deleted.

If this recommendation is not adopted we propose an alternative
to the recommendation and the interim final regulation: We
propose:

(a) Grantees assure in their state plan that child care
certificates be available throughout the year.

(b) Grantees would be considered meeting the requirement to make
certificates available throughout the year even if the supply of
certificates were depleted prior to the nd of the year as long
as the Grantee made a good faith effort to comply with the
assurance.

(c) A good faith effort to comply would be substantiated based on
a review and approval by BNB of a Grantee's initial estimate and
method of estimating need and/or demand :or certificates and
contracts included as part of the annual application.

(d) If a Grantee's supply of certificates is depleted during the
year, NHS could require the Grantee to submit a revised
estimating methodology in the following year's application.

(e) In no case would there be a fiscal sanction or requirement to
transfer funds from contracts to certificates if a Grantee runs
out of certificates and resources are still available for
contracts.

(f) If a Grantee cannot comply with the year-round certificate
requirement, the regulations should provide for a waiver of the
requirement via the state plan or amendment to the state plan.

Malta and Safety (section 96.41), negistratios Segairenents
(section 96.45), and Complaints (section 96.93)

Lamas =Maim piractinn alma lanntal =dna and dialth
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and 58fetlt and Elgiatratian ReamiremmatMesnlving Complainta

The regulations specify that Grantees assure in their state plan
that minimum health and safety requirements apply to providers of
child care services xcept for grandparents, aunts, and uncles.
The preamble zo the regulations state that such requirements may
not be so prohibitive as to limit parental choice. The
regulations also require that Grantees assure that providers of
child care services who are not licensed or regulated be
registered with the Grantee prior to receiving payment. The
registration process must be simple and timely and consistent
with the safeguards for parental choice.

APWA and the states strongly support implementation of health and
safety requirements that ensure adequate protections are in place
to protect the health and well-being of children in child care
settings under the Block Grant. We commend MHS for providing
states great latitude in establishing such requirements in the
regulation.

We also commend NHS for providing states with great latitude in
establishing a provider registration process. Requirements to
establish a simple and timely process appear to facilitate
provider access to the child care delivery system.

APWA and the states are concerned, however, that in the spirit of
maximizing parental choice the regulations create potentially
serious conflicts for Grantees in their efforts to balance
quality and choice. Many are particularly conr1rned that the
regulations emphasize parental choice at the expense of ensuring
adequate protections for children in care. There is also concern
about what constitutes whether state or local rules, procedures
or other requirements "significantly" restrict providers or
parental access to a wide range of child care options.

Recommendation

Modify the regulation to provide that only a Grantee's policy on
health and safety and registration can be determined to
significantly restrict parental choice or provider access.
Disputes or complaints with respect to a Grantee's policy in
implementing the requirements under 98.30 and 98.41 and any
complaints under 98.93 (we would also include under 98.40) must
first be submitted to the Grantee who shall set up a process for
review and disposition of disputes and complaints. The process
should include a right to appeal of a Grantee's disposition to
the Assistant Secretary for Children and Families.

Payment Rates (section 98.43 of the regulations)

Raymint rates meat be differentiatsd Ler XBRUIAIld YA.
unugulated provider

-3-
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The regulation states that payment rates for child care must

differentiate between categories of care (center-based, group

home, etc.) and to children of different age groups, and the

additional costs of providing care for children with special

needs. Such payment rates cannot be based on the type of

provider, such as sectarian care providers, relatives, for-

profit providers, and non-profit providers. The regulations do

not allow Grantees to distinguish between regulated or

unregulated providers within a category of provider.

APWA and the states believe that flexibility should be provided

to-Grantees to pay different rates to regulated vs. unregulated

providers in the same general category of care. /f not allowed,

the regulations would force states, for example, to pay the same

rate for care provided in family day care settings even though

the settings, health and safety or regulatory requirements, and

cost of providing care may be different.

Recommendation

The regulations should provide that Grantees have the option to

set lower or higher rates of reimbursement for providers within

the same category of care if a provider is subject to different

requirements than other providers.

Child Cars Services (section 98.50 of the regulations)

Emus lulu= a tht 7.1 Pima Mk
The regulations require that during the first two years of the

Block Grant, Grantees must spend at least 85 percent of the funds

on child care services and at least 90 percent of the funds on

child care services each year thereafter.

States support Congressional intent--as reflected in the

Conference Report to the block grantthat a "preponderance" of

funds be spent on child care services, but .ongly disagree that

preponderance be defined as 85 percent of ti funds in the first

two years and 90 percent of the funds thereafter. This

requirement severely limits state flexibility to operate the

program based on state and local need.
Specifically, it limits

flexibility to allocate resources on activities to improve the

availability and quality of child care and to support

administrative activities under the program. Both activities are

essential if states are to assure parental choice and implement

and maintain a child care certificate system.

APWA and the states believe there should be greater balance

between investing in child care services and improving

availability and quality care than allowed under the regulation.

Greater recognition should also be given to the costs of

administering the block grant given the requirement for

-4-
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implementing and maintaining an effective and efficient
certificate system. Spending of a preponderance of funds on
child care services as intended by Congress implied that states
spend a "greater" amount of funds on such services or an amount
that was larger than what should be spent on improving
availability or quality child care. It is argued, therefore,
that a state could spend 51 percent of its funds on child care
services and technically comply with the intent of Congress.

Recassondation

APRA and the states recommend that the preponderance requirement
be'changed to provide that states spend a "greater" portlon of
their funds under the 75 percent set aside. In this regard, we
prOpose that preponderance be defined as: no less than 75 percent
of the 75 percent set aside be spent on child care services and

..-that no more,than 25 percent be spent on activities to improve
availability and quality and to administer the program.

.
.

. Issue: Grantees may mt yle blgst =Ant Lund' to subsidize rates
, tsar schild .rara unslar Titis
The:preamble:states. that Grantees may not use block grant funds
-to:subsidize rates for child care under Title IV-A. The basis
for this prohibition, according to the preamble, is that federal
4ppropriatione law would be violated: "Using block grant funds
to contravene the funding limits in the IV-A programs would
violate Federal Appropriations law, including the axiom that an
agency'cannOt do.Andirectly what it is not permitted to do

'directly(Fedi. Reg. pg. 26209)

Durirq APRA:meetings on the block grant regulations, a number of
:states expreesed concern that, as a matter of principle, this
.jprohibition severely restricts state flexibility on the use block

:gran': funds for child care services. Others argued that, as a
smttorof practice, this prohibition would prevent any efforts to
develop a:uniforn payment rate structure in support of the

..Admiristration's'goal for the program to provide a "seamless
serVicer to familiem and providers. States felt that given the
fae4 thatfederal funds under the Block Grant are "capped", that

Is, not wopen-ended entitlement as under Title IV-A, federal
expendituriswould not increase as a result of Grantee's policy

to uwblock grant funds to subsidize payment rates under Title
-IV-A. 'The preamble also fails to take into consideration that
parent access to child care would be enhanced since rates,

'-regardless of the funding source, would be the same. This would
eliminate4ny'pOtential for providers to discriminate against

:

families basedion source of payment.

Recommendation

The preamble and final regulations should clarify that states

have the option to use blotk grant funds to subsidize rates under

Title. IV-A. The preamble should also clarify that Block Grant

-5-
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funds may be used to supplement rats under Title IV-A up to the
75th percentile.

Administrative Activities (section 98.52 of the regulations)

Issue: Dafinina administrative 2211I2 f2r gbild =DMA.
Section 98.52 of the regulations specify that the Grantee must
provide an stimate of the total funds that will be used for
administrative activities under the block grant by the Grantee
and subgrantess. This section identifies a list of possible
administrative activities tates may include in the list and
estimate of administrative costs.

The preamble to this section of the regulation states that
Grantees are allowed flexibility in defining administrative costs
and that there is no xclusive list of administrative activities
from vhich Gran:ses must charge to administration. Yet, the
regulation includes a list of activities that may be included as
administrative costs in the administration and implementation of
the program. Both the preamble and regulation fail to
distinguish between those costs associated with administration of
the progras, plan development, monitoring, automation systems
development, etc., and those costs associated with the provision
of child care services, such as eligibility determination,
consumer ducation, health screening, referrals for child care,
authorizing payment of child care via child care certificates, or
resolving parental complaints.

Recommendation

Eliminate the regulatory language under zection 98.52 (b) (1).
Allow Grantes, as stated in the preamble, to determine
appropriate administrative costs and to identify a list of
administrative activities and the costs associated with such
activities in the annual application. Grantees should not be
required to list thos costs associated with the provision of
child care as an administrative cost, such as eligibility
detrmination, conswer education, health screening, referrals
for child care, authorizing payment of child care via child care
certificates, or resolving parental complaints.

Program Reporting Requirements (sections 98.70 S 98.71)

Issue: Compatibility 21 recortimg reauirements

Both the Block Grant and the At-Risk child care programs require
states to report substantial program and financial information in
addition to what is already required undr Title IV-A. States
are very concerned about the lack of compatibility with reporting
requirements across the various child care programs and the
potential for having to respond to requirements for diffrent
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data elements, definitions, and reporting formats. Exacerbating
the problem is that few states have the management information
system capability to meet the reporting requirements for all the
programs.

Recommendation

The Administration for Children and Families should immediately
begin to work closely with states to develop compatible program
and financial reporting requirements for the Block Grant, At-
Risk, and Title IV-A/Family Support Act child care programs. ACP
should also expand efforts to provide information and technical
assistance to states in the planning, development, and
implementation of child care management information systems.

Complaints (section 98.93)

Issue: 02nplaints MAI ha submitted in writing tn tha Assistant

21GrAtant A.

The regulations require that any complaint (presumably from any
interested party) about a Grantee's failure to use Block Grant
funds as required by the Act must submit the complaint in writing
to the Assistant Secretary for Children and Families. Grantees
and states are furnished a copy of the complaint and may provide
comments to the department within 60 days.

APRA and the states are concerned that the Assistant Secretary,
and not tha Grantee or governor, is the initial recipient of a
complaint under the complaint process in 98.93. Further, the
regulations pcovide no guidance or parameters outlining the kind
of complaint or dispute a Grantee must respond to. This
unstructured process could result in Grantees being forced to
respond to virtually any complaint regardless of the seriousness
of the complaint and whether it was frivolous in nature.

Recommendation

Grantees should have responsibility for establishing a complaint
process for resolution of disputes or complaints relating to

matters of a Grantee's policy implementing the requirements of

the Act. The role of the Assistant Secretary should only be to

respond to appeals from interested parties where final resolution

was not achieved through the Grantee's complaint process.
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AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION

law% I.. Solomon. Jr.. Prt Intent

A. Siting jolinstm III. Exccutivc Dirtmor

COMMENTS OK P2OPOSSD RIGOLATIONS
OW TIE

AFDC AT-RISi CHILD CARE PROGRAM

Child Care Standards for AFDC and Transitional Child Care --
Section 255.4(c)(2) and Child Care Standards tor At-Riek Child
Care -- Section 257.41(a)(2)

The proposed regulation defines applicable standards as licensing
or regulatory requirements that are generally applicable to care
of a particular typo regardless of the source of funding for the
care. According to the preamble (56 Fed. Reg. 29056) this means
a state may not reject a parent's choice of child cars provider
under title IV-A because that provider does not meet licensing or
regulatory standards for that particular type of care if those
standards are not gonerally.applicable to that type of care. The
preamble (56 Fed. Reg. 29066) also notes that the provision will
have lisited impect on states because: :Cate could extend
standards for publicly-funded cars to all care; there is no
requirement to develop standards or require standards be uniform
across all typos of care; and states have been paying for care
that does not meet publicly-funded care requirements for years
via the AFDC disregard.

APRA strongly opposes this proposed change. First, the
regulation will have a sajor impact on states as it fails to
recognize the long-standing policy of'most states to apply
greater protection to child care subsidized with public funds.
According to a recent survey conducted by the Children's Defense
Fund: only five states allow state funds to go to unregulated
family day care without requiring sudh care to meet any
requirements at all; of the 14 states that fully or partially
xempt religious-based programs, 11 require these programs to
meet all licensing requirements in order to receive public funds;
and more than half of the states that pay for relatives through
their subsidized child care program require relatives to meet
health, safety, or quality ruquirements of some kind. As such, we
strongly disagree with the department's interpretation that this
proposed change does not have a significant federalism effect
under Executive Order 12612.

Wa also question the logic behind the rational. in the preamble
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(56 Fed. Reg. 29066) that states have been paying for care that
does not meet state standards for publicly-funded care for years
under the AFDC disregard, and therefore, this proposal would not
conflict with existing applicable standards. The AFDC disregard
is a deduction of a recognised child care expense and not a
"payment" or reimbursement of such an expense. While the
department may be accurate in its assertion that expenses were
for care that did not meet standards for "publicly-funded care",
your assertion fails to also recowite that such care, in some
cases, probably did not meet Any "ap, *+le standards of state
and local law." This is because "publ qnds were not used and
therefore state and local law did not apply.

Second, while the preamble is accurate that states could extend
standards for publicly-funded care to all care, the cost of doing
so would be prohibitive given the extensive expansion of staff
that would be needed to license providers and monitor compliance
of standards. The burden of this cost would be borne by the
states since Section 255.4(f) (2) of the regulations specify that
administrative costs for licensing are not considered an
allowable IV-A cost. And, funding levels for grants to states to
improve child care licensing and registration requirements under
Section 402(g) (6) would be insufficient to cover the increased
cost of licensing. First there is no guarantee that Congress
will appropriate funding for these grants, and second, even if
funds were appropriated up to the increased levels provided under
OBRA 1990, half of the funds must be spent for training of
providers.

Finally, and most importantly, it is our belief that it was
Congress' intent that federal funds not be used to pay for
illegal child care under AFDC, Transitional Child Care, and the
At-Risk Child Care programs. This is different from the question
of whether a state should be allowed to apply higher standards
for AFDC and At-Risk care than apply to private arrangements. In
fact in the case of At-Risk care Congress did intend to allow
states to impose additional standards and requirements on
unregulated providers other than those providing care solely to
the family of the individual as evidenced by the requirement that
providers who arm not licensed or regulated must be registered.

Recommendation

Allow states to determine which state and local standards apply
to IV-A child care. Such standards may be limited to publicly
subsidized child care.

State IV-A Agency AdministrationSection 257.10

The proposed regulations allow the state IV-A agency to enter
into contracts or agreements with other entities to perform
administrative functions, including the determination of
eligibility, and provide services under the At-Risk Child Care
program. This provision does not relieve the state IV-A agency

-2-
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of its overall responsibility for administering the program.

APWA and the states strongly support this provision. It provides
the flexibility needed by states to administer and operate the
program in a manner consistent with a staters organisational and
adainistrative child care structure. It also facilitates
operation of a seamless system of child care at the state and
local level.

Ilecomendation

Retain this provision in final rule.

IllgibIllty--Section.257.30(a)(3)

Section 402(i) (1) of the At-Risk statute provides that states may
provide child care "...to any low-income family that the Statg
(emphasis added) determines in not receiving aid under the State
plan approved under this part; needs such care in order to work;
and would be at risk of becoming eligible for aid under the state
plan approved under this part if such care were not provided." .

The proposed regulations require that the state must make a
further determination that the family meets this criteria by
requiring the state to define "at risk" other than in terms of
income.

APRA and the states are opposed to the requirement for an
additional condition of eligibility other than in terns of
income. We disagree with the preamble (56 Fed. Reg. 29056) that
Congress intended to require states to establish this additional
test. First, the statutory language explicitly refers to the
"state" as having the Authority to make the determination whether
any low-income family would be at risk of becoming eligible for
AFDC if child care were not provided. This was not intended as a
requirement for states. Second, APWA was actively involved in
the development of this legislation. We were provided oral
assurances from CongressLonal staff drafting the legislative
language that it was the explicit intent of Congress that states
were to be provided maximum flexibility in defining "low-income",
sin order to work", and "at risk". This assurance was affirmed
in Conference Report language that states have maximum
flexibility in determining the use of the funds for the program
(H.R. Rep. No. 101-964 pg. 922).

S eoommendstion

Delete the proposed requirement that the state define "at risk"
beyond incase eligibility. The proposed requirement should also
be deleted from 257.21(b)(1) of the regulations.

257.30(b)(2)(1)

The regulations allow the state to provide child care "for any
child (ago 13 and over) in the family who needs such care and who

-3-
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... is physically or mentally incapable of caring for himself or
herself, as verified by the State based on a determination of a
physician or a licensed or certified psychologist..."

APWA and the states oppose this requirement on the basis that:
1) verification of incapacity as specified is an administrative
burden to blth the state and parents; and 2) it presents a
barrier to operation of seamless system of child care as there is
no comparable requirement with the Block Grant.

Recommendation

Eliminate language in the final rule that incapacity be verified
by the state based on the determination of a physician or
licensed or certifid psychologist. Allow states to determine
the extent of verification of incapacity. Similarly, we strongly
encourage the department to amend 255.2(a) and 256.2(a) of the
Family Support Act regulations by deleting the requirement that
verification of incapacity tor child care under the Act be
consistent with the verification requirements at 250.30(b) (3) for
determining exemption from JOBS participation based on capacity.

Eligibility -- Section 257.30(c)

The proposed regulations define "in order to work" as including
child care necessary to accept employment or to remain employed.
This includes providing child child care if child care
arrangements would otherwise be lost for up to two weeks prior to
the start of employment or for up to one month during a break in
employment if subsequent employment has been arranged within that
period.

We commend the department for recognizing the importance of
providing child care during temporary periods of unemployment.
We are concerned, however, that child care as required at
257.30(c) (2) can be provided using At-Risk funds only if
employment is scheduled to begin within the one month period. We
are concerned about the individual's ability to maintain
continuity in her child care arrangement in those circumstances
where she has not secured employment within the one month period,

but is actively looking for work.

Recommendation

Amend the requirements under 257.30(c) (2) to allow states the
option of providing up to one month of child care assistance
under the At-Risk program for those unemployed individuals who
are actively seeking employment and whose child was previously
enrolled in the program.

Allowable ExpendituresSection 257.63

The proposed regulations restrict federal financial participation
to payments within the 75th percentile of providers or slots.
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The preaable states that federal appropriations law prohibit
supplementing the 75th percentile with federal funds, but does
not state whether federal funds can be used to supplement costs
up to the 75th percentile.

We opposed this provision under the proposed and final
regulations implementing the child care provisions of the Family
Support Act on the basis that it: 1) restricted parental choice;
and 2) contributed to provider reluctance to accept subsidised
children because of lower payment rates. Providing this same
limitation umder the At-Risk program will only further exacerbate
the problem. In addition, given there is no similar requirement
under the block Grant, attempts to implement a seamless system of
child care will be thwarted and continuity of child care
arrangements unnecessarily disrupted for those families changing
subsidy programs.

While we understand the department's rationale for limiting FFP
to the 75th percentile under FSA was ar attempt to control
federal expenditures under an uncapped entitlement program, this
same rationale would not seem to apply under the At-Risk program
since it is a capped entitlement.

Recommendation

Eliminate the 75th percentile limitation for the At-Risk program.
Clarify whether federal funds may be used to supplement other
federal funds if supplementing FFP under the 75th percentile.
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July 9, 1991

The Honorable George nush
President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

JOHN MARTIN

MAUI Of TIM WAIN

MAWR

MIRROINT NCSI.

WILLIAS4 RUSSUL

LICALAIvl cot. MILL

viIINNNO

MST C4A111 %al

*HAHN POLNG
ISICt1P4 GM:- SS

We are writing to express our disappointment at several
recent policy decisions made by members of your
Administration. These decisions raise serioUs questions
about the Administration's view of federalism and its
approach to relations with state governments. We are
particularly frustrated with these initiatives because they
are contrary to your own public statements about the
partnership between the federal and state governments.

s you know. the National Conference of State Legislatures
endorsed the consolidated grant concept that you proposed in
your State of the Union address in February. We welcomed
your call for greater flexibility for state governments and
for protecting the states' ability to be laboratories of
democracy. We responded promptly and responsibly with a set
of principles for structuring the package and with an
illustrative list of programs that could be included. We
supported your proposal because it was consistent with
NCSL's fervent belief in the capabilities of state
governments to solve public problems. It was compatible,
too, with our sttong opposition to unfunded federal
mandates, preemption, and invasion by the federal government
of traditional state revenue sources.

We hoped that, even if your consolidated grant proposal were
not adopted immediately by Congress, it would establish a
framework for other decisions and initiatives taken by
members of your Administration. It could, we believed, be a
strong and Unevivocal signal to officials throughout the
federal departments and agencies to look for ways to promote
state innovation and flexibility, to avoid mandates and
preemption, and tO protect state revenue sources.
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The Honorable George Bush
July 9, 1991
Page 2

Unfortunately, very much the opposite has occurred. Ther
have been at least five examples in recent weeks in which
federal agencies have reached decisions or launched
initiatives that would severely restrict state flexibility,
impose mandates, preempt, and place additional, unwarranted
financial burdens on state governments. The exanples are in
the proposed child care regulations, the voluntary donation
and provider-specific tax issue, the Clean Air permit
regulations, the medical malpractice package, and the
mandatory social security regulations.

Child Care Regulations. During the negotiations regarding
the child care legislation adopted last year, state
legislators from states as diverse as Illinois, Milsouri,
Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Connecticut were instrumental in
removing unfunded mandates and other federal.standards from
the legislation. NCSL based its support of the legislation
on the flexibility it provided states to respond to the
specific child care needs of their citizens. Regulations
offered by the Department of Health and Human Services on
June 5 drastically limit state program flexibility, add
mandates and administrative burdens, and circumvent state
authority.

Most egregious of the changes offered in the regulations is
the requirement that states spend 90% of the 75% flexible
setaside funds on child services. By drastically limiting
states authority to choose between expanding services and
improving quality, the regulations directly violate the
terms of the agreement achieved during negotiations over the
legislative package.

The regulations address two politically delicate issues that
concern us, not for their substance or goals, but rather for
their preemption of state laws and authority. Although NCSL
does not have a position on your educational choice
initiative, we are concerned that the provision in the
regulations encouraging parental choice in child care would
preempt state authority to establish standards for health
and safety. And, in redefining the definition of public
funds so they can be used for sectarian purposes, the
regulations may preempt state constitutional and statutory
provisions that restrict this use of public funds.

Our other objections include (1) a requirement that would
forbid states from restricting tho number of child care
certificates even if federal funds are exhausted; (2) a
requiement that narrows the definition of 'supplanation,*
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The Honorable George Bush
July 9, 1991
Page 3

(3) selection of September 1990 as the base year for the
grant.

Medicaid (Voluntary Contributions and Provider-Specific
Taxes). While the federal and state governments continue to
seek creative and responsible solutions to the nation's
health care problems, the cost's of financing health care
escalate at an alarming rate. Among ways that many states
pay a portion of the.r share of Medicaid expenses are
provider-specific taxes and voluntary contributions or
donations. Although both are legitimate under federal law,
Richard Darman, Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, has attacked them as a 'scam° and officials in the
Health Care Finance Administration apparently are drafting
regulations that would prohibit use of voluntary
contributions and possibly limit use of provider-specific
taxes. If the OMB and HCFA campaigns are successful, they
would severely restrict states' revenue-raising authority
and limit their ability to meet their obligations under
Medicaid and to provide health care to their poor and
elderly populations.

Clean Air Regulations. Proposed rules on operating permits
under the Clean Air Act severely restrict and preempt state
authority. Our objections relate to the following: minor
permit amendments, stringency of programs, and fees.

The proposed regulations on minor permit amendments give
states only seven days to evaluate a modification to a
source's permit authority. If a state fails to perform the
evaluation in seven days, the emission increase is
automatically approved.

The proposed regulations forbid states from instituting
aspects of permit programa more stringent than those in the
Clean Air Act. This provision, which clearly would preempt
state laws and authority, violates legislative intent and
traditional EPA practice to allow states to exceed minimum
federal standards.

The provisions regarding fees would require that states base
permit fees on actual emissions, rather than allowable
emissions. This would create a costly and cumbersome
bureaucratic burden on the states that would involve, among
other things, continuous monitoring to prove actual
emissions.
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Mdical Malpractice. The proposal you put forward in May
to reform the medical malpractice system would significantly
preempt state tort laws. Included as preemptions in theThe
proposed legislation are the cap of $250,000 on awards for
non-economic damages and a requirement that states eliminate
joint and several liability and the collateral source rule.

Mandatory Social Security Coverage. Final regulations
issued by the Internal Revenue Service interpreting the
Social Security Section of the 1990 Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act impose significant administrative and
financial burdens on state governments. It is our view that
these regulations far exceed congressional intent,
particularly in requirements concerning minimum benefit
rules and immediate vesting.

It is our hope, of course, that these examples are simply
aberrations from your goal of offering greater flexibility
to states and reducing unnecessary administrative costs. We
hope that you would use your office to reverse these five
specific decisions and to reemphasize throughout the federal
agencies the spirit embodied in your consolidated grant
propL3al.

Thank you for your consideration of our request. We would
be happy to meet with you to discuss this critical matter
and to assist in developing mechanisms within the regulatory
process to protect against similar decisions in the future.

Sincerely,

i

Martin Paul Bud Burke
Spea r of the House President of the Senate
Maine Kansas
President, NCSL President-Elect, NCSL
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August C. 1991

Assistant Secretav for Children and Families
Attention: Mark Ragan
Child Care Task Force. 5th Floor
370 L'Enfant Promenade. SW
Washington. DC 20447

Dear Mr. Ragan:

On behalf of the National Conference of State Legislatures INCSU. I
submit the following comments on the interim Anal rule on the Child
Care and Development Block Grant of 1990. 42 U.S.C. 9601. The
regulations contain provisions that raise serious questions about the
Administration's view of federalism and the parthaship between the
federal and state government. NCSL 'Um* believes in the capsbilities
of state governments to solve public problems. Last yeses blpartlsar
child care aiireement in the Omnibus Budget ReconciliationAct of MO
was hailed tat NCSL because it provided states the flexibility to_ respond
to the specific child care needs of their dtizens without unfunded
mandates or federal standards. The regulations undermine rather than
interpret the Writ of that agreement. They circumvent state authority.
drastically limit program flexibility. and sad unfunded mandates and
administrative burdens on the states.

In particular. NCSL objects to the use of an interim final rule for major
policy initiatives. This undermines state policnnaking and does not
allow time for comment prior to implementation of the Act. The
regulations were published after the close of the majorIty of state
legislative sessions. State lawmakers will not have had the opportunity
to enact measures to comply with the ipterim Anal rule. NCSL is in
agreement with HMS concern for quality child care and the need for new
child care slots. We believe that these policies are best decided at the
state level.

There are certain provisions of the regulations in which we believe HMS
does achieve its purrose of peoviding-broad flexibilibes to grantees in
designing and under the Block Grant within the
constraints of the Act° It is _ZgrtahlistHMS does recognize state
flexibility in certain aspects of the degulation: We do not ape* that
programs be statewide, nor do we provide definitions of all terms. We
allow flexibility in setting sliding fee scales. In setting payment rates, and
in establilarility lbe States will smells laboratories
for testin# solutions to the needs of families targeted by this
program. strottgy_supports the flexibility gtven to states to dellne
the activities within the 25% quality funds. We appreciate that the
market rate for reimbursement will be state determined and that state
definitions of state median income, family structure and "very low
income" are maintained.

JOHN mAliTit.

MAUR a OK iOLSI
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However, we believe that for the most part, these regulations appear to
legislate. rather than interpret the enacted statute. We agree with the
regulations that "By its very nature, a block grant provides great
flexibility in program design." Unfortunately, we believe that these
functions are constrained. 45 CFR Part 96 indicates that state
determinations are sufficient in a block geant if they do not violate
federal statutes.

We are greatly concerned by the Rule's preamble siiggestion that there is
little legislative history for the Block Grant. Surely, the negotiations
between the Administration and the Cov.ess to form the bipartisan
compromise could not have occurred unless earlier versions of child care
legislation had been contemplated. evaluated and put up for a vote.
Speeches and communications were sent by the President and
Administration officials to set out the Administration's child care
principles. This included flexibility for states and no federally mandated
standards for child care. The Senate decision to drop this provision from
S.5. The Act for Better Child Care, signified a turning point in the
success of the legislation. The regulations. however, do not correlate to
the absence of federal standards and mandates In the statute and
attempt to preempt state authority.

It was the Administration in February 1991 that came forward with a
budget proposal calling for expanded block grant activity. The proposed
regulations are contrary to this proposal. stripping states of their
flexibility and their authority to cletermine who and which institutions
should be regulated and to what extent. They determine for the states
for what purposes funds must be used. contradicting both legislative
intent anci basic block grant principles. Contrary to the regulations, we
believe that state flexibility is 62e key to any "block grant" program.
Nothing in the statute suuests that tl2e Child Care and Development
Block Grant is no less a block grant than the Social Services Block Grant
(Title X( of the &icial Security Aext). The statute describes a block grant
with minimum requirements. most on the distribution of the 25% quality
funds. We believe that the absence of mandates within 75% of the Block
Grant suggests the intent that the distribution of these funds were at the
state's authority. Clearly, as the regulations note, administrative funds
are not mentioned in the statute and were essential to implement the
program. NCSL urges you to restore the nature of this grant and return
the apportionment of the 75% funds to the states.

Federalism

The regulations address two politically delicate issues that concern us.
not for their substance or goals. but rather for their preemption of state
laws and authority. Although NCSL does not have a position on your
educational choice initiative, we are concerned that the provision in the
regulations encouraging parental choice in child care would preempt
state authority to establish or enforce standards for health and safety.
And, in redefining the definition of public funds so they can be used for
sectarian purposes. the regulations may preempt state constitutional
and statutory provisions tMt restrict this use of public funds.

-2-
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Executive Order 12612 on Federalism

Section 2(e) of Executtve Order 12612, reaffirmed by President Bush,
states: "In most areas of governmental concern, the States uniquely
possess the constitutional authority, resources, and the competence to
discern the sentiments of the people and to govern accordinW." The
regulations do not give sufficient credence to the states. This is
particularly true with child care, where states have deliberately/
established standards for the delivery of child care services. Most of
these standards are designed to protect the health and safety of children
-- and are of paramount importance. The regulations go beyond the core
concerns of the statute to create a supers .Wing authority of "parental
choice". This concept is not addressed in the Act as the controlling factor
in ensuring initial and continued block grant funding for states, nor as
superseding the critical component of state health and safety laws. The
flaw in the regulation is that it limits states' ability to decide the level of
importance of health and safety regulations and parental choice.

Section 3(c) of Executive Order 12612 urges that "the States (be granted)
the maximum administrative discretion possible. Intrusive federal
oversight of state administration is neither necessary or desirable." The
statute fulfilled the goal of administrative discretion and oversight: the
regulations provide the opposite. The Act did not distinguish between
contract and certificate child care services in asserting that state laws on
health and safety (and even those more stringent) were to be primary.
This was a deliberate change from the proposed federally-mandated child
care standards in the original Act for Better Child Care Servim that
initiated the Convessional child care debate. NCSL supported child care
legislation only when state authority was maintained. Clearly, parental
choice plays a roie in state decisions. The Act acknowledged this; the
regulations undercut state authority and flexibility.

The potential for claims of liability against the states and the federal
government for not protectizig children exists. We are disturbed by the
damage that also could be done by withholding statewide funds to coerce
states to change their statute to accommodate parental choice. In
particular. this provision would penalize states for excluding a type or
category of care by its standards. Interrupted funding would disrupt and
jeopardize child care services in the states. Ibis would undercut the
general purpose of the statute and is a coercive mechanism to
undermine state authority. It places states in a position of self-denial of
their inherent authority to protect vulnerable chMwr, from risky,
threatening, or bard u14? unhealthy conditions and situations. And it
may lead to equating parental choice with risk, negligence. and personal

Section 2(f) of Executive Order 12612 states that individual states and
communities are free to experiment with a variety of approaches to
public issues. One would expect this Administration ti reinforce this
basic principle with its child care regulations - but the opposite is true.
The regulations close off options for applying broad use of discretionary
funds by applyinig a 90% lock in of "distrendnary funds for "mandatory'
direct services. 'Ile regulations cut off state discretion to use block grant
funds for improved quallty and existing slot subsidies. The regulations
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deny state flodbility to switch funding priorities with its supplantation
mandate. All of these suggest denial of freedom to experiment with what
are supposed to be flexible dollars. All of these go beyond the
requirements of the statute.

Section 3(d) of Executive Order 12612 states: "Refrain to the maximum
extent possible from establishing uniform national standards for
programs. and, when possible, defer to the states to establish
standards." This Administration argued vociferously against national
standards for child care in many Department of Labor and President
Bush statements, but now contends it needs these regulations to
superimpose policy preferences to supersede, and even control, state
authority.

As recently as June 113, 1991, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the federal
government's limited power to preempt state law under the 10th
Amendment and Guarantee Clause of the Constitution. In Gregory v.
Ashcroft. Justice O'Connor in the majority opinion states the importance
of federalism. Accountability, responsiveness and innovation are hurt by
federal preemption, according to the majority decision. Further, the
broad scope of the Supremacy Clause gives great advantage to the
federal government. A plain statement of the intention to preempt
should be a prerequisite of preemption. The statute does not provide the
plain statement requiring preem don. In fact, the statute stuchously
avoids preemption that the Administration now seeks to impose.

Limits Use of Flexible Block Grant Funds

In his 1991 State of the link 1 address, President Bush lauded the
"innovative power of states as laboratories". He proposed to turn
programs over to the states in a block grant "to allow states to manage
more flexibly and efficiently, and to move power and decision-making
closer to the people." The proposed child care regulations thwa..1 these
objectives. elriating state ability to manage more flexibly and
efficiently by mandating percentages of a discretionary grant for specific
purposes.

The child care legialation specifically set-aside 25% of the block grant for
early childhood education before and after school services, and for
quality. The remaining 75% of the block grant funds was intended to be
used at the state's discretion to fund child care services and activities to
improve the availability and quality of child care.

The regulations, however, would require that 90% of the 75%
discretionary block grant funds be spent on direct child care services for
new slots, thus preventing states from funding Unproved quality
initiatives and Increasini subsidies for existing child care slots. The
remaining 10% of the 75 is to be used for availability, and quality. and
administrative costs. This ea, should be eliminated. The
need to clarify_ how the term preponderance" came to meanrigiorthe
funds for child cart services. No pçovlslon in the statute suggests a 90%
delineation of funds for services. Further, the statute does not indicate
that the service funds are only for new slots. States should be allowed to
decide how to distribute the kinds and to reimburse existing slots at a
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higher rate to retain providers.

States are in the best poaition to determine the appropriate balance
between funding subsidies and funding other child care needs Contrary
to the regulations, we believe that state flexibility is the key to am "go&
grant" program. Nothing in the statute suggests that the Child Care and
Development Block Grant is no less a block-iprant than the Social
Services Block Grant Mile XX of the Social Security Act). The statute
describes a block grant with minimum requirements, most on the
distribution of the 25% quallW funds. We believe that the absence of
mandates within 75% of the Mck Grant suggests the intent that the
distribution of these funds were at the state s authority. Clearly, as the
regulations note, administrative funds are not mentioned in the statute
and were essential to implement the program. NCSL urges you to restore
the nature of this grant and return the apportionment of the 75% funds
to the states.

The legislation recommends five types of activities to improve the quality
of child care. which states will be unable to fund under this restriction:
resource and referral, training, salary improvements, assistance in
meeting standards, and monitoring of compliance and enforcement with
licensing and regulatory requirements. Earmarking a block grant
violates the very design of llexible money for states. NCSL repeatedly
communicated to the Congress and the White House its ardent
opposition to earmarking the social services block grant to provide child
care funding. We refused to support any legislation that earmarked a
block grant as an encroachment on state authority. 45 CFR Part 98
indicates that state determinations are sufficient in a blocktrant if they
do not violate federal statutes. Considering the multitude
administrative and reporting requirements in the regulations and the
expense in implementing a certificate program, states are left no room to
support quality improvements.

In addition, the regulations prohibit states from usift block grant funds
to subsidize rates for child care under IV-A (AFDC). The AFDC rate !a
limited to the 75th percentile of the local market rate and has resulted in
shortages in the supply of child care. We suggest that states be allowed
to subsidize hicher rates at their discretion to ensure seamless service
for all clients. That is, states should be allowed to determined the best
market rate so that there will not be a two-Uered child care system. This
restriction is only mentioned in the Preamble, not in the regulatory
I angu age.

State Use of Public Funds

NCSI., objects to broadening_ the scope of the preemptive provisionof the
Act relating to the use of federal funds by sectarian institutions. Under
the statute, states may not prohibit the use of federal funds in sectarian
institutions. The regulations once again go beyond the law, by not only
forbidding that states prohibit such expenditures, but also by preventing
the states from itnng any regulation that might limit the expenditure
of funds for sectar . Permitting states to retain the nett to
regulate the use of funds Is in accordance with federalism principles.
(See Mechthild, Fritz. "Religion in a Federal System: DiversityVersus
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Uniformity 38 Kansas Law Reutew 39. 70-77 (1989)).

Under the First Amendment of the United States Constitution and
comparable state constitutional provisions, the distinction between
"sectarian use" and -sectarian institutions" is significant. (See
Mechthild. pp. 44-49.) The regulations flagrantly disregard this
important distinction. While state and federal laws uniformly forbid the
use of public funds for sectarian purposes, to vat:3ringdegrees some do
permit expenditures at sectarian institutions for non-sectarian tresThe regulations, citing a distinction between certificate and con
based child care services that does not odst in the statute. cross the wall
separating states from sectarian practices and commands that states
allow expenditures for sectarian purposes. The method by which this is
accomplished again goes beyond the statute. Federal funds that are
explicitly not individual assistance grants in the statute are defined.
when a certificate is used. as individual assistance grants. The language
of this regulation was clearly intended by its authors to stretch the
meaning of the statute beyond recognition.

This provision requires states to segregate state and federal funds. If
necessary. to ensure that a state constitution or law does not prevent
federal block grant funds from being expended for the purposes provided
in the Act, without limitation. This surely will not help implement 1414.S's
goal of "seamless" child care service, as funds and. ultlmaWy, services
are segregated. Furthermore. IDIS regulations cap administrative costs
and states may have to spend more than allotted for start-up.
implementation and continued block grant operation. States may not be
able to spend state money if the above preemption of state constitutional
requirements apply.

State Authority and Parental Choice

NCSL has no explicit policy on educational or parental choice. However,
as we have stated earner, we are concerned that the provision in the
regulations encouraging parental choice in child care would preempt
state authority to establish or enforce standards for health and safety.
And. la redefining the definition of public funds so they can be used for
sectarian purposes. the regulations may preempt state constitutional
and statutory provisions that restrict this use of public funds.

The legislation states that all providers must compbr with all licensing or
regulatory requirements applicable under state and local law; providers
not required to be harmed or regulated under state and local law must
be registered with the state.

The regulations state that although grantees (states) have flexibility to
establish state or local rules in licensing standards, registration. health
and safety requirements and payment rates, such requirements must not
significantly restrict parental choice. State and local rules.
requirements. policies. and procedures cannot either explicitly or
operationally result in sipitt restrictions in the range of child care
options. Thb language implies that a state cannot necessarily compel
licensure, regulatory oversipt, registration, or health and safety
requirements of caregivers.
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Block grant money will be withheld if parental choice is restricted. As we
stated earlier, we are disturbed by the damage that could be done by
withholding statewide funds to coerce states to change their statute to
accommodate parental choice. In particular, this provision would
penalize states for ww.luding a type or category of erre by its standards.
Interrupted funding would disrupt and Jeopardise child care services
provision in the states. This would undercut the general purpose of the
statute and is a coercive mechanism to undermine state authority.

claims of liability the states and the federal government for not
for child care that is licensed or certified. The poten=efoneed
Many states currently require that public funds may only be

protecting children exists.

Ohio, for certification for relative woyida care, to
insure that ="are not spent on substandard csre, while
encouraging parental choice. florida also requires licsnsinig.of all day
care homes that receive government fundin4 California, witn a =ing
of providing for parental choice through th voucher program,
providers exempt from licensure, requires that unapt providersheadrovide
fingerprints for a criminal records clearance and provide a
examination or evidence of a clear tuberculosis test. States should be
allowed to refuse to pay for care either throush contracts or certificates if
the care is to be provided by persons who have criminal records or whose
health imperils a child in care. We are concerned that the proposed
regulations have the potential of putting children at risk and preventing
parents from making safe choices.

Standards

The leg,islation states that all child care providers reftiving assistance
under this block grant must meet all applicable state and load licensing.

licensed or re must be registered prior to payment made.
regulatory recwirements. Providers not required to be

And further. State is not wohUted from imposing more sthngent
standards and U -mliftg or regulatory requirements on child care
providers receiving assistance under this grant than those imposed on
other child care providers in the state.'

The legislation also requires states to provide assurances that certain
health and safety reoulrementa are in effect within the state: prevention
and control of Infectus diseases, including immunization building and
physical premises safely; and minimum health and safety training
appropriate to the promer setting.

The regulations intent, but undermine it by
adding a provisloandraltviecasiZillitvldames to set stands:de.
liceng or registration requirements it lipidicantity restricts psrental
choice". This use of Varenisl choice" as a means to limit health and
safety protections seems clearly contrary to Congressional Went.
Congress =Lures* said states could apply _WON' standards to block
vent care. Ilse regulations, however. could have the elect otinvolving
die federal government in reviewintand d1saiwovthg all manner et state
child care regulations as contrary to choic,e. Current state
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safety requirements such as fire extinguishers, smoke detectors, criminal
background checks, tuberculosis tests, and safety inspections may all be
jeopardized.

This condition of "family choice", in conjunction withat=.
regulatory cap of 10% on qualiW improvements and

en
severely hinder states' abifity to support quslity improvements and
parents' se[rchoice. The statute does not require either of these
provisions. ay imposing an arbitrary limit on funding for administration
and quality improvement the regulations restrict the ability of states to
address quality tn ways that would not impair parental choice. lb use
an example cited in the regulations: "State or local regulations or
policies in areas such as wedentialing, schooling or trainizig. space. and
staffing ratios cannot significantly limit aparent $ choice from
categories of care or_ types of providers." The limits imposed heatt,°:;1112
the prohibition on differential payment rates for licensed and unlicensed
care. remove regulatory requirements and fiscal incentives for providers
to improve the quality of their child care and the capacity for parents to
choose safe child care.

The proposed regulations the door to litigation owosingstate and
local regulations, while sub ecting state tot UMW ff a child is
injured in a publicly-fund child care se . It is curious that HHS is
developing performance standards for Head lit at the same time that
these regulations prevent states from setting standards for the block
grant. We are concerned that this provision is too general. Does any
requirement that significantly/ reduces parental choice apply? We believe
this should be at the states' discretion.

Vouchers

The proposed regulations would create severe fiscal and constitutional
problems for states.

The regulations forbid states to restrict the number of child care
certificates. As long as block grant funds remain available for child care
services, parents who choose certificates must receive them rather than
being placed on a waiting list. This requirement compromises state fiscal
planning authority. States will not know when federal funds will be
exhausted. how many certificates to plan for, or the effects on contract
programs.

While the legislation permits public funds to be used in sectarian
institutions, funds must not be used for sectarian purposes or activities.
The regulations seem to compound this preemption ofstate constitutions
by redefining certificates as assistance to parents. thus circumventing
state prohibitions on the use of public funds for sectarian

PPlease refer to this letter's sections on Federalism and Stateularceitiublic
Funds.

Finally, the tone of the regulations suggest a preference for certificate
assistance over contract assistance. This was also reiterated 0=cte
HHS-sponsored child care fora in Washington, D.C. and San
when HHS panelists suggested that wnile states must have a certificate
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system, they need not run a contract system at all. The statute does not
make any distinction between systems to satisfy parental choice.

Supplementation of Funds

The legislation requires block g;rant funds to supplement, not supplant. .

the amount of federal, state and local funds spent on child care.

The regulations narrow the definition of supplantation, usineke states'
previous funding year as the base (for example. September limy for FY
-1991, September 1991 for FY 1992. etc.). thus making a state's decision
to increase state child care funding a permanent appropriation.

The regulations are unclear whether state budgetary problems and
across ttle board cuts affect the supplantation rmWrement. Economic
conditions are beyond the control of the state, as well as fiscal
constraints brougl2t on by other federal mandates, such as Medicaid. In
addition. Department reorganizing could lead to funds dropping below
the base level. A state that reorganizes its child care programs to be more
efficient could be penalized. Head Start funds should not be Included In
a state's base, even if a state funds early childhood development. While
linking Head Start and child care is a goal of the states, we believe that
supplementation should be limited to child care.

Payment Rates

The regulations require states. in establishing payment rates, to consider
variations in the costs of providing child caretetween different categories
of care (center-based. group home, family and in-home). However,
payment rates may not be based on the type of provider, I.e., sectarian.
relative, for-profit, or nonprofit providers.

The regulations appear to prohibit states from paying higher rates for
higher quality programs. States would then be prohibited from paying
higher rates for licensed or regulated care or nationally accredited
settings. This restriction on states' use of higher payment rates removes
the incentive for chlid care providers to improve quality and thus
promote parents' access to quality services. Many states currently
practice this differential payment system, either in lieu of mandatory
requirements or to support state requirements. This has served as an
incentive for providers to improve quality. The statute does not provide
for this circumstance, which is prohibited in the regulations. Once
again, states should decide whether this practice Inhibits parental choice
or restricts child care providers. Furthermore, states will continue to use
this practice for their other child care programs, both federal and state,
and once again. the HHS goal of seamless service will not be attained.

The regulations interfere with sate rights to estabash sePorate
standards for child care financed by public funds despite languakirel innie
legislation: A State is not prohibited from imposing more stringent
standards and licensing or regulatory requirements on child care
providers receiving assistance under this grant than those imposed on
other child care providers in the state.
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In Rhode Island, the state has found that centers have been forced to
limit the number of "state" slots (subsidized slots) that they can afford to
have. Raising the reimbursement rate is a method of increasing staff
salaries, and contributing to quality child rare. At current market rates.
child care workers salaries and benefits are grossly inadequate, leading
to high turnover and low levels of staff training. _Inadequate rates of
reimbursement are limiting the accessibilipi of child care to those eligible
for the sliding scale program. States should be allowed to use block
grant funds to increase reimbursement rates to provide high quality child
care for the greatest number of children and provide children in the
subsidized state system fair access to quality care.

The regulations should expressly provide that states may use blockrt
funds to supplement payment rates in other local, state, and feder
funded child care funcling streams.

The regulations require that payment rates be sufficient to jorovide
access "comparable" to those receiving unsubsidized care. for center
based. group home. family and in-home child care. Please clarify the
definition of comparable access.

Comprehensive federal child care has been an NCSL priority for the last
two sessions of Congress. States have enacted and implemented
numerous child care programs. including those to enhance child care
quality. We believe that states. when given sufficient flvdbility. can
create innovative programs to meet the department of Health and Human
Services' child care goals. Accountability, responsiveness and innovation
are hurt by federal preemption. As Justice O'Connor stated in the
majority opinion of Gregory v. Ashcroft. "Inn the tension between federal
and state power lies the promise of liberty."

Thank you for your consideration of NCSL comments. We would be
happy to meet with you to discuss this critical matter.

Sincere! .

049)4.4y1::77-44,14----
William T. Pound
Executive Director. NCSL
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